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EDITORIAL COMMENT
The case of the Ayatollah Khomeini versus novelist Salman Rushdie has world-wide
significance, whether the Ayatollah's sentence of death upon the author of The Satanic Verses
is carried out or not.
The point at issue is the capacity of societies to allow individuals to imagine freely, and to
write and be published, whatever their beliefs. Artists of many kinds have felt moved to make
life uncomfortable for governments, churches or ethnic communities. Patrick White is one
among a number of such writers in Australia. Like White, Rushdie sees doubts, ambiguities,
possibilities where others see only certainties: "Doubt", Rushdie has commented, "is the central
condition of a human being in the twentieth century". It is the freedom to express this doubt,
to imagine its permutations and its consequences which has now been threatened in the most
brutal terms.
A literary journal such as Westerly exists to encourage writers to be risk-takers, to interrogate
and re-imagine conventional modes of perceiving, knowing and thinking. Salman Rushdie saw
his task in these terms in an essay called "Imaginary Homelands" in 1982:
The real risks for any artist are taken ... in pushing the work to the limits of
what is possible, in the attempt to increase the sum of what it is possible to think.
Books become good when they go to this edge and risk falling over it - when
they endanger the artist by reason of what he has, or has not, artistically dared.
This kind of daring should be actively encouraged in the face of increasing conformity,
whether induced by consensualist politics, or by tyrannical rule.

Westerly places itself unambiguously as a supporter of the unfettered imagination. It
encourages its contributors to take risks, artistic risks, knowing that these may be unpopular
at the time they are written. Westerly requires of its contributors (and indeed of its readers)
membership of no religious, political or ethnic group. It will not publish literary work solely
because of its commitment to a cause, however attractive that cause may be to its editors, if
the writing is not lively and freshly imagined. Even under threats of tyranny or terrorism, we
hope that communities of Australian readers and writers would resist the imposition of a single
belief, insist upon the freedom to doubt.
These principles are signally important for Westerly to state because, while we are strongly
committed to the cause of Australian literature, we have also demonstrated a commitment
to building links with the emergent literatures of the Asia-Pacific region. In this process of
interchange with our geographical neighbours, we hope to show our responsibility to literary
talent, wherever we may find and foster it.
We also note that writers attending Writers' Week in the 1989 Festival of Perth passed a
resolution condemning the Ayatollah's sentence of death, and that the Perth Centre of
International P.E. N. has expressed this same view to Senator Gareth Evans, Australian Minister
for Foreign Affairs, and to the Government of Iran.
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PATRICIA HACKETT PRIZE
The editors are pleased to announce that the Patricia Hackett prize for the
most outstanding contribution to Westerly in 1988 has been awarded to:
Alec Choate for his poems, "Two Views of the Milky Way",
"Roadside Grave" and "Vietnamese Refugee Woman" which
appeared in Westerly, No.2, June, 1988.
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TERRI-ANN WHITE

The Life in There
yesterday
At the tail-end of a bad, cold winter, when things should have been going even
better than good, the bottom fell out of the market & the just demolished sites stayed
that way. Where the nursing home had stood for sixty years half of the street block
went, house after house. Churned up soil sat & rats ran rampant. The scratching
sounds scared us at night. The old boys at the George Hotel got up to their tricks,
telling the trusty, comforting stories of the hottest summer in Perth, of the bird's
nest lady who lived in Outram Street, her fabulous wealth, her outrageous squalor,
& what happened when she finally died. People used to live here in buildings with
names: Lawton, Wisteria, Lyndon. When guests visited the old biddies the better
brandy came out with the mixed nuts & the shortbread left from Christmas. Before
they moved out into units, or into nursing homes, or into their children's houses
in the new suburbs for established families, or before they just plain died. Before
the specialists in medicine & real estate moved in. And before the bulldozers moved
in. Into this age, when the celebrations to mark the first anniversary of the crash
on Wall Street are in full swing.
criss-cross
A bad day, nothing will satisfy, but it could just as easily have turned out good.
First, the dreaming was disturbed by a prowling force. A cat? Cat Burglar? Back
to sleep, & no more erotic dreams; friends & foe now show displeasure by smashing
glasses in my face. Morning radio's screeching finishes that, wakes me with its loud
competitions. Downstairs, a young boy serenades a young girl who is still in bed.
I imagine him sitting naked in an armchair near the bed, playing a guitar. Save
me from myself, he sings, & he means it. He does it every morning, first thing. I
get up & have my hot shower, attempt to soothe the ground glass out of poor flesh
& make for this day that I have no faith in. The habits are already formed, territory
already mapped out.
Tuesday's dream
I climb through the small window into his bedroom & go instinctively to the place
where he keeps his diary. I read it with an urgency that makes my breath fast. Come
to the end & with no mention of me have to return it to its place without drama
or flourish. I curl into a ball on the floor near his bed & await his return. My dreams
are rich & warm. There is no scene at his return: it is flat & emotionless. He tells
me he has sent me a letter explaining himself, & his relationship with me. I am
freed of my longing for him by not finding any record of me in his writing.
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in the neighbourhood
Now, there are only twelve residents here: in two blocks of flats & two houses,
not counting the mansion around near Parliament House - no one really knows
who or how many live there. My neighbour has lived here, in the same house, for
most of her life. She was born in the front room she now uses as her study. When
she was a child the Sunday ritual was a stroll through the top end of King's Park
after the cooked meal at midday, to assist digestion & to exchange pleasantries with
the neighbours, the whole family in their best clothes. My connection with Mina
.& the suburb stretched beyond my four years as a neighbour: my father had delivered
brandy & bread to the houses in the area when I was a child - he was the local
shopkeeper, & I would accompany him on his daily delivery run. I came to this
house, Mina's house, before I started school. Played in the doll's house in the back
that her father had built for her & some of her children had already grown too
old for. These days, in this suburb spanning just five by four square blocks, I feel
as though I am standing on the edge of the earth, & I'm thrilled at my sense of
melodrama. I watch the city tearing apart, being rebuilt over & over in this system
of fashion & improvement. The blimp circles in the sky over my home twice a day
on its way to & from the Terrace. I find its proper name & revel in the clumsiness
of the dirigible.
passages
The push of the hips & the stretching out from shoulder blades, frog-like. The
swimmer swims fast. Her strong body shimmers under the water. It's graceful &
sexual. Underwater, a blue mess, & up for the deep breaths the light in the sky
is fading fast. The regularity of these movements forces out worry, sadness, the
mundane. The style is an improvised & clumsy breaststroke, not competent, not
confident, but still there is the pleasure of completing each lap, each fifty metres.
I can feel my breastbone & my hipbones jutting out, through the water, through
the exertion. The strong chlorine smell clears the passages: soft gushes from my nose
blend straight into soft blue water.
cupboards
Cleaning's my obsession tonight, at home: the period of neglect now sickens me.
The place is going off. Ants have taken over both kitchen & bathroom. Mould in
the toilet, dust along every railing, banked up in the corners. How do I start? In
the kitchen, where the ants are in the corn chips, the last of my food. Empty the
kitchen cupboards, clear the bench, scrub out the residue - soy-sauce bottle-shaped
stains, some dead cockroaches, loose sugar, bread sticks out of the packet, stale &
nibbled by smaller mouths than mine. Toss out the saved foods - economy
purchases, leftovers from the elaborate dinners, to get a realistic idea of my life, my
needs. I end with cupboards empty - with sea-salt crystals, dried herbs, pasta sealed
in plastic, olive oil, instant coffee. During this frenzied session I think about
something I've abandoned, something else I've tossed out, something important, an
important friendship. A friendship that had gone bad. Immediately I feel relieved
& happy, but I know this will be upturned with a simple twist, with my sense of
loss, what I gave up.
in our leisure time
A nightclub night out. Nearly everyone's on the make. The go-go girls are caged,
the barmaids wearing only g-strings. A real lady in a sweetie-pie lacy shawl selling
long-stemmed roses from a cane basket makes her way through the crowd. She should
stick to restaurants - no one here wants to buy their girl a flower. There aren't
that many girls. The men travel in packs.
6
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Most of the punters stand facing the front watching the video screen, three girls
dance together. It's snatch & grab music - across the globe in a three minute song,
the presenter usually a snivelling whitey. There's a lost of recklessness: three toilet
bowls in a row are sprayed with vomit & its only 11.30; invitations are extended.
Sex, drugs & leaps of faith are done in parked cars. A big man bounds around asking
everyone drinking Victorian beer if they too are from Victoria. He feels homesick,
patriotic, superior. For the grown-ups there are adult bars where men wear threepiecers & still run in packs, dance jerkily after a few beers, buy the ladies drinks.
Bowls of nuts & chips are complimentary on Fridays. Here, older & less attractive
women are called dogs, as in "why didn't you leave your dog at home?" to the younger
of two sisters having a drink.
I say farewell to a friend with this our backdrop. I get drunk & sloppy & confess
my petty crimes & my desires.
brilliant corners
I listen for the silences. In music, in conversation, in my head, & my life is filled
with silences, potent silences. My family passed on this legacy: avoiding conflict with
silence. Mine's creative. A creative use of silence. So I say. Sometimes, when they
get me talking, the words just lodge in my chest. Because of the great expectation
that words will flow freely & perfectly from brain to lips. I'm always assisted through
these blockages, many people enjoy completing my sentences, filling in the gaps.
You took the words right out of my mouth. I listen to Thelonious Monk, whose
musical compositions & piano playing are framed by silence & punctuated with
silence. The gaps are as resonant as the chords, they provide an immensely complex
rhythmic pattern. The music gives me hope, confirms the value of silences, allows
me to feel superior to the fish in fishbowls who mouth nothing & sometimes remind
me of me.
flat
My flat is filled withjarrah - floor boards, skirting boards, picture rails, window
frames, doors, chairs, bed, bookcases, table. A bachelor flat from the twenties, now
a bachelor flat fort the Eighties. It is elegant & compact, & run down. High up,
it looks over treetops of West Perth. It has a name, Lyndon, & the back sheds hold
records of each decade since it was built - sofas, carpets, woollen trousers,
gramophone records, newspapers, household items. Paint flakes from the ceiling,
there are cracks in each wall, but it is a solid home. Solid for at least another three
months or so, the owners awaiting council approval for their future plans. They will
keep us as a favour until then, but the rent will rise although some hot water systems
have stopped working. Investments. Profitability. The same thing happened at the
bottom of the hill, at Saint George's Mansions, Bishop's Grove, Hale House,
Oddfellows, Arbordale. There are no tenant's rights to speak of, & the tenant's advice
service has lost most of its funding, so volunteers come to us after work with opinions.
When the fortnight's notice finally comes, new landlords will ask for our bank
account numbers, salaries, reasons for leaving our last residence. I listen to the music
loud through my booming stereo, open the windows, & fill the deserted street with
the blues.
one or two sausages
An extra-hot summer, tonight might mark its cooling off. The middle of the bush
filled with softness, soft & subtle colours, varieties of red in the rock, some traces
of animal life. Tall trees frame this place where we gather. At the top of the city.
A fullish moon. High drama once the sun goes down. Witches still use parts of the
WESTERLY. No. I, MARCH, 1989
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park for their delicacies. We use it as our backyard - neighbourly barbecues, our
Sunday dinner. Walk across King's Park Road with food & tools, the wood is
provided.
pastiche
The song tells us about many things. The passions of composer, lyricist, singer,
& other players, delivered up & received in an exquisite form, a four-minute form.
I'm thinking of the Duke Ellington Orchestra in 1941. The song begins with a tinkling
piano, then a rich, flat bass clarinet. The other saxophones & the trumpet starts
up, then Ivie Anderson's mellow tones ooze out & it's a lament:
never treats me sweet & gentle
the way he should
I got it bad & that ain't good.
He don't love me like I love him
nobody could lord, I got it bad & that ain't good.
and you can see the cruelty of her lover's curling lip. This music comes from bellies,
throats, lips, fingertips. It starts & stops. The collective skills of fllteen musicians
making flat, shrill, rich & honking sounds come together. Music that floats & glitters
& skips & zips.
My head is crammed with songs, lines from songs, titles, phrases, instrumental
solos. Crammed, filled to the brim. Frank Sinatra sings to me of the end of love,
slow & sad"this torch that I found
must be drowned or I feel it might explode."
Wednesday's dream
At a late stage in life, things began to jiggle around. The dreams come clearly
each night, & I catch some of them on the looseleaf paper left on the bed with
ballpoint pen, enjoying the findings over the first meal of my day. Wednesday Wystan Henry, Hubert, Harold, Jack Auden in a bath, wrinkled up old hide, smoking
a cigar, speaking into a mirror. Hops out & combs his hair. My hair has grown
right down my back. I'm following the lead of my neighbour, whose children plead
with her to become respectable again, to tidy herself up. They organise busy bees
on Sunday afternoons; she remains firm, will not be bullied, but they have learnt
defiance from their mother. She goes out, locking doors & windows, leaving her
rugs to air around the garden. The game is repeated for months. Once, she told
me she stayed inside, still & sad on the bed while they punched the front door &
cursed her. That's over, & now we sit out in her front garden in our sun-hats or
on her porch in our woollens & read to each other, our stories of the city, this suburb,
our dreams, while the other residents, the business-suited ones, glance at us each
time they pass. We collaborate on a writing project, weaving our stories to make
a permanent record for when this has all gone.
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ANNA GIBBS

Carnal Knowledge*
I would wake up in my cell, harried out of bed by the sound of the polishers in
the corridor at 6am. It was always dark. The black would soften to grey as I felt
my way into yesterday's clothes, stored under the blankets with me during the night
in a useless effort to have them retain the meagre warmth it took all day to achieve.
But if I could force myself upright and into clothes, the cold might hold me rigid
against my desire to return to bed. I could maintain the pretence of normality, of
serious work.
This was also the purpose of the quantities of notes that led nowhere, taken from
books I couldn't remember half an hour after closing the cover on the last appendix.
I was writing a thesis on the death drive in the nineteenth century novel. I drove
myself into each new day with the certainty that if concentration slipped, any accident
would be fatal.
By the time I had swaddled myself in layers of clothing and sat stunned as a
mummy on the edge of the bed until the polishers had passed and I knew no one
would enter, I could almost see the green of the maidenhair fern.
It was the one living thing in that room.
The colour tore at vision, vivid and ghastly like hallucination. The foliage was
lush as blood. Its abundance was an outrage. Maidenhair: cheveu de Venus. I would
try the name on my tongue to taste its strangeness. And then I would try to move.
I had turned vegetable. My feet were planted in their leather boots and rooted
in the cracks of the parquet. My head might have been the lumpen earthen pot,
those fronds my hair.
They drank the light.
It was Dona who had forced its presence on me. She grew the ferns in the maids'
room at the end of the corridor and sold them to the students. No one could live
in this city on the pittance they paid her for a wage.
She would materialise at the door to order shut the window: une plante exotique
comme celle-la ne peut pas supporter des courants d'air! She would slam it so the
glass vibrated for a moment before it sealed out the odour of spring and the sound
of traffic on the boulevarde invisible beyond the opposite wing of the building.
Dona would watch me - the gauche Australian - from the doorway. She kept
one eye on me as she crossed the short apace to the window, assessing my reactions.
She knew I was losing my hold and she computed the signs, surveying the process
of my decomposition. Reported its progress to the others. I could hear their knowing
whispers whenever I passed their door: a little further on and the whispers would
turn to shrieks.
Dona was beautiful, and she was black. I shrank daily into whiteness. I become
one with the walls.

* This story was runner-up for the 1988 Randolph Stow (prose) award.
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I was as self-contained as my unit. It was rigorously bare. Such austerity provided
no hold for the enquiring eye. No trace of memory, no scent of another life.
Only those fronds tantalised another seeing ... supplanting the blind eye with
the promise of touch. I shivered whenever I looked at them.
The night of the dream was freezing, even for that place, that time. Management
agreed to allow the centrally controlled heating to be turned on, at the lowest setting,
two hours early. I took my small store of clothes over to the basin hidden in its
cupboard in the corner of the room and began the tedious process of washing and
rinsing, draping each item on the heater to dry, though this could take days.
A thick stem rose to mist the dark window. I could sense the foliage unfolding,
breathing in: a kind of tropical ecstasy.
I got into bed leaving my clothes on and pulled the covers over my head, curving
my body into the protective shape of a snail shell, elbows over calves. I slept.
The dream worked its way into me like a tumbler of whisky, and then I was
transported. I was in the cell. It wasn't my cell: it was hers, the woman's. It was
lined with books whose coloured spines and irregular sizes contradicted the
asceticism of my uniform French editions. There was not sign of the plant, but in
a space on the wall between the columns of books there was a rich deep painting
of irises. The silence was warm and intense. The whole room was resonant with
it.
Thick carpets cushioned my footfall as I moved towards her. We were naked: our
bodies twined together on the bed like twisted tree trunks. It was then I saw that
she was old. My limbs seemed to grow up through hers like a creeper that bound
together the host it destroyed.
Her flesh was fragile as the paper bark of my homeland, releasing the odour of
eucalyptus I had long left behind. The bed was infused with forgotten pollens.
Memory awakened and played over our bodies like warm wind round the night
gullies. We had been lovers for a long time now. I knew her intimately and she knew
me.
I loved her with a passion and a tenderness I had never loved anyone.
My tongue turned itself round the rim of her ear, lined the smoothed curved
of the edge and ran down like water over time-delved stone into the narrow passage
to the drum where the ocean was beating.
(How do lesbian peoples reproduce, Monique Wittig asks. And answer: through
the ear.)
I don't know what language we spoke. Consonants and vowels mixed to make
a taste like nectar. A liquid language: a language to pass from mouth to mouth a
syllable at a time on the tips of our tongues; a language to be impelled in the onrushing
waves of the long, undulating kisses that made drowning ecstasy.
I surfaced to swim like a minnow over the muscular contractions of her lips, sliding
over the slippery surface of teeth. Teasing my tongue with falls into the deep water
of a sudden empty socket. The roof of her mouth was a corrugated cavern, each
buried tooth-root tangible until my tongue reached into the dome where it fitted,
but couldn't rest.
My own mouth was an opened anemone, a spongy surface of tiny feelers that
registered with exquisite precision the passage of her snail bellied tongue until she
withdrew it to trail the insides of my lips: soft, salivaed muscles made pliable,
protractile; pleating around her.
My finger traced the line of bone over which her eyebrows, once thick, were fine
as down. With my tongue I ironed over and over the wheat-fine wrinkles of her
eyelids, rolling the ball of her eye in its flesh red pocket, moving my lower lip slowly
over the last bristle of eyelash, just taking the tips on my way to her temple where
I rested before holding her cheekbone between my lips and kissing ...
10
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Our bodies came convulsively together and we rolled, arms around waists and
shoulders, legs scissoring legs until she was on top me, her face softening and
collapsing as it fell towards me then deflected to nuzzle nose and lips into my neck
which hollowed to draw her in. Moisture from her eyes was coolon my skin and
my head and shoulder curved together to clasp her from skull to jaw.
The palms of her hands slid over me to fit themselves round hip and breast. The
pads of her fingers found concave curves at the join of hip and thigh and between
stomach and mound where they took off down slopes careening up the other side
to send my whole body arching along the path of her hand's flight. I took her riding
with me, her almost weightless body moulded to mine until we landed again and
our stomachs and breasts slid over each other, side to side in a swaying bodily caress
they kept us close and tangled as underwater weed.
Over and over she kissed the vulnerable junction of neck and shoulder, the tender
point of my throat and the running gutter round my collarbone until uncontrollable
feeling went pUlsing through me and desire opened cavernous regions inside me.
Chamber after chamber of need rang with the sound of her name.
My own name was a cry that cleaved air as we met mound to mound and our
swollen labia came out like molluscs from under cover. We brushed against each
others' wetness, striving to come closer, and closer. My feet were burning. My fingers
were frantic along the ridge of her spine. I dragged my nails up both sides of her
back and then down again to press her buttocks against me. The arches of her feet
trod the length of my legs as she moved into me like a swimmer through thick water.
We were almost side by side now: half her body covered held mine; her head
lay on my shoulder; one of her legs was between mine. Her fingers found my inner
lips and parted them. She lay two fingers down the length of the lips, then pressed
her whole hand to me and began to rotate it with almost excruciating slowness.
I felt myself swelling to bursting point. The tips of her two fingers pressed against
my bone - the very bone was alive - and then slid inside me. I opened like the
Red Sea to take her and her fingers made circuit after circuit of the walls as they
contracted to follow her, folding around her, wanting to go after her even as she
slopped over the bone and out again. Her rhythmic returns brought me to a pitch
of pulsing energy, and when she drew her hand up between my lips to lay all four
fingers over my clitoris I though I would lose consciousness. As she pressed and
circled I blew apart into a night sky.
It seemed to last forever and then, out of nowhere it began again. And again.
I felt myself drifting at anchor and might have woken, but something pulled me
back.
Her arms were urgent round my neck and shoulders; she turned and pulled me
on top of her; our mouths felt swollen and tender as we kissed again. I sank from
her lips to kiss her neck, her throat. Her skin moved under me like very fine, very
soft tissue. Or like some animal skin that had been scaled or shorn and cured to
the texture of silk. Her bones felt fragile in my grasp. I thought the weight of my
body might crush her.
I held her under her arms, by the sides of her breasts, and my tongue slid along
the groove of her collarbone then down between her breasts where my lips pressed
and sucked as I shook my head slowly from side to side, my cheeks brushing each
breast in turn. Then my tongue sought her nipple, and I felt her swell and harden
from deep within the loose folds of skin which moved under my hand like water.
I took her other breast in my hand and squeezed it slowly, gently.
I sank further, kissing her waist, the contours of her stomach, my tongue torturing
her navel, my lips and face massaging the place over her uterus while my hand
reached under her thigh and drew her leg up towards me. It bent languidly at the
WESTERLY, No. I, MARCH, 1989
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knee as if she was giving in to some deep and long held desire. Perhaps I heard
her exhale.
I kissed the insides of her thighs and felt her muscles harden and let go. She seemed
to sway for a moment from the waist down and then opened her legs very wide. I
could see her uneven fleshy lips swollen through fine, straight, almost colourless pubic
hair. I lay the flat of my tongue over them then hollowed it round them in a perfect
fit, pressing my lips around the furry outside. I felt her grow in my mouth. Then
with the tip of my tongue I parted the paired lips and began to explore the grooves
and runnels, first stroking the edges, then filling them with my tongue, moving up
one groove and down the next, circling and circling.
Her hands were plunged in my hair. She was breathing harder and harder. I felt
my own excitement growing again.
I lifted the fold at the apex of her inner lips and took the small ball beneath in
my mouth and as I teased it with my tongue she came. Her whole body arched
towards my face; I was covered in sticky wetness as I rose into her arms and we
lay locked together, rocking a little, feeling each others' warm breath in ears and
along cheeks and hairline, in the hollows of neck and shoulders.
Then I began again to plant her with kisses, and as I did so I knew she would
die.
The knowledge drove my tenderness to a desperate passion: my love would have
spanned deserts to save her. Would have concentrated itself in a steady beam at
her heart to keep it beating there under her thinning breast. I would have given
her my own body if she could have taken it.
She died in the moment of my waking. I was crying uncontrollably; salt rivers
of tears seared my face and my body shook with a seismic sobbing. My desolation
lasted days. I sat at my desk and saw nothing except my own despair.
I tried countless ways to bring her back. I could never return to the same deep
pocket of sleep in which I'd found her. I dreamed my way through city after city,
calling her name as I drifted among crowds, or on empty beaches, as if she would
rise in a wave and walk into my arms, tasting of brine.
She never answered, never returned to me in that cell where spring drove ruthlessly
at the closed window, the chill blue sky like an absent eye pressed against the glass.
The maidenhair ran riot.
I took out the hairdryer and turning the setting to high I began to singe its fronds
one by one. I ran the torch of air from the tip of each frond to the stem over and
over until the whole plant was ash at my feet.
That evening I crept out to the shower cubicles: a row of openings facing a row
of mirrors. For once I seemed invisible as I travelled the clinical corridors. It was
late and the door to the maids' room was shut and locked on the polishers, the dusters
and the disinfectants.
There were three hundred men at the Ecole Normale Superieure: they had always
received the sight of me like a slap in the face - I was blindingly blonde, undeniably
female, no matter how I tried to disguise it beneath jeans and jacket and a long,
firm stride. Always when I walked these corridors I saw before me the image of
a woman's face, distorted in fear, mouth open in a cinema still scream and eyes
rivetted on mine. Sometimes she wore Oona's features; sometimes my own.
It was here that Althusser went mad and strangled his wife with a bath towel.
The bathroom was empty. I had perhaps three minutes of uninterrupted solitude
before an invasion become inevitable. I took off my clothes and crept under the
lukewarm, amniotic flow. It always induced a panic in me, that water. I would fight
with the taps to make it scalding hot, to feel it eat into my flesh as if to reassure
myself of my own existence. Or perhaps to punish myself for it.
12
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This time, when I stepped out of the cubicle and looked in the mirror, my hair
was grey.
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STEFANIE BENNETT

Passage
I've not destroyed myself although
They said I would.
I've run my race, but never crookedly.
The diversions, on occasion, were necessary.
And, I've not measured fate, Lady luck
Had other plans.
Familiarity, fame - it's the same forgery when
You get down on all fours to look at it.
As for that platinum boy, the one
Who deals out icons
And the wearing lands of the senses:
I read him as best I could.
We lived separately. He, in his fine house
Scattered with bronze eagles,
Unicorn, and fire-wheels
- I in my trench-coat; total: Conventionless.
Mentor aside, the path was stony.
At every fork an ambush,
A reconciliation. Through the twin births
Of opposites
I chose, always, what lay between.
After me comes
Death in her doomed chariot.
I pause long enough
to kiss the living back to life.
I've learned destruction can be tender
- The process ongoing. The writing
of it seemingly natural.

14
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STEFANIE BENNETT

Prosaic it is ...
Someone is practicing
Free verse outside
The brawling pub.
The roundhouse
Has three gables - and
An auction sign
Riveted to
The driveway's fresco wall.
Walk a crooked metre;
You could be anywhere!
In the half-dark
The river's sludge dissolvesAnd an early moon
Casts a halo that deftly skims
Towards a barge
Tethered by its land-line.
This is a proportioning
Of the Pacific's shore.
The derelect camp
And two suspecting
Patrol cars Wailing
Towards
The quay.
Lights deflect the harbour, form
Their web of pale beads.
Ah! Prosaic it is! Enough
To climb the canvas,
Dip the blunt negative into
A boot-black shining
To ... curl about the suggestion
Of free verse, rolling
And - anyman shouting
Charles Dickens ...
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LAWRENCE BOURKE

T.E.S.L.
I try to say things, but you know?
Tangled hands speak for her tongue.
I find myself in my own language
and people go blank. It feels I talk
to no-one, you know?
Yes, I know
I get what you mean. But we say
I am talking to myself, not to no-one
but myself, do you see? Its a trick
of the language. You'll get used to it.
I see. I will get used to it,
this strange language making me
feel I talk to no-one, not myself.

16
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LAWRENCE BOURKE

Land of Clouds
Not looking back. Shifting
from foot to foot in sways
of wet grass. Cloud mist lifting
as on all the other days.
Waiting beneath trees. Damp
seeps through coat and skin.
Stamping boots while bone
catches the wind, shivering.
Bone-hook hauled this place
from the great whirl-pool.
At night it slips away
going back into that shoal
of unformed startled thoughts
flashing through dreams.
It changes, being caught
again, dragged on the lines
of memory, the ancestral
yearning. Casting unease
at the bus beneath the hill
where the three fir-trees
throw the house into shadows.
Clouds blow in across the plain.
The big dark windows
will rattle with sea-spray.
Climbing, the bus changes down.
Something bites and far
out lifts where the horizon
intimates Australia.
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DIANE FAHEY

Andromache
When heroes widow their wives, they must embrace paradox:
After he left, I was with him all the time;
his every ache, deprivation, I felt before he did.
When the messenger came, I told him the news;
only the details of death needed to be named.
Now they drift through our home like flakes of ash,
or buzz like stunned flies around my head.
Sunlight presses into each room, shadows
the hearth; somewhere, a storm splinters the air.
The house is utterly empty, it is thronging with presences;
weeping, I cannot hear my voice, which is everywhere.
After a hero closes his eyes, people keep him awake forever;
when I close my eyes I see the years I have lived a felled avenue of trees; I see the years ahead dark birds watching me, circling me, giving me
more and more time.

18
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JUAN E TAZON SALCES

Spain and Terra Australis:
Early Voyages of Discovery *
The voyage of the Endeavour was not a common one for it solved a mystery which
had puzzled men from very ancient times. Its name: Terra Australis, for a long time
also 'Incognita'. Ptolemy, the Alexandrian astronomer of the 2nd century, had
situated it as an eastward extension of what was known as 'Ethiopia Interior'.
Pomponius Mela, 50 A.D., had also believed in the existence of a southern mass
of land whose head could well be Ceylon. For the two of them Terra Australis,
though unknown, had, in good logic, to be there: this mass would balance the
inhabited land-mass of Europe, Asia and Northern Mrica. It was necessary to
maintain the equilibrium of the spheric earth. St Isidore of Seville (560-636), another
brilliant mind, added new elements to the dream: the land had to exist but would
certainly be uninhabited due to the tremendous heat in those latitudes.
They all guessed it was there, a southern continent to 'which Cardinal Pierre
D'Ailly (1340-1420) gave a door of entrance: In his Imago Mundi, and perhaps
influenced by Roger Bacon, he had sustained that the Indian Ocean was not an
enclosed sea; a passage existed at the end of Mrica. A new mystery added to the
first one. For centuries the two big questions, the existence of a passage to the Indian
Ocean to the south of Mrica and the existence also of Terra Australis filled the
minds of the most enterprising spirits. The solution to the first of those two great
questions marks in the history of mankind came with Bartholomew Diaz. The second
one took longer. The cost in lives and voyages, by the time it came, had been
astonishing. It is my aim to speak about those early efforts, especially those made
by the Spaniards of the 16th Century, a story which is not yet sufficiently well known.'
In 1596, Edmund Spenser completed a work that still nowadays engenders
occasional disputes among historians and literary critics: A View of the State of
Ireland. The work, of no great literary value, can be described as a dialogue sustained
by two fictional characters, Eudoxus and Irenaeus, on the 'inevitable' process of
subjugation that a 'savage' land must undergo at the hands of a 'superior' culture.
It is, in other words, a philosophical treatise on colonization, a practical guide for
the establishment of English settlements on a 'foreign', 'ignorant' and 'primitive' land.
Settlements, so Spenser argues, are to be established by any means available,
including 'famine', 'bloodshed', 'transportation' and 'military usurpation'.
Machiavelli's lesson - that the end justifies the means - for better or worse had
been thoroughly learnt by that year. The end was, as it has always been, not just
economic, but also military, cultural, religious, political and strategic. To obtain these
benefits man has always been ready to go as far as necessary. The sixteenth century
was no exception to the rule, even if it meant following the steps of a more than

* This paper is one of a number delivered at an inaugural seminar on Australian
Studies at the University of Oviedo in the Asturian region of N-W Spain on 1415 November 1988.
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familiar figure on the stage at that time, Dr Faustus. Nobody at the time, of course,
did say these things so openly. After all, it was an age rich in masters of metaphors,
similes and feigned images. Queen Elizabeth was a woman who would describe the
open hostilities between her realm and Spain in the second half of the century as
'una sombra de nubezillas'.2 Spenser was indeed an outstanding member, if not the
greatest, of that group which includes figures like Sidney and Shakespeare.
Arguments were necessary. One way or another, the cruel truth, that the powerful
was entitled to the wealth of the poorer, had to be disguised, softened, made palatable
to the refined taste of the age. 'The wise man shall rule even over the stars', 3 a sentence
which appears in the opening pages of A View of the State or Ireland, is perhaps
the best of a good number of them that became familiar to anyone who ventured
on voyages of discovery. It is felt even in wonderful plays like The Tempest in which
the relationship between Prospero and Caliban (anagram for Canibal) is based on
the power that one, thanks to the knowledge that his books give him, exercises over
the other ~ a philosophy that led the 'civilised' men from Europe to the most remote
parts of the globe and that served as a magnificent tool in the dealings with the
native popUlations met there. It was a pragmatic philosophy that needed pragmatic
hands. And pragmatic hands there were. Ireland, America, some Pacific islands,
all were to know in the course of some years of the coming of bearded human beings
mad for the golden metal and the precious stones.
In 1596, the same year in which Spenser completed his work ~ in January to
be precise ~ Alvaro de Mendana's expedition, one of the many that had become
the order of the day at the end of the century, reached the Philippines after a terrible
voyage in Pacific waters. Mendana himself, not a very successful adventurer, did
not come on board the ship. He had died some months before when trying to establish
a settlement in a little island he had found in his path. His wife, Dona Isabel Barreto
and her two brothers had taken the command of the expedition on the way back.
This awful voyage, in which many died from the effects of starvation and disease,
was not to be the last, and had certainly not been the first, made by the Spaniards
in the South Pacific. The philosophy of the age, the old dream of making a fortune
in gold and stones with which to buy a position in the mother country, together
with the desire to spread the 'true faith', was to lead them, at least once more, as
in the past, in the direction of the fabulous 'Terra Australis Incognita'.
Sixteenth century history is to a great degree Spanish history, at least in matters
concerning voyages of discovery. Portugal, however, also played a very important
part in the first half of the century. In 1494, for example, the Capitulacion de
Tordesillas had divided all the new-found world between the two Christian monarchs
on a line north and south 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands. However
there were still questions to be answered. One of them, perhaps the most important,
concerned the ownership of the Spice Islands. The dispute had to be solved and
that was part of Magellan's task. In September 1519, with five small vessels, he started
his voyage. He wintered at Port San Julian, put down a mutiny and then passed
Cabo Deseado, now Cape Pillar, entering the South Sea in November 1520. With
the characteristic faith of the age he went on assuming that he would discover what
he had promised the Emperor, even if that meant eating leather and rats, which
in fact he and his men did. They sailed for three months, 98 days, before finding
anchorage in the Ladrones or Mariannes. In all that time they saw only two little
islands, "los Desventurados", probably Pukapuka and Vostok. In 1521, once the
Philippines had been touched, Magellan was killed. Only one ship, Victoria, made
the way home. After three years, and with 170 dead men behind, it reached Spain
in 1522. The Pacific, however, had been crossed, the world circumnavigated and
conclusions could be drawn. Several are worth mentioning. First, that after crossing
the Strait that today bears his name, Magellan had firmly believed that to the South
20
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there could be no continent. However, he had guessed that the Pacific could well
hide one. After all, one of Magellan's chroniclers had said that 'it was a sea so vast
that the human mind can scarcely grasp it';4 the Pacific Ocean is at its widest more
than 10,000 miles. The third conclusion is, or rather was then, that the Moluccas
were in the Portuguese sphere. Portugal was, therefore, the only legitimate power
to benefit from their riches.
In 1525 another expedition left for those islands. It reached them after much
suffering, which is illustrated by the fact that the Portuguese could only ship back
17 survivors out of a hundred and fifty. Cortes, who knew from Mexico of the
expedition, sent in its aid three ships under the command of Alvaro de Saavedra.
Two of them were lost and Saavedra, who found nothing to do in the Moluccas,
turned home. We may note however that Saavedra's expedition was not the result,
as some may think, of the humanitarian spirit of Cortes. Spain's great man in Mexico
had guessed that riches were at hand and could be taken whether the Portuguese
liked it or not. Saavedra continued with his expeditions and in 1528 and 1529 coasted
several islands off the shore of New Guinea. These islands were inhabited, according
to the records of the time, 'by black people with frizzled hair, who are cannibals
and the devil walks with them.'5 One of those islands was baptised 'Isla del Oro',
certainly a good present for the Emperor of Spain, who was busy following the love
affair of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn. The north side of New Guinea had been
touched by a Portuguese, Jorge de Menezes, a year or two earlier, probably in 1527,
the year Rome was sacked by Imperial troops and Philip II was born. Cortes, Spain
if you like, had grasped the Pacific, a sea that could become a maritime 'EI Dorado'
- if only the right islands were discovered.
In 1565, a Spanish colony was founded in the Philippines by Legazpe and, what's
more, Andres de Urdaneta discovered a safe route back to Mexico following a
westerly belt of winds to 39°. A settled voyage, though not a regular one, between
Acapulco and Manila was now possible: it took three months to make it each way.
The second half of the century had started but Spain still had time to make further
contributions to the Pacific mythology. These contributions are known as the voyages
of Mendaiia and Quiros - three actually, which had the aim of finding the dreamed
of 'Terra Australis Incognita' and its wonderful wealth. The mind behind it all,
especially behind the first voyage, was that of Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, a man
who knew all the details concerning the legend of the Inca Tupac Yupanqui.
According to the tale, Tupac Yupanqui would have travelled west and returned from
two islands with black slaves, gold, silver and other treasures. Gamboa's fight with
officialdom was successful. In 1567 two ships were prepared for the expedition whose
command was given, not to Gamboa but to Alvaro de Mendaiia, the viceroy's
nephew. The chief pilot, Hernfm Gallego, would take the ships across the almost
unknown waters. Despite Mendaiia's ignorance on sea matters and his soft temper,
the expedition, which lost a third of the men, seems to have been a complete success.
It sailed from Callao in November 1567 and the instructions were to find the
Continent and settle there. The religious element of any adventure of this type was
in the hands of four Franciscan friars. After all, conquest went hand in hand with
conversion. The two ships passed between the Marquesas and the Tuamotus without
sighting land. After 62 days they almost sailed onto the reefs of Ontong Java. In
1568, the 7th of February, they landed in Santa Ysabel, in what later would be known
as the group of the Solomon Islands. Luck had accompanied the voyage but, despite
Mendaiia's good intentions, the clashes with the native head-hunters were bitter.
A decision had to be taken concerning a possible settlement on the islands or the
further search for the continent. In the end, the pilots' words, as usually happened
in this type of expedition, marked the way to follow. The two ships would return
to Peru with provisions that could last for five months. The Gilberts, Wake Island,
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the Marshalls, were all at one time or another sighted. In 1569 they anchored at
Callao where, of course, stories circulated in all the taverns of the cargo of gold
which one of the ships had supposedly brought in return. Rivers ran with gold some
said; others, and this made history, brought into the tale the example of King
Solomon's court and the land of Ophir. The name became familiar, so familiar indeed
that it was permanently given to them.
In official quarters, however, the story was totally different. Mendana had
discovered nothing of great importance; there were no specimens of spices, nor of
gold or silver. Mendana's reasoning that further west there might be a wealthier
place does not seem to have had a great impact on the minds of the Spanish
bureaucrats. Actually he had to wait until 1574 to get a permit for a new expedition,
and after having given 10,000 ducats, an enormous sum, as security. The permit
gave him licence to settle 500 men, some married families and live-stock. Three
fortified cities could be founded and he would be granted the title of Marquis. That
happened in Spain. In the New World, however, things went in a slightly different
way. At Panama he was thrown into gaol the moment he arrived and in Peru he
was twice prevented from sailing. Jealousy and Francis Drake were far more
important than the dreams of somebody who had actually had his opportunity in
the past. There is some logic in it, for after all what was the use of planning a new
adventure which would immediately attract the English privateers? Sir Francis
Drake, for example, appeared and disappeared in the least expected places and
always with deadly danger. Thomas Cavendish captured in 1586 the Manila galleon.
The risks were many and great. Mendana, however, was stubborn enough to carry
on with his plans. In 1595 he renewed preparations. His apparently quite unpleasant
wife Dona Isabel Barreto, her two brothers and four hundred sailors, soldiers, their
wives and children, were to accompany him, distributed in four ships. Above them
all, at least technically for he was the pilot, was a man with little capacity to impose
his will but with fine sea manners: Pedro Fernandez de Quiros. In 1595 they sailed
from Payta, north of Callao, steering SW, WSW and WNW. In July Mendana made
his first discovery, the islands he baptised as Las Marquesas de Mendoza. Quiros
would later speak of the beauty and grace of the natives which, unfortunately, didn't
save them from the massacre that some uncontrollable men made at a very 'small
provocation'. The journey continued and a new group of islands, which Mendana
mistakenly thought the Solomons, was sighted. He decided to make a settlement
which was a total failure due to the natural hostility of the natives. Mendana himself
died while on those islands, after having proved unable to make peace among the
different quarrelsome factions. Dona Isabel in the end took the command, left the
islands and steered back home following the advice of her pilot, Quiros - a terrible
journey in which men died every day of starvation but in which, as Robert Graves
tells us in his novel The Isles of Un wisdom , Dona Isabel had her daily portion of
fresh pork. On the 12th of January 1596, after having sighted the Carolines and
the Mariannes, what was left of the expedition arrived at Manila. The journey had
been a total failure, a tragic one, and only a few survived the ordeal.
Quiros, however, one of the lucky few and probably the saviour of them all, had
not had enough. In his mind an idea was born, the idea that the Solomons, Santa
Cruz and New Guinea were all quite close together and that they fringed the shores
of a new southern continent. In 1600, Quiros, the idealist, went on pilgrimage to
Rome and favourably impressed a committee of pilots, geographers and
mathematicians. In 1602 he got what he had fought for: orders to the Viceroy that
were to provide him with two ships properly fitted for a new voyage. In the end
he got three, plus six Franciscan friars and the usual bad-tempered officers. In 1605
the fleet sailed, once more, from Callao. Besides Quiros, two other persons are
important in the expedition, Don Diego de Prado Y Tovar, Quiros' bitter denigrator
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at the end of the voyage, and Luis Vaez de Torres, a very capable Portuguese who
was going to find a place in history with this adventure.
Quiros' plan was to sail WSW to 30°; if by then no land had been sighted, north
west to 10°15'; if still no land was seen, then along the parallel to Santa Cruz. From
Santa Cruz the sailing would go on south-west in search of the Continent to 20°,
then north-west to 4°, then west along the north coast of New Guinea and so to
Manila, and to return to Spain round the Cape of Good Hope. An amazing task.
The plans were not carried out literally. In 26° Quiros changed his mind. The crew
had grown discontented and a new course was adopted, against Torres' protests.
With the new course he touched the Tuamotus in 1606, February. He then altered
course again and found Manihiki; in March Gente Hermosa or Olosenga, north
of Samoa, where the natives opposed a landing. In April he came to Taumako and
then to Santa Cruz.
So far the journey had gone well but the visit to this island produced a change
in Quiros. A sort of religious ecstasy took command of him. Otherwise we cannot
understand an order such as: 'Put the ships' heads where they like, for God will
guide them as may be right.'6 Don Diego, who probably did not believe in the truth
of those words, moved into Torres' ship. On 29th April a line of great mountains
was sighted. The ships entered a pleasant bay and a city, with its municipality, was
founded. He called it New Jerusalem, the river Jordan and the bay the Bay of St
Philip and St James; the land 'Austrialia del Espiritu Santo', in honour of Philip
III of Spain who was also archduke of Austria. On June 8 he sailed again though
he suddenly changed his mind and decided to return and build a fort. He was further
out than Torres, who was able to anchor in the shelter of the land. Quiros couldn't.
The current and the waters in which he moved were too deep for anchorage. He
lost control, discussion on board started and he finally moved north to 38°. From
there he headed for California and then for Acapulco which he reached in November.
In 1607 he arrived in Madrid, penniless, like all his predecessors.
Torres, however, completed a different sort of voyage. He forced his way to 21 0,
then stood northward to clear New Guinea and sailed along its north side before
reaching the Philippines. His voyage was of the utmost importance for he showed
that New Guinea was an island. Today the Strait in those waters bears his name.
However, he didn't sight Australia. He had been for a long time too far north; when
he finally came south far enough he was too far east. It is amazing, however, that
the Solomons were not rediscovered in this voyage. In May 1607 he anchored at
Manila. He thence wrote to Quiros who in Madrid was doing all he could to persuade
the authorities that a continent of black people was waiting the Spanish Crown.
Spain, however, was in no position for further 'games'. The management of its
possessions was already proving difficult enough and the treasury was empty. The
inoffensive heathen could well be left alone. The memorials of the Portuguese pilot
did not have any effect on the authorities. Quiros met in Panama the saddest of
deaths: forgotten, poor and tricked by the bureaucrats who promised him ships which
simply did not exist; his eyes never saw those wonderful lands of which he spoke
and Spain forgot the legend of Terra Australis. It seems to me, however, that the
authorities were right that Quiros could do not good. He had become a visionary,
a dreamer; he lacked the cold head of the early voyage. His last voyage had been
wrongly commanded from the start and only great luck had brought him back safely
to land. Still his sailing is remarkable in history and nothing can dim the achievement
of taking such unsuitable ships across Pacific waters for so many miles and for so
many months. Quiros' achievement was soon known and remembered: news of his
discoveries and those of the other Spaniards had reached England and the Low
Countries by 1625. In that same year two of Quiros' memoirs were printed by
Purchas. Torres'discovery, however, was suppressed. The secret was maintained for
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some time though others were not, as can be seen in the case of the Moluccas, whose
existence was well known in England by 1572. This is only natural as there were
plenty of English merchants in Spain, or engaged in Spanish trade, with agents in
the New World. Much of the information that Drake had for his voyages probably
came from them.
England, Holland and France believed in that southern continent. Since their
energies were superior to those of Spain by the beginning of the 17th century, it
was only natural that the task of continuing the search fell on them. The interest,
however, had been felt long before. Thorne, a merchant from Bristol settled in Seville,
had suggested to Henry VIII, for example, already back in 1540 the following:
'I know it is my bounden duty to manifest this secret unto your Grace, which hitherto,
as I suppose, hath been hid: which is, that with a small number of ships there may bee
discovered divers new lands and kingdoms, in which without doubt your Grace shall win
perpetuall glory, and your subjects infinite profit'F

His 'Declaration of the Indies' is an excellent piece to see what we may call 'the
philosophy of the age' at work:
'and if they go this third way, and after they be past the Pole, go right toward the Pole
Antarticke, and then decline toward the lands and Islands situated between the Tropikes,
and under the Equinotiall, without doubt they shall find there the richest lands and Islands
of the World of golde, precious stones, balmes, spices and other things that here we esteeme
most.'ll

Energy, avarice, courage, audacity are evident here, all basic ingredients of that
new type of man needed for such an enterprise. Summing up, Mendana, Quiros,
Torres had opened the way, but it was for others to follow their trail: Tasman,
Bouganville, Cook; all legendary names, all with something in common: faith in the
same dream, 'Terra Australis Incognita'.

NOTES
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Doirearn MacDermott's works on the subject deserve close attention:
- "Quiros en busca de Terra Australis", Historic y Vida. Barcelona. 1978.
- "Rosendo Salvado and the Spanish contribution to Western Australia" Ausiralian Paper.\', Lubljana, Yugoslavia. 1983.
Translation: "little clouds", Achivo General de Simanca"i. Estado 823. Cana de la Reina Isabel. Valladolid. Spain.
Spenser. I.. A Vi,,", Ihe Slate oj Ireland, Dublin. 1633. p.2.
Beaglehole . .l.e. (ed), The Journals (?f Caplain James Cook on his J.·hyages (?f Discovery. The V(~l'age of lhe Endeavour I 768-J 771.
Introduction. p.35. Cambridge University Press, 196K
Beagleholc . .I.e. (cd) Op Cil. p.36.
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STEPHEN HALL

A Despatch
First Version
I am holding the tape, 20 metres away the runner
stumbles clutching his shin like a student hit,
tear gas rolling over the cathedral square, held
here by the tape I watch his face cramp with pain.
Somewhere else a prison overflowed into a stadium,
torturers working in relay, passing the baton,
the crowd becomes thousands of detainees, chanting
a language of release. Still staring at the fallen
man I feel the tape whipped from my fingers
by the winner. I note the placings, the time,
results cold as a roll-call - and blame the rules.

Second Version
The crowd becomes thousands of spectators, without
a language of victory, staring at the fallen man
clutching his shin like a runner kicked. Terror
overflowed into the Stadium, held here by the General
you watch their faces cramp with pain, remembering
tear-gas rolling over the square. 20 metres away
names are noted, officers working in relay, passing
the papers. Results as cold as a death sentence.
Somewhere else a runner stumbles, stretching for the
tape, you feel it whipped away - and blame the junta.

Third Version
One amongst a thousand detainees watching a man fall
feels his own face cramp with pain, clutches his shin,
his sweat's blood. The runner stumbled 20 metres away,
fear made spectacle in the arena, he feels the kicking
by winners, civil guards, uniforms, soldiers working
in relay and a mouth stretching for the language of
appeasement. Someone else passing a paperstand knows
they are held here, passes the time reading how the
water-canon hurled back the banners, reading names,
numbers cold as a sporting defeat - and blames no-one.
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FIONA PLACE

Kalgoorlie Bill
He's going to see Bill again.
For the second time in twenty years.
He tells her over the phone that he and Bill will be close.
They'll sit out the back with a beer and it'll be like old times.
He also tells her that back then they never showed fear.
It would have been cowardly.
She asks him if he's missed her.
His daughter.
He says he hasn't missed her.
That the counsellor had made it quite clear back then.
And he'd listened to her words.
Not that he'd believed her, she had after all,
only learnt it out of a book.
But she had said divorce was like a death.
And he'd known that meant he was to clear out.
Anyway, he says,
what we need is a good war or
for everyone to work as hard as the Swiss.
Forty-four hours a week.
Pull in their horns and save.
He'd refused the Bahamas.
He'd refused any promotion.
And of course that woman'd only nagged.
He only ever wanted to be as good as his father.
And to give the kids a good start in life.
That's all he'd wanted.
He was a fan of his father's.
But he'd made a bad judgement.
A bad judgement about that woman.
That thief.
That woman who gave crummy advice.
And he'd had a rotten son.
A son that just couldn't take advice.
Wouldn't learn from advice.
From the experience of his elders.
He asks her what his son's doing.
Still just delivering letters?
He also mentions Douglas.
His only friend.
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How Douglas never learns or takes advice.
Not from him or his doctor.
Douglas just smokes and smokes.
Douglas also crashes his model aeroplanes at the field.
One after the other.
Douglas just won't listen.
But as for himself he says, he's lucky.
At least his son hasn't cost him money,
not like one poor mate who's had to spend
sixty thousand dollars just to keep him out of gaol.
No, at least the kids haven't cost him that kind of money.
He used to take her out to the Barrack Street RSL for lunch.
At the end of each school year.
She'd meet him at the multi-national office and they'd walk
over.
She'd try to behave.
To espouse the value of the work ethic and self-sufficient
maturity.
Condemn impUlsive spending, holidays, friends and boyfriends.
He'd only have toast for dinner that evening.
She hasn't seen him in ten years.
Not since she was eighteen.
She asks him again, if he's missed her.
Missed her.
Missed her at all in the last ten years.
No, he says.
No.
It is impossible for her to get angry.
He says it so honestly.
He says he didn't study human relations at University.
So he can't be expected to have missed her.
Or understand why he should've.
He and his new Chinese wife are going to see Bill.
Bill with whom he can talk.
Bill who understands him.
Bill who he's only seen once in twenty years.
Since the war.
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MUNGANYE

Dawn
You see that day being born?
That piccanniny dawn,
she never come before.
She come in her own time,
her own way.
She come small,
then grow and grow,
all around.
All around all living thing
until she everywhere.
When she growed,
she be the sky that thing.
She be all over.
Up there, .. up there,
down here, too.
She end only where
this earth begin.
All men stand in sky,
like dingo,
like lizard.
We live in this sky.
All of us.
All of us the same.
Then colours come.
The day die then.
The sky go all away.
Nothing, she come.
With stars .. moon ..
no day, no sky.
Nothing left.
Only dark inside the eye.
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DOREEN SULLIVAN

Mary Dances
Mary is a wallflower tonight. She is blonde, but not pretty blonde. Dirty blonde.
Not that Mary is dirty, not tonight. She has washed away the day's chalky work
and dressed in her new blue jeans which hide her thick ankles and downy legs; put
on her thin blue cotton shirt and walked past her mother standing tall at the sink,
scrubbing furiously at the grease-covered pan with the steel-wool scourer. Her
mother's hair curls at the base of her neck, and she doesn't speak.
Tom slouches against the wall, a wallflower tonight, but not for long. He examines
the old school floor: the wheat-flakes spread on it for extra shine and slip; the way
the jarrah boards are all parallel yet split in the middle across-wise because you don't
find planks twenty feet long. He examines the thin, dark blue cotton drapes; behind
them are partitioned windows. Somehow the curtains don't quite keep out the sun
but it doesn't really matter because soon it will be night. The black-board still has
remnants of the white school-day chalk although someone has chalked up a big,
red WELCOME.
- For God's sake! Won't someone ask me to dance?!
- You can't go to a dance like that Mary.
- Yes I can Mum.
- Going to enjoy yourself, are you Mary?
- Do you want me to? I will. I will enjoy myself. Why don't you ever sit down
Mum? Why don't you ever sit down?
Addressed to Tom: "Who? Her? She doesn't say much but she's a good dancer.
Fancy her? G'on. Ask her."
"All right. All right. 1 will."
Sometimes Mary is like a heifer, leisurely graceful, her hips slightly protruding,
like the heifer's flanks. But most of all, she is like the smooth, gentle, fluid motion
of the graceful animal. Her eyes almost half-asleep, Mary dances with Tom; heavy,
white-lidded, eyes dart out now and then and peer at Tom, but more often look
over his shoulders at other couples.
The rhythm quickens, so they move apart, Mary still looking over Tom's shoulder.
"You don't say much, do you?" asks Tom and Mary smiles.
"I do when 1 have something to say. 1 don't like to force conversations. Let's dance."
- Syncopated rhythm Who said that? Syncopate, syncopate, gyrate, gyrate.
Exacerbate. Who said that?
- Mary, I'm wash in 'these dishes hard Mary, but my body still tells a story. Don't
slouch, Mary girl. Your sister, Mary, her feet were swept before she got married.
All she said was: Don't sweep my feet, my feet, don't sweep my feet. Bad luck for
her, see. I have a hard life too, but I still stand tall. Her body tells a different story.
- Syncopate. Syncopate. Thud. Funny how the music is up so loud that your
very vocal chords dance but you can't speak unless you scream. My vocal chords
dance with me.
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"Streuth! Look at her and Tom go! Never thought he had it in him."
"She's a bloody good dancer. Reckon good dancers are good in bed too."
"Yeah? Yeah? Hey, Mary - they reckon if you dance good you're good in bed."
- They say if you dance good, you're good in bed. Are you good in bed Mary?
Are you good in bed? They say if you dance good Mary, you're good in bed.
"You don't say much do you?" asks Tom.
"I'm thinking."
- Dad said: Always got her head in the clouds, that kid.
- Mum said: She's smart. She's thinking.
I remember this class where I grew up. You don't exist if you're not noticed. I
remember the kids saying: Where'd you learn to dance like that Mary? Where'd
you learn to dance like that. I bet she stays up and copies it off TV. I didn't know
you could dance Mary. Where'd you learn to dance like that?
"Do you want something to drink?"
"Wha-? Oh. Yes please. Yes. I think I will."
"It's only punch."
"Just as long as they haven't spiked it, it's all right with me."
"You're a good dancer. Where'd you learn?"
"I've never learnt actually. I just like to dance."
- Dad said: She's a lot like you, Alicia. A lot. Mum smiled, stood taller and
glowed: Yes, she is, isn't she? Dad said: She dances like you too. Mum didn't
answer. L as a child, looked on while Dad ran his hand gently from the fluffy birdtail of hair at Mother's nape and down her spine.
Sweat trickles down Mary's face, slides down her back, sticks her hairy underarms
to her blue shirt, trickles to her downy legs carrying dye from the new jeans.
Perspiration sits neatly on Tom's upper lip; sometimes a little rivulet runs into the
corner of his mouth and he absently licks it. The sweat makes his almost non-existent
moustache apparent. He smiles at Mary.
"Let's dance," she says.
Although the lights have dimmed this is not a romantic scene. Strobe lights keep
flashing and Mary just keeps moving and moving. Shake that body Mary. Tom
wishes he wasn't there. He could have asked someone else to dance but he didn't.
Mary's the best dancer there is.
"You come here often?" asks Tom.
"Oh. Not really. I live here, so it's not really any big deal."
"Oh."
- Grade seven I was and dressed up. Had on this long dress, just before the
time long dresses went out offashion. Purple it was, you know that sort ofmarooney
purple? And it had blue patterns on it like flowers and other kinds of swirls. I liked
the sleeves most. Puffed sleeves, those mutton sleeves, all ending in a little, white,
lace frill. The bottom of the dress had a frill too. From the waist it gradually flared
out, then flounced in a frill at the bottom. I loved that dress but all the girls had
seen me wear it once already. They said it was nice the first time, but they didn't
say anything this time, when I wore my boots with it. I was dancing, by myself,
and tripped on the frill, my knees going down, tearing the hem.
- Mary, Mother said, How'd this happen?
- I was dancing by myself, Mum and - How many times must I tell you Mary? You've got talent girl, you've got talent.
But girl, Mary-girl, you can't go dancing for yourself. Get so's that you body tells
a story. Don't just dance for yourself. That's selfish, girl.
- Dad said of Mum: She never says much but her dancing always told a story.
That's why I married her. She told a story with her body. Remember that Mary,
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remember that. Don't waste this dancing Mary, don't dance for yourself. Put your
dance to use.
- I whispered, Dad, Dad, does Mum still dance? Does her body still tell a story?
- I saw my mother's shoulders droop that night. Only time I ever saw her
shoulders droop.
- Mary, said Mary addressing herself. Mary, before you can achieve you gotta
want. You gotta want this achievement so bad. You gotta feel the tenseness in your
shoulders, the taste in your mouth (oh yes, the taste of success), you gotta feel that
taste like you just drank a gallon of white vinegar. And you've gotta want to drink
this vinegar. You gotta want to want. I want to want, but I ain't wanting hard enough.
Mary, Mary, quite contrary what do you want to want?
A girl in pink, light cotton dress with half her slip showing dances past Mary
and Tom saying: "Doesn't seem like they're dancing together does it? Just seems
like she's dancing for herself."
Her partner replies: "Seems like she's being filmed and all she's dancing for is
the camera."
The girl says: "Really Tod. You're quite ridiculous."
"Been here a long time?" asks Tom.
Wha-? Oh. You mean living here. Since I was a kid."
"Yeah?" says Tom and looks at her.
"Yeah," says Mary, not saying anything else. Tom removes his hand from Mary's
waist to look at his watch, still holding her other hand, still dancing.
- Why are you tiring boy? Why are you tiring? Let's dance, let's dance, let's
dance. Stop draggin ' your feet boy. ~ 're gonna dance to death; dance till we drop.
Mother, are you listening? Feel the rhythm Mother? We're gonna dance to death.
111 show you Mum, 111 show you how. Why are you tiring, tiring, Tommy boy?
Funny how the thuds of the music vibrates your vocal chords, yet you can ~ say
anything without screaming. Funny about the thuds of the music, how it vibrates
your vocal chords, yet you can't say anything without screaming. I'm screaming at
you Mother. I'm gonna dance till I drop.
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GINA PERRY

Red Geraniums
Dear Moira,
Today we arrived in Gubbio. We caught a bus from Assissi where busloads of
Catholic tourists from Poland, England, America milled about, visiting another
famous site of Catholic history - the home of St. Francis. The place was overrun with women carrying rosary beads, bought from the vendor at the town gate.
Mother looked away as the tourists hurried past us. She says she considers the
commercialisation of religion quite vulgar. She won't admit it, but she feels a shock
when she sees Catholics getting off a bus, shouting in different languages, bargaining
over scapulas and holy water souvenirs. Of course we visited the Vatican and the
Sistine Chapel, but Mother insists her interest is purely artistic, not religious.
She still gets up at seven each morning to attend Mass. I lie in bed defiant. She
stopped asking me to go with her years ago but she has her own small ways of
imposing her will on me.
Last Sunday in Poggibonsi is an example. Mother returned from mass via the
village square. As you can imagine, the women in Church would have been impressed
by the Australian signora who so confidently answered the priest's prayers in her
grammatically perfect Italian. True, they would have heard the twang of her accent
under the words but they knew she had gone to some trouble to speak their language
so well. And they could see she was devout. What other tourist was up at seven
on a Sunday morning, except those still wandering the street, sodden from the
Saturday night's drinking?
Well, picture this. Mother was crossing the square and the women saw her and
they invited her over to their table, gesturing and smiling, "Signora! Signora!",
pointing at the cake which lay crusty and brown on the plates in front of them.
One thing led to another and Mother began to talk about her daughter. Once Mother
gets into the swing of the language - once she senses that people are listening and
understanding, she blossoms, becomes voluble. That Sunday morning she told them
about her daughter, aged thirty four, no, not single - then, saving my reputation,
she lowered her voice, 'vedova' - a widow. (She said she did not know the words
for separated in Italian anyway.) The other women must have stared at my mother's
bowed head and they must have been either too polite to enquire any further or
they sensed themselves in the presence of someone who fabricated stories to protect
her loved ones. Either way, they sympathised, but a few must have wondered about
such stories, particularly on the way home from Church!
So, on Sunday afternoon I was sitting in my room. The afternoon was warm and
it would soon be unbearable in my room but I liked to look out of the window
onto the brown fields and the rows of olive trees and clumps of wild oregano
smUdging the hill. A dog barked in the farmyard on the road below our small stone
house. Mother had put a vase of red geraniums on my window sill and they looked
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from the roadway below like a red hand raised in greeting. I was thinking about
this image of the geraniums as a hand in greeting and I told myself to remember
it for later when I took out my notebook to jot down anything that struck me during
the day that I could earmark for any later attempts at fiction. (The notebook is the
same notebook that I will open beside me when I will pick out words on my
typewriter in a desultory way in our London flat.) I was thinking about the image
of the geraniums, as I said, and telling myself to remember it, when I saw a figure
on the roadway below, the roadway which leads to our house. I hadn't seen the
figure before when I described the olive trees and the clumps of oregano because
the road snakes and turns its ways around the edge of our hillside and visitors only
become visible in the last few yards as they climb the last hill to our doorway. The
day before when the postman suddenly appeared, he startled me, even though I had
sat at that window waiting for him to come.
The figure on the roadway turned out to be Mr Bonnici, the butcher's son. Mr
Bonnici wore a suit, a smart suit from what I could see from the window. But the
time was mid afternoon on a summer's day in Italy when every sensible woman
was indoors in her bra and knickers and every man sitting in the shade of the vine
leaves in the back garden, smoking and staring into his garden in his singlet and
trousers, twitching his bare toes to shift the flies that settled there. The time was
mid afternoon and Mr Bonnici was dressed for Mass. Mr Bonnici was also in a
hurry, even though it was such a hot day. His feet made little puffs of dust bloom
upwards as he walked, whitening the bottom of his trousers and turning to pink
the red geraniums that he carried in his hand. Yes, geraniums again. I made a note
of this, too, for my notebook.
It turned out that Mother, in her rush of enthusiasm and pride in the piazza that
morning, had described my occupation to the group of waiting women as 'medico'
because she was too carried away to use her dictionary to look up 'doctorate' in
Italian. It seemed so rude to pull out a book in front of them, she told me later.
So Mr Bonnici came hurrying up the country road in the mid afternoon heat to
meet the young woman doctor who was single and visiting Italia as a favour to her
poor old mother. Wealthy, single and a dutiful daughter, the women would have
told him.
I sat in my room and listened to Signor Bonnici knock at our front door. (Every
door in this house sticks. The cupboard doors, the door to the bedroom, the toilet
door outside in the garden - all the doors grunt, bark, grate when you pull them
open.) I knew the knocking would wake Mother from her afternoon nap. The house
was filled with an expectant silence. Mother was waiting to hear the sound of my
feet descending the stairs; to hear the thud of the front door and the deep voice
of the butcher's son saying, "Ullo". But I decided not to answer the door.
He knocked again. Mother's door opened with a belch. She tugged at the front
door by the piece of string which is attached below the handle. Her voice murmured
a polite, sleepy greeting.
(She is used to me going out in the afternoons. Many afternoons while she slept
I would walk. In Rome, I used to walk to the bars of the port area where the ships
docked. I used to see the sailors gathered aimlessly in doorways, watching me as
I walked slowly past, but I never looked any of them in the eye because to do so
would be an invitation.
In Bologna, I walked in the afternoons to the main square. The verandahs frown
over the shops in the afternoon in the main square of Bologna. I walked across the
square and felt the chill of the marble as I stepped in under the verandah. The features
of the people crossing the square in Bologna were bleached out by the sun. A stage,
shaded with a white awning, jutted out from the verandah into the square. One man
under the awning played a grant piano, another a violin, and a third a trumpet.
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Together they played music - classical pieces which I didn't recognise but which
stirred the heavy, hot air of the afternoon. People moved in and out of the square
and the verandah's shade. Of course, a man came and sat next to me and I looked
upwards and away as he ordered two beers.)
Here in the coun~ryside, Mother feels assured that I will not disappear while she
sleeps; I will not come home at five with my beery breath and flushed cheeks. Here
she relies on me staying home.
Back here in our house outside Poggibonsi, Mr Bonnici was standing in the open
doorway. Mother called once, twice, up the stairway and I moved quietly behind
the door and listened to the rising tap tap of her heels on the wooden stairs. The
door opened and she 'tssked' under her breath as she stood in the doorway of my
empty room.
'She's gone for a walk, she loves to walk ... I'm sure she'll be back soon', Mother
said in her slow Italian. 'I'll make us both a cup of coffee,' she added. The lounge
room door grunted behind her. Of course, after an hour, I had to creep downstairs
and pretend I had just come in, but I could tell by the pursed shape of her mouth
when I opened the loungeroom door that Mother knew I had been in the house
the entire afternoon.
Mr Bonnici's face was engorged with blood. I know people are supposed to look
like their pets, but Mr Bonnici's face was like the raw slabs of meat he sells to the
women of Poggibonsi.
Mr Bonnici spoke very little English except for 'hullo', 'yes' and 'thankyou.' Mother
introduced me to him in Italian. He stood up, trying to catch my eye and saying
a word very quickly in Italian. Mother smiled politely (pretending to understand),
but I kept shrugging my shoulders and shaking my head. He hopped around the
room, with his wrists bent in front of his mouth, saying an Italian word over and
over as he hopped around the loungeroom in an imitation of a kangaroo. Mother
laughed and clapped her hands. The poor man hopped around as if bounding on
the lounge room floor was some sort of language I would understand. The veins
on his nose were quite purple by now, but I'm sure he wasn't worried - after all,
there was a doctor in the house!
So, Moira, picture the three of us. We're sitting in the lounge room. Mr Bonnici
is still puffing from the exertion of the uphill walk and his kangaroo bounds. Mother
is smiling at him and looking sternly at me. And me, I'm wishing myself back up
at my window, imagining whole sentences to write in my notebook that night after
dinner.
Mr Bonnici relied on Mother as an interpreter. So we sat there, with him leaning
over to put his hand on the arm of my chair while he spoke to my mother, then,
glancing back at me, while Mother repeated his question in English. Mother's mouth
was pursed while she asked me about lamb prices at the markets in Melbourne and
kangaroo meat, had I tasted it?
Mother brought out a tray of tiny glasses and Mr Bonnici and I sat and sipped
sherry as the sun tilted down behind the hill. (Mother makes a great show of serving
alcohol but never touches it herself.) I thought of the view of the hill at this time
of day from my bedroom window, when the oregano turns from a soft mauve to
a smoky grey with the coming of evening.
Mr Bonnici stood up and twiddled with the knobs of the radio that stood on
the mantelpiece. Mother had been trying unsuccessfully to get the radio to work
for days, so she exclaimed when the slow music drifted through the room.
Mr Bonnici didn't need any English to ask me to dance. Together we bumped
around the lounge room (we were both a bit tipsy by now). Jazz drifted from the
radio and the sherry had warmed me. I felt kindly towards Mr Bonnici as I
remembered the long walk in the heat of the afternoon and the blossoming dust
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and him stopping to pick the geraniums and the long walk ahead of him back down
the moonlit road that night.
By now it was seven in the evening and close to dinner time. Mother sat under
the lamp with her glasses on the end of her nose and her head nodding over her
open book. The music stopped and the clock chimed seven and Mr Bonnici heaved
a big sigh and began looking for his hat in a half hearted way. Mother's head jerked
awake. He was going? And so soon? And I waited for her to invite him to dinner,
"... plenty of food ... most welcome ..." But she surprised me by standing up
and fetching his hat from the hallway.
She stood for a moment under the lamp while Mr Bonnici smoothed the rim
of his hat and fiddled with his tie. Her face was softened, smoothed by sleep, but
her eyes glittered in the light of the lamp and she looked older and younger at the
same time.
She let Mr Bonnici out of the side door which opens on to a leafy garden. I followed
them out. Mr Bonnici straightened his tie again and held my hand, speaking Italian
to my fingernails. Mother and I wished him goodbye, and we stood and watched
his dark shape until he rounded a corner of the road and disappeared from view.
We could hear the dog barking as Mr Bonnici passed the farmyard below. We stood
there on the doorstep, breathing in the night air, watching the full moon rising over
Poggibonsi.
I looked up at the moon, like a great white plate above me. Then I remembered
the shadowed side of the moon, curving away in the darkness behind the white disk
that I saw from the ground.
'It's nice for you to have a bit of company', Mother said in a dreamy voice and
I remembered her face in the lamplight and I felt much older than her as we stood
there looking down on the road to Poggibonsi.
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MARGARET PACKHAM-HARGRAVE

Domestica
I sit down and I write, but many of the words are lost between my emotions and
the quiet page. I am like waves slapping onto a pontoon.
- This time you've done it, Joshua Jones, I write. - I won't be here when you
come back. You asked me to do your dirty work for you, phoning our daughter
and giving her the brush-off you are too busy to give. When she hangs up on me
and I'm in tears (again), you say - Are you coming then? - To your mother's
- so I have to go through another charade of politeness while she and I pretend
a light affection. I feel like the child who didn't finish dinner, or who fell in the
carnations whilst running an errand. I write and write. My anger bursts over the page. My vision is fogged by tears.
I'm sick of crying, and sick, too, of the sick feeling that accompanies it. Sick of
the familiar knot in my guts, of my jolting pulse, of waking at 3AM in a terror.
Once I woke the family because I alone had heard the TV-explode.
- If I had the means, I'd go. You obviously don't know how difficult you are
to live with. You disappear while you drive around in that old car that is your new
toy and you are not available for the phone. When I do the best I can, trying to
think like you, I fail and our daughter is angry or our son is angry, and the people
who call you up on business treat me like an idiot when all I can lamely say is I don't know where he is - No. I have no idea where he is. - Perhaps in an hour ...
- And you walk in 30 seconds later and you're angry because I can't give you the
message that they wouldn't trust me with. Why do you do this to me?
I wander around the silent house, silent but for the drumming of the clothes dryer
and the cry of our eccentric cat. I tread a grape into the carpet and know myself
inadequate. What was that my daughter said? "No kind of mother" - it sounds
like a song title. Kathleen Ferrier sings "What is life?". She would have had cause
to wonder.
I spread taramosalata onto two pieces of bread and I drop a Berocca into a glass
of water. I look at the washing up and I tum my back on the kitchen. Stuff the
lamb I was going to make for dinner! It can go rotten - rotten as my life, rotten
as a teenager in the gutter outside the Exchange Hotel.
- You think you care, but you don't. I am writing again.
- I don't know what (who?) you wanted to marry, or why. Your mother taught
you everything you know and I hate her for what she has made you and I hate
you for not shaking it off - only because you expect me to shake off my past, to
shake my father off my back. You say I should be able to surmount it all. You
hypocrite! When you're screwed by the inadequacies and hates your mother taught
you, I'm supposed to comfort you. To "be supportive".
I stop and look at what I have written. I screw the paper up and drop it in the
bin in the bathroom. I stand in front of the bookcases and review the titles. Nothing
speaks out at me.
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I look at our engagement photograph propped up by grandmother's impossible,
gutless marble clock. The cobwebbed cornucopia beside it lost its head years ago
when someone threw a dish of meat.
- What a joke! I am talking aloud to myself. Why not? All the most interesting
people are mad, mother said, when Auntie Linda banged the door on my fingers.
Cruel, too, I should have added.
- Ah yes. The happy marriage. What is that? The ceiling does not answer. It
tells me there is dust on the fan. The dust is thick.
I tidy up the videotapes and I find a rotting apple core behind the television set.
Also a dead cockroach. The cat comes bounding in, crying for my attention. The
phone rings, but I do not answer it.
.
I sit on the bed, reading through the "Flats to Let" columns, constructing a fantasy
of solitude I cannot afford because the weekly rent is $395.
I start another note to my husband.
- Dear Joshua, When you return, you shall find the house empty because I have
Had Enough. I am leaving. Contact me through Isabel in any emergency. Business-like. No torrents of hate. He doesn't like anything undignified.
I look for a suitcase. The luggage is on the very top shelf of the walk-in wardrobe.
I need Josh to reach up. I need Josh for lots of things. I know he needs me, too,
or I think that he does. I sit on the bed and tears drop on the floor. Watch out,
cockroaches, the Floodwaters approach! I tear the note into tiny shreds and drop
them into the toilet bowl. Three flushes are needed to clear away my changed mind.
I wipe the bathroom mirror and apply the new lipstick I bought yesterday. No
Frills pink. It is pale enough to Tardis me to Cronulla in 1956 and I can smell the
sea and feel the stinging sand and see our draped one-piecers and the pale, pale lipstick
that prettied the pouts under the Bardot hairstyles. There is music. Bill Haley and
Digger Revell and the "Wild One".
Suddenly I feel calm, but I don't know why. I tum on the record-player and fill
the void of the house with soft Vivaldi, then I go into the kitchen and wash up.
The smell in the refrigerator tells me the lamb needs a decent burial.
I am curled up in a chair, watching TV, when my husband's keys rattle aggressively
outside.
- Hello, darling, I say in a dead little voice.
Josh smiles.
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DANE THWAITES

Grandpa Dying
Ten cars in our drive: grandpa's finished.
I've seen him in his bedroom, his eyes awash,
blind-looking, being put to bed.
Grandma's gone and grandpa's going.
The minister pats my head: And what am I doing?
I'm washing the car. I'm a good boy, he says.
His forgiving eyes sweep over the green wheat paddocks,
the highway, the township, my wisecracks in Scripture;
like an uncle he touches the roses, snuffs their air
of sweet sin. Finally someone comes to usher him in.
Twenty relative strangers in a ring
rise up in black or dark, offering cake;
I'm comic relief. My hubcap kneecaps shine
in this false dusk. When I crimson it's a death
more bitter than grandpa's. I attain the kitchen
hoping for beer. My deep desire is
these queer people would all go away from here.
I just want to drive. Like Bob Dylan. Sydney, girls.
There are no girls in my classes, only angels,
copies of Mumma, glowering in Scripture. Song-type girls.
And you smoke in to get more petrol, admitting nothing
about some true love you had, but lies and time stole it.
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CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE

Air Force, Burma, 1942
Green as a lukewarm salad,
Rangoon; my chum the major,
fluent in lots of queer tongues,
has them too bluffed ever to
try any pilfering now ...
and then they economize
by beating sly vendors down.
(This place is like an oven
after the high Burma Road.)
And how glad the houseboy is
to have no memsahib around:
"Gentlemen, learned hakims,
mems that illustrious men
in moments of unwisdom
chose to take on as spouses
get nervy in this green heat."
I sleep with loaded pistol
under my sweat-wet pillow:
so far no night marauders
except for just one who stole
Iqbal's puggaree, also
one civet, dogs, a cobra.
On a fruitripe night we've lots
of crawly, jumpy, bumpy
critters allover our walls;
those lizards look transparent.
The month of oranges
will be with us pretty soon
if the Japs don't blast us first.
An apricot moon creeps up
into the opaque blue sky
like an omen of bombers.
They will fly in soon enough.
This waiting brims up with fear.
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Schwebo: faces yellowed by
such doses of atebrin,
it seems that we never have
been alive anywhere else
virulent greens become us;
temple-band and crash of bombs
have always been our music
and the Japs our one true love.
I have to think about Mae
but the thought proves disturbing.
She is flatly beautiful,
cleans up, shares my bed, poses
for portrait snaps - and she cooks,
but it's all got confusing.
Her parents: what can they think?
I asked her how old she was
and (Christ!) I think she said twelve,
so I thrust it out of mind.
The way to survive out here
is ... Never think of Hobart
and keep yourself in fair trim.
Rangoon? It fell long ago.
Mandalay, city of Kings,
has gone, and Mae is now gone
back into swallowed strangeness.
Peace has died, with excitement
since high wire storms fade fastest:
in jungle, memory rots
so that my self has become
a ghost-soul at plod across
interminable ridges,
small tribes with their pipes, bamboo
crammed thick as history,
tropical sores, mud, the shits.
Without Iqbal I'd go mad.
It was grand the other day
when some Chin levies tacked by,
at ease in this steambath despite
old gats and tartan blankets.
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There is no colour on earth
I hate more than pale slimegreen.
My knees and my poor arsehole
have born the brunt ofthis war,
a mind in a skeleton,
part of the dulling skeins
of a ruined army, bushed and sweat is my middle name.
My soul shrank to a black hole
deep as these fucking gorges
we have to inch over on
odd rickety, lath-and-rope,
sky-high bridges. But you learn ...
what do you learn? ... oh, nothing,
no more than Mae ever learned.
Who can ever know someone
else at all?
Look, a Gurkha's
corpse blown up like a puffball;
look, this is Burma.
Listen,
that faint "Bourn" was history.
Say, water's my element
but earth's my fate - plus insects and the doom they've offered me
(if there's yet some me inside)
is threading horror-salad
with Iqbal and suchlike wrecks,
as reliable as pus,
trudging towards India
for ever,
yes, forever.
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DAVID WINWOOD

Roots and Politics
Thinking of roots all I can come up
with is steaming Swedish turnip
on the table, a smell as sewage
at a distance, its orange
submissively muted; my father, his elbows
tiled with grey-white scabs.
My granddad dealt in carthorses,
by then not yet a profitable line.
But through the slatted bottom of his gig
I saw bricks, gravel, cobblestones
and patched-up tarmac passing. "Look up,
boy," he would tell me. "Over there,
isn't that brewers' horse a beauty!"
Orange-haired, shy as any misfit, I
kept crouching. But however interested
in what went on underneath
I never got to roots or soil. I just
lost myself in this, to my childish eye,
infinite array of cover-ups: this vision
of a totally paved-over earth.
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BARBARA WILLIAMS

Interview with Thomas Shapcott
Thomas Shapcott, b. 1935, Ipswich, Queensland. Dual career to mid-1970s: Shapcott
family accounting practice; poet, novelist, critic. 1975-82: full-time writing. 1982 to
present: Director, Literary Arts Board (of which he was a founding member) of
Australia Council, while continuing to write and publish. Has travelled extensively
and lived in parts of Europe and U. S. Winner of numerous awards, including Grace
Leven Prize for Poetry (1961), Churchill Fellowship (1972) and Canada-Australia
Award (1978). Poetry Publications include Inwards to the Sun (1969), Shabby town
Calendar (1975), Selected Poems (1978), Turning Full Circle (1979), Welcome (1983);
fiction publications include: novels Hotel Bellevue (1982) and White Stag oj Exile
(1984) and short story collection Limestone and Lemon Wine (1988). Editor of
several anthologies, including: New Impulses in Australian Poetry (1968), Australian
Poetry Now (1976), Contemporary American and Australian Poetry (1976),
Contemporary Australian Poetry (1987). Monographs on artist Charles Blackman.
Librettist and collaborator in music, voice and dance performance pieces. This
interview took place on Friday, 25 March, 1988, at the Literary Arts Board Office,
Australia Council, Sydney.
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When did your initial development as a writer, a poet, begin? Was there a
specific motivating Jactor?
TS It began fairly early. In the 1940s on ABC Radio there was a programme
called The Argonauts Club, broadcast throughout Australia. I lived in
Ipswich, a country town, so knew no-one who was interested in that area
[literature, writing], though my father had written about his experiences in
the First World War - in a roneoed typescript.
BW You'd read this?
TS
He wouldn't let me read it until I was about 15 ... really the Argonauts Club
influenced a whole generation of future Australian writers. It was a chatty
programme . . . talks on music, painting and particularly on writing; also
serial and fun sessions.
BW For children?
TS
Yes, from about 6 to 16 years of age. They had a system of encouraging people
to send in contributions: marks, certificates, book prizes. I got to the top in
that system. The first poem I ever wrote was in 1945; fortunately, it does not
survive. My father was Secretary of the Victory Eisteddfod, based upon the
Welsh singing one which has a literary section. Frank Clulow, the Argonauts
Club founder, was invited. With parental encouragement, I showed him a
poem. He said: "That's very nice, but with more thought to the last stanza,
you could get a much better rhyme." That was my introduction to craft; the
bit of extra work that gets the result. I have been constantly interested in forms,
structures, poetry technique. But, for a while, I wanted to be a composer.
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BW Music seems a very important part of your life.
TS When I was 19, I did National Service and realized two things: first, I wasn't
able to do the sort of musical work I had wanted, also I really didn't have
the talent to go on with composition. But, in that three month training period,
I found that quality that poetry has of being the most portable art form. I
wrote and wrote and wrote. From age 19 to 21, I regularly submitted poems
to The Bulletin where, in '56, I had my first poem published. I started to
look out for works by other Australian poets because we weren't taught them
at school. My first book of poems, Time on Fire was published in 1961.
BW You didn~ get background in Australian literature at school?
TS The Queensland school primers did contain Australian material, though
dating from the beginning of the century. Again, in secondary school, even
though my English teacher loved early 20th century Australian poetry - the
colloquial ballads of C.l. Dennis - there was no indication that our literature
continued after 1930. I left school at 15, wanting to be a journalist. But there
were no jobs so I went to business college to learn typing and shorthand.
My father suggested that while I waited for a job, I should work in his
accountancy practice. That was the trap; I stayed for 27 years, eventually
running the practice.
BW In the same town?
TS Yes, though I moved residence to Brisbane, 25 miles away, after I married
and moved back to Ipswich in 1967. So I was in Ipswich one way or another
until 1982.
The first book of poems won what was then the major prize and so sealed
my ambition.
BW You've been writingfor many years in a wide range of genres. Do you have
a preferred genre? Is poetry your first love?
TS Poetry would be my first love. Most of my writing has been around the edges
of poetry. My first serious novel - White Stag of Exile - was conceived
as a long dramatic poem with the juxtaposition of other material as in William
Carlos Williams' Paterson: documentation, newspaper articles ... also
monologues by people ranging from 1841 to 1958, conceived as poems. I was
concerned with the architecture of the book and decided to cast a lot of those
as prose. It was an attempt to get people who wouldn't normally read poetry
to become emotionally committed, to be led up to the long poem that finishes
it, called "Canticle". It's a fairly complex poem, but it catches up on many
images developed throughout the book; finally, those images are made
resonant for the reader. At the moment, I'm working on a novel in which
a main character is a woman poet who was 21 during the Seige of Leningrad
1941-3; a lot of the book consists of poems, diaries - poems manufactured
by me. I want to make poetry again available to a wide range of readers.
There has been a difficulty, in recent years, of poetry being too far removed.
BW In poetry, your work has shown amazing diversity oftechnique:formal modes,
prose poems, more innovative structures, also wide range ofcontent including
contemporary social concerns and sequences in voices of historical personae
- the ghosts of Australia's past. Have these diversities been intentional? The
architecture of White Stag, for instance, were you concerned with that from
the beginning?
TS There are two questions here; first, a basic premise as a writer: whatever we
write reflects what we are, who we are. We often instinctively select groupings
of words - the cadence of the writing: short words, long words, short sentences,
long. . . whether we break them up into variations. All these create the
rhythm in any piece of writing. If you're reading new work, it's often only
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a couple of paragraphs before you know if that writer has a voice. I've worked
upon that assumption from an early stage - a slightly self-confident thing
- that I did have something to say. Then you could choose any form, any
voice, any structure because the essential, informing intelligence, expressed
through the manipulation of cadence, would finally unify these things.
BW Yes, when you're writing in the persona of a woman, it's very convincing.
Sometimes when a man writes in a woman's persona, or vice versa, that
jars.
TS That's probably Jungian: the male and female in us. About the other thing
you raised - conscious selection, how one does it - I could place my work
in two diverse patterns: one, the lyrical mode; the other, the dramatic. The
dramatic mode has become dominant in recent years: monologues, first person
narratives in poetry and prose. I feel more at home becoming the person than
doing a third person narrative. Story-telling line is my weakest area. My most
ambitious attempt with that was the novel Hotel Bellevue. I started off
following a very strong Australian lyrical tradition which The Bulletin
encouraged. Lyrical forms have [since] become more varied.
In the '4Os and '50s, any sort of experimentalism - the influence ofT.S. Eliot
for instance - was frowned upon; James Joyce was looked upon with horror.
In '54, I read American poets in that Penguin anthology edited by David
Moore and immediately started writing what were then outrageously
experimental poems. No-one would publish them till the late '60s when New
Poetry re-printed some from the early '50s as an example of editorial inhibition
in the previous decades. I was a test case.
BW In Australian Poetry Now, Richard Packer says of poetry: "What is needed
is genuine understanding, a green shoot to break a rock." You've quoted that
in your poem "In the System", with the epigraph: "These subversives, These
Friends of Dirt'; would you comment on language's subversive power especially poetry's?
TS
Mmm ... that's quite a big one. In a sense, that's what I had been doing
in White Stag of Exile and in the current novel. Poetry has a very important
task, to quote now unfashionable T.S. Eliot: "to purify the dialect of the tribe."
In poetry, words are like individual time-bombs. I selected it because it had
a power of compression, intensity, that I never found in prose. I had come
from an area of music in the style of the Second Viennese School: Schonberg,
Webern ... in which every note, every relationship was extremely thought
through. Accepting that power, you could do detailed, systematic things.
In poetry, I felt that what could be communicated - the cadence - could
be taken for granted, so you could concentrate upon craft, focus. That is still
very much part of my understanding of why one writes and how ... in a
subversive intent that relates to the "who", the "why", the "where". To quote
Wilfred Owen: "in the end there is only yourself and myself." Those selfs can
extend over centuries ... but they are always immediate. As John Updike
said: "Most of our friends die to us; some even before we are born." So it's
possible to have a sort of friendship out of time. That's one of the great
subversions of literature; it refuses to accept the "here and now" as the only
dimension in which we exist. In Australia, we live in a particularly vicious
"now" culture.
BW More so, say, than the Americans?
TS The sense of there being no past, no history, is enormous in this country.
Americans are probably more aware of American history because they've
declared it. They're very good at flag-waving; Australians really hate flags.
Even in Canada, in the village of Clinton 1, there would be Canadian flags,
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flagpoles, in people's front yards. In Australia, seeing a flag like that, people
would think: "There's a weirdo!"
That gives me a new perspective on Australia! You seem an optimistic poet,
a celebrant of life, though you don't deny its grim realities. Your philosophical
attitude is reflected in "Borrow the Whole Air':'
dark walks with living garlands in its breath.
Accepting is to be drawn in
to an image of discovery, not death.
Do you still hold this view?
Yes, I feel writing's a celebrant activity. You have to find the celebrative aspect
within a situation. In another sense, I'm very gloomy; sometimes, deathhaunted: "half in love with easeful death", as Keats.
You've dealt with death in several poems: of your father, of the writer Helen
Haenke - memorials, aren't they?
Yes, celebrations of these people, of relationships: a basic point of my
writing .... But in The White Stag of Exile, the ambivalent suicide situation
ends up with nothingness, with questioning.
Death is one of the largest issues any human being has to contemplate. As
one gets older, it's not the fact you're going to die but how it's going to be.
I went through a strong religious period when I was about 17, had thoughts
about entering the ministry. In the '60s, I read a lot of Paul Tillich and
philosophers who were expanding the concept of Christianity, but that led
increasingly to a sense of deceptiveness, agnosticism. In terms of my writing
the explorations are: "What is there to be made from, rather than taken from,
all things?" I came up with the phrase: "I believe in the essential ambivalence
of all human response." So, in a sense, my poetry, my writing, is about
ambivalence. I find it difficult to talk in blacks and whites.
Presumably agnosticism has not left you comfortless inface of death. Is that
because of your writing?
Well, I accept death.
You haven't got rid of the comfortless aspects entirely.
Well, I no longer believe in eternal heaven or hell. We live with the
consequences of our actions here. That does not mean there is absolute
meaninglessness; often, we have to impose that meaning, as Camus said: to
act "as if ..." there were meaning. I see this in the genetic structure of
being. My children exhibit extraordinary character traits of my grandmother,
for instance; my daughter is exactly like her, but she never knew her.
Something is carried through ... a string of continuity. That realization had
a profound effect on my sense of temporality: I am an inheritor; I don't know
my ancestors but I recognize, I claim, them. All that can extend beyond a
personal identification to a concept of ongoing-ness, which is quite enough.
And leads me into my next question: a wider cultural context, cultural
ancestries, patterns, linking past andfuture through the present. You've written
of the psychological bankruptcy that occurs when a society loses important
aspects of its cultural expression. With Aboriginal groups now is there
imminent danger of almost total eradication of their way of life, physically
and spiritually? Can Australians become aware of this risk before it's too late
to reverse the effect of white settlers' impact?
Yes, absolutely ... a basic part of my belief system is an attempt to sustain,
reclaim, whole areas which should be accessible, available, as part of our
cultural base. I have written a series of poems on historical figures, including
Louis XIV because I was able to make the cultural leap to Western cultural
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background. In terms of the Aboriginal situation, I've discussed this in "The
Ghost Cave" in Begin with Walking, [1974].
I'm fascinated with how, sometimes, your endings suggest beginnings; the end
of one poem: "Now, begin . .. " and at the end of a book [Welcome]:
"Welcome':
Indeed. "The Ghost Cave", in turn-of-the-century Australia, is about a young
man sent to the colonies. He stops at Egypt on his way out, goes to the Valley
of the Kings and has a mystical experience. He arrives in Australia flooded
with that and doesn't fit in with the family until he goes on an expedition,
gets lost, ends up in a cave with Aboriginal rock paintings. The Egyptian
experience gives him a key; he suddenly realizes that what he'd felt was a
completely blank, featureless terrain was extraordinarily ancient, rich. He just
hadn't read the symbols.
Hadn't approached it in the right spirit. As you said earlier, most Australians
sense Australia as historyless, an empty land.
Most of them hated history at school; I did. I was more fascinated by English
monarchs; our other reading conditioned us to that. So it's important for
Australian writers to be seen, counted. That's what's made this last 25 years
very exciting. Naming our landscape, our culture, is still the most important
task. I unconsciously set about that in my poems, not as set formula, but
out of inner excitement, discovery, deeply felt need. As with genetic
ancestry ... leaping out into a wider sense. Yes, I do believe past and future
are contained in the present. Recognition of that influences our day-to-day
dealings. I'm appalled at the lack of historical knowledge, even in literature,
theatre. Plays done here only ten years ago - no-one remembers them! One
has constantly to re-invent to keep it alive.
To prod, from the unconscious to conscious passing on of the message. What
we re talking about here is something very precious: treasure, irreplaceable.
Yes, it's our inheritance.
You've travelled in many countries. Has travel had a mostly beneficial,
stimulating effect on your work? Or has it become a distraction?
Travel was crucial. I first travelled abroad in '72, so I wasn't a young student,
as my 21 year-old son who is now travelling. Leaving school early, I missed
out on the student world. Doing a degree later, I was married, with children.
Travel changed my life, made me see what it was to be an Australian. In a
New York elevator, a person said: "You're from Australia" but I had not yet
said a word! My accent is not broad Australian; it's "educated Australian"
- the accent of my father and grandfather. I'm often mistaken for English
in a place like New York - where everyone falls in love with anything remotely
like an English accent - or for Irish because I look Irish.
What effect did travel have on your view of Australia?
The most important thing about travel is that it's not necessary if your mind
can make that emotional leap. When I was besotted with French culture I
learned as much as one could, even ... the names of boulevardes. But being
there throws what's not expected - not in the texts - at you: diversity of
human beings, the ways different cultures build up their own bigotries as well
as their individualities. The danger of travel - too much, too quickly - is
the "motel" syndrome. My last book of poems, Travel Dice, has some poems
based on travel, including "postcard" poems; others get beyond the witty, wry,
notation of the surface of things. On the other hand, the novel I'm writing
of the poet and the Seige of Leningrad has been written as a result of a visit
there in 1985. With White Stag of Exile I became obsessed with the Hungarian
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art director character before I ever went to Hungary, though I did go there
three times during research.
On Wednesday2 we discussed your work both as administrator and as writer,
two very difJerent activities. You've lived dual existences for most of your
career. Do you continually feel an urge to balance the analytical and intuitive
sides of your nature?
It's money! I wanted to be a journalist because it seemed a way I could write
and earn an income. Then I was deflected into accountancy. Then I thought
I'd like to be an academic. I did an Arts degree as an evening student but
became bored, disillusioned with university life. So I became interested again
in accountancy, being self-employed - content with my lot until the mid1970s when I went through a mid-life crisis. I had been to the United States
and England on a Churchill Fellowship. In 73 I was made a foundation
member of the Literature Board, so I was down in Melbourne or Sydney
about once every 3 weeks, setting up the structure, the philosophy,
programmes, a very exciting time. But that made me restless; my marriage
was going through a difficult period; there was separation, divorce. I applied
for a 3-year Writing Fellowship in 1977.
The real reason was that in 1976 in New York, on a bus, I thought I was
going to die - a heart attack, or something. I wrote a poem about it, the
sensation of it ... a very cold sweat, an intense realization of mortality. I
decided that I had only one life; it was limited. I really didn't want to spend
it preparing other people's tax returns. What I really wanted to do was write
full-time, develop a prose style - my cadence - because I'd not felt
comfortable with the prose I'd written. I thought I could remain titular head
of the accountancy practice but within a fortnight that was impossible. It was
a very big decision, a drop of two thirds of my income. The most important
decision of my life, but worth it. I then wrote for 7 years, by the end of which
I'd re-married, moved to Melbourne, spent 6 months in Canada. I realized
by mid-'83 that I had to look for a job. The position of Director of the
Literature Board came up. I gave it ten minutes thought and raced for a telex,
sent it from Guelph [Ontario] University.
The way life can change in a moment!
Yes... and I'd only just moved to Melbourne and now had to move to
Sydney! So it's been difficult but exhilarating. I felt relaxed about doing the
job because of my training in finance and administration, my overseas travel
and . . . interest in overseas funding. I kept writing all through this period.
I noticed from your c.v. - you never stop writing! You also mentioned on
Wednesday - in the context of leading dual, simultaneous existences - that
you have a twin brother. Has this had signifICant implications?
It must have, though I find it hard to articulate them. We were not particularly
close, weren't a divided ovary; we're not identical. Born an hour apart, we
were born under different stars; he's Pisces, I'm Aries! He's black-haired, oliveskinned, right-handed, mechanical; I'm fair-haired, fair skinned, left-handed
and hopeless at mechanical things. Real opposites. I say that glibly because
my parents had to explain us to everyone. We were perfectly amicable but
in different groups of friends at school. So I've never experienced what it is
not to have a twin sibling, never experienced the isolation of someone born
into a once-only situation.
Is your brother in accounting?
No, he's a printer, still in Ipswich.
Do you keep in close touch?
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Occasionally, I get feelings about my twin; I have to go and phone him up,
one of those intuitive things. But you can't make a great thesis from that;
my mother claims Irish second sight, she rings me up, too! Often she's wrong,
quite wrong!
How does writingfit in with administrative work and duties? Do you snatch
moments? Do you schedule blocks of uninterrupted time, or part of every
day?
No. it's very difficult. The job is well over 40 hours a week - evenings,
weekends, too ... but in accountancy, I learned not to let work kill my writing.
I learned how to monitor time closely. I'm not a relaxed person. When a subject
grabs me, I work intensely over long periods. Hotel Bellevue - the first draft,
50,000 words - was done in 10 days. It's not necessarily a good way of doing
it but it's habit. The current Russian novel was done by typing half a dozen
pages early in the morning, more when I got home from work, sometimes
till 2 o'clock. Weekends were taken over by it until I got the first draft set.
It's strange, exciting, seeing it actually happen. First there's nothing, then 5,
10 pages, 100; it comes from keeping on. Before you start, you have to let
your internal computer do a huge amount of work. Sitting at the typewriter
is the last stage .... You have to be consumed by it until it's demanding
to be let out: "knock, knock, knock!" I've learned to accept, to trust, that
subconscious computer. It's not the first draft of a novel or short story that's
difficult, it's polishing, revising. That can take months, years. Hotel Bellevue
started in 10 days in 1980 and was finally published in '86, after a dozen drafts.
A lot of work, plus the administrative work.
Yes. And I didn't have a word processor. I've just got one; I'm learning it.
I type because my handwriting is terrible.
You've written evocatively, elegiacally - but not nostalgically - ofIpswich . ..
I hope not, I hate nostalgia.
... and other parts of Queensland as in Shabbytown Calendar. How
important to your development was the context of your early environment?
Whatever environment one grows up in is important. It's been said that
whatever you've been and done till you're 26 will form the basis for your future
writing. After Shabby town Calendar, I thought: "Well, that's it for Ipswich";
with Hotel Bellevue - set in Brisbane - I thought: "I've exorcised
Queensland," but I've now published a book of stories - Limestone and
Lemon Wine - virtually all based on Ipswich, my tax clients. After a decade,
I'd been able to approach that material. But nostalgia, that's one of the most
unattractive things.
Unproductive.
Yes, it's self-referential. What I'm concerned about is re-inventing the past,
renewing it, making it present. We have to continually re-invent; in doing so,
we change it. As a finished work of art, say Beethoven's Ninth ... changes
because our perspective has changed. One of the dangers is that we accept
definitions too solidly. So, it's a conscious dialogue between different times.
You appear to have a particular affinity with trees in your poetry.
Oh, I'm an arborist, an absolute arborist!
I can appreciate that now I'm here experiencing Australian trees for myself.
What special significance do trees have for you?
I'll take the simple way out and claim my Celtic ancestry, who were tree
worshippers. I feel that deeply, spiritually. One delight of aging is]to see my
second daughter concentrating on ecology, genetic structure of rain forest trees;
you've no idea what a glow that caused me.
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To diverge slightly from the poetry, are the rainforest trees as threatened
here as, say, in South America, by pollution?
Yes, particularly in Queensland, the Daintree forest. And the great forests of
New South Wales were burned out in one great fire in about 1847. The loss,
absolute loss, we should still be grieving about.
I don't know the details.
It was called "The Big Burn." They wanted to settle it for dairy farming.
It was deliberate?
Deliberate.
Did the dairy farming work?
Yes, very rich dairy farming country. Only pockets of rain forest are left in
that area. In Queensland there were large pockets of rainforest that I knew
as a kid - I loved to go there, never worried about the leeches, snakes ...
I went through a sort of hypnosis there.
So they were havens for you.
Yes, they were.
As editor, anthologist, you've made major contributions to increasing
awareness of Australian poetry at home and overseas. Contemporary
American and Australian Poetry, in 76, was a groundbreaking literary
exchange. How was the book received in the u.s.? I presume it was well
received in Australia.
It got an enormous amount of coverage in Australia. It's out of print;
permission fees were so high, they could never afford to re-print it. There are
two great achievements of that book: I introduced a number of American
poets who were quite unknown in Australia - people like Erica long, Robert
Haas from California, Ai (the Indian poet), Louise Gluck. I had to include
some older American poets because the publishers wanted me to. My main
purpose was to introduce the younger poets to each other. The second half
of the book is the key and would have been twice the size. The book was
only available in the United States through University of Queensland Press.
It got good reviews, but only in limited areas through the library system. Those
Americans who read it have been very interested but the exchange wasn't
a full two-way one; Americans knew very little of Australian poetry.
Do you think there's a need for further similar comparative work between
North America and Australia?
Since then some important things have happened. There's been a much greater
development of New Literatures in English, apart from U.S. and U.K. That
seems the most important way to go. I'm now less interested in what current
American poets are doing than in current Canadian poets. We have closer
similarities between our two cultures than with the United States. An
anthology of that sort - Michael Ondaatje was suggesting that, though he
was really talking about short stories - of countries like Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, Caribbean, Africa, India, would be very interesting,
exciting. I think Canada, Australia and New Zealand are writing some of
the most interesting prose and poetry in English at the moment. I've not been
terribly excited by recent English or U.S. poetry.
Well, I'm drawn to Australian poetry. Ifind it absolutely fascinating; so little
is known about it in Canada. There are significant parallels; differences, too.
I find the contrasts heighten the similarities; for instance: your desert, our
wilderness, our Northern wastes - both total extremes yet with similar
psychological impact.
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Yes, even to specific examples. An early Canadian ballad of a backwoods
person who goes to a performance of Romeo and Juliet and, in the 1920s,
an Australian one about a yobo who goes to it, too.
Another kind ofexchange: a number of contemporary Australian poets have
worked closely with artists: Dobson, Hall, Salom, to name afew. You've also
incorporated artwork into some poetry volumes. What led to your decision
to do so?
Probably the quarterly magazine Australian Letters, a series called: "Poets
and Artists" in 1961, very, very beautiful editions. I did one with Robert
Juniper. I also met Charles Blackman in the late '50s. I did a book on him
in 1967; I'm just doing another, a big survey, on him with Andre Deutsch.
I've always been interested in all art forms. I go to art exhibitions, though
I probably get greater creative stimuluses from music than from visual art.
About landscape, trees, the particular landscape of Ipswich - did the artist's
treatment oflandscape and your concept ofAustralia, draw you to [his work]!
Landscape seems to be a major figure in Australian art.
In the 1960s, Vincent Buckley said there are more crows in Australian literature
than there are human beings. There was a great emphasis on rural, rather
than city, landscapes. Yes, the land is always present. Even in Sydney ...
a hot wind from inland will bring dust ... reminds you of the land.
When I was in Italy in 78, I also became acquainted with Italian and European
art. I have a number of poems based on my responses to paintings.
You are in a unique position to comment on the current status of Australian
literature in general and poetry in particular.
Australian literature is going through a very exciting period of recognition
in Australia and overseas. In France about 8 Australian novels have been
published in the last year in French translation, probably more than for the
last 50 years. In America at least 80 Australian books were published last
year. The numbers are still small, but 2 or 3 writers are poised on a sort of
breakthrough.
In Australia itself, there's been a very significant change; the Literature Board
can take some praise for that. In 1973,3 everyone was talking about the death
of the Australian novel. There had only been about 18 novels published in
72; last year, there were 263! In the last 5 years, international publishers have
begun publishing programmes for Australian work, mainly fiction. But Pan
Picador published The Ash Range by Laurie Duggan and Penguin notoriously resistant in Australia to publishing poetry by individual writers
- published Alan Wearne's Night Markets. Fiction is enjoying a great
expansion. Most educated Australians who know what's happening in culture,
would know of Peter Carey, David Malouf, Kate Grenville - I could go on
with a whole list of names; whereas, in 73, most people thought if the book
was by an Australian, it was, ipso facto, second rate.
Australians would have viewed it so?
Yes, very strong prejudice against a local pride because we've been conditioned
to ...
That is similar to Canada.
Australian poetry went through a very exciting period in the 1970s. Most
people [currently] think poetry is going through a fairly stale phase. To put
that in a different perspective, what has happened is that the generation of
poets who suddenly exploded in the late '60s, 70s, kept on producing strong
collections. They are now the establishment: John Tranter, John Forbes, Alan
Wearne ....
It seemed to mefrom Canada that that was probably so.
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The generation above them - myself, Les Murray, Judith Rodriguez, Fay
Zwicky - have kept on writing very strongly. Above that generation, Judith
Wright produced Phantom Dwelling a couple of years ago - a very fine
book - and A.D. Hope, Rosemary Dobson, John Blight, have all kept on
publishing. So traditional burn-out hasn't occurred; four different generations
of Australian poets are writing well. Below are-the new ones.
Which I don't hear enough of3
That's one of the problems. The Tranter-Forbes generation were so assertive;
they, themselves, don't recognize that younger poets can't get through now,
although they claimed the same difficulty of getting heard in the '60s.
It's probably inevitable . ..
I think it is. But they had a particular focus. The younger generation haven't
had that clear banner but they do have greater regional activity: Philip Salom
and others in Western Australia; Sarah Day and other Tasmanian poets. Then
there are regional poets in South Australia, and around Melbourne and
Sydney. There's no central forum now - like the old Bulletin - where they
can get published. It's harder .. _to get known.
Is that partly because more people write poetry now? In Canada the number
has increased greatly this last decade.
There are a lot, but not an explosion; that occurred until 1977. About '78,
there was a reaction against that, at the hobnobbing intellectuals'level; people
said: "There are too many poets" - something to do with Australian
conservatism, caution. I'm exaggerating slightly, but there was a sharp cutback
until now; it's probably now up to the level of a decade ago. Poetry readings
are going through a great upsurge; that's certain to lead to increase in
publication, particularly local - and to selling on-the-spot.
I was at the Harold Park Hotel reading on Tuesday; I could see some of
that. But they've been going onfor some time.
3 years.
One last question. like other Australian poets ofyour generation, you \Ie also
written novels and now short stories. Do you ever experience opposing
creative tugs:fiction/poetry? Or do you have a happy balance?
I'm trying to manufacture a balance with the current novel.
When you are writing poetry, does fiction sometimes pull, or vice versa?
No, because I tend to leap between two baskets. I am quite often writing a
poem, trying to explore the extremes of technical form and then I succeed
that with a sonnet sequence. It's a way of keeping the challenge up. The curious
thing is that the very first line would almost certainly tell me whether it was
going to be a sonnet, or something quite different .... So, a foot in both
camps.
And youre obviously enjoying it, stillfruitfully working in both fields.

NOTES
2.

Shapcott exchanged residences with Canadian author Alice Munro in 1982; he lived in Clinton. Ontario, she in Ipswich, Queensland.
I interviewed Shapcott in the context of his role as Director of the Literary Arts Board on Wednesday, 23 March, 1988.

3.

The year in which the Literature Board was founded.

I.
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CORINNE TEMPLEMAN

An Even Split
"First things first," Michael keeps his tone even and closes the door firmly. The
sunshine bathes him, but the wet grass stains his boots. Freddie, fluffy white fur
and flopping ears, barks and lollops over to him with joy as he rattles the shed keys.
Someone is glad to see him at least.
"Down, down boy," Michael is nearly knocked over as Freddie jumps up, huge
paws on his shoulders. At the same time he hears the back door being wrenched
open.
"Why do we always have to wait until you decide?" Lisa yells, "And why do you
always walk away ..."
Michael places Freddie's paws firmly on the ground and squats in front of him,
"Yes 1 know boy. It's Sunday but you may have to wait for a walk. Mummy's not
too happy. Mummy wants to paint the bathroom pink before Daddy's even got the
wallpaper off. No, down I say, you're too wet. Go play with Rambo."
Rambo flies into view, attacks Freddie's ankle with nips and growls as Michael
hears the back door slam. He watches the two dogs for a moment. When they were
leaving Tasmania friends had been surprised they would pay all that air fare to get
them over here. It will cost a pile they had warned, and Freddie will never stand
the summers there.
He would find a way for Freddie in the summer. Clip him right back.
The sharp smell of clover and horse manure from neighbouring paddocks follows
him into the shed. He shivers. It is cold. He keeps forgetting how cold living in the
hills can be.
One overall glance takes instant stock. Everything in its place. The shelves are
heavy with promised fruitfulness. Tools, electrical equipment, nails, solvents; the
cement mixer, his pride and joy, sits snugly in the corner. No more mixing cement
by hand.
Michael passes through into the greenhouse, checks the temperature of the seed box
and squints at green tips breaking the loamy surface. He touches them gently with
his finger, "Hmm, nearly time for you little fellows to be moved," he mutters. He
sets the name tabs straight in the dozens of small seed boxes lined up on the long
bench as he hand waters with a fine spray.
His mother had been amazed. "You never built this greenhouse ... by yourself?
At school you were expelled from your woodwork class," she'd said. She had the
knack, the exquisite knack of coming out with pet assumptions and other peculiar
items she stored up. "I can do anything," he'd boasted. And why? Was it necessary?
Boasting was one trait he severely disadmired in others.
"I mean," she'd looked up at the skylight, "Wouldn't it have been better to hire
a tradesman, save time, that skylight wasn't there, did you ... "
"So who needs a tradesman?" Smug, smug as hell when he had answered too.
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"Besides they don't do the job properly," Lisa had said. "I think Michael is right,
you can't depend upon anyone, or anything ..."
"Most people are pretty reliable, I've ..."
"O~ what a joke, what a joke," and he'd laughed. Sometimes his mother was just
so naive.
"You've changed since you're been away Michael." Her voice had been sad. Cruelly
he'd answered, "Oh well, that's life Mum, we don't believe in fairy tales."

*
"Well can 1 at least strip off that terrible wallpaper?" Lisa, imperious in her five
feet, red hair kinked to her shoulders - "in that terribly, terrible fashionable perm,"
he teased - swoops on him. He has to hide a smile. Compressed into her black
happy pants, as she calls them, she's all hair and thighs. When she bumps on the
floor and goes into the weight watcher routine, lots of fish and herbs, he figures
her insecurities are at a dangerously high level. "Don't worry, I like it, something
to grab hold of," he says in less angry moments. Now is not the time.
"What's so damned funny?" Suspiciously she strikes her hands to her hips while
he calculates the time of the month and tries to remember just how much fish has
been on the menu lately. A hell of a lot.
"Okay Lovie, okay. Have a go. Pop off right now and get the paint. If you get
into bother ... "
"I won't make the same mistake as last time. All the directions are in this month's
Home and Garden." Softened, she raises to kiss him and lays her head on his chest.
A hard edge jags her cheek. She taps his pocket, "Ben's letter?" Her eyes are big
and moist.
Michael nods as he feels the saliva rush into his mouth and the familiar panic.
He wants her to go.
"Will you manage to get any fruit trees in today?" Lisa is brisk, returning to
politeness. He is grateful, "Yep, by mid afternoon we should be eating our first
apples ..."
"Mike," Lisa, at the doorway, picks up Rambo, "You should go soon to see Ben.
All this ringing from work to see if there's a letter, you're becoming morose,
depressed."
From the instant he had read the letter from Community Services that they had
found Ben he wanted to get on a plane there and then. But his wisdom told him
he must wait. Give them both time to get to know each other by letter first.

*
Michael sits on a stool in a patch of sun that falls onto cement now cracking and
mossing over. A cigarette would be good. But there's no smoking. Not now. When
he meets Ben for the first time Ben should not see his natural father as a smoker.
He takes out the letter and opens it carefully to avoid stress on fold lines. He
will preserve this first letter, glue it to a good backing .
. . . I've had a fortunate life ... now I have two families ... Ben writes. What
he enjoys most is taking Saddles (my dog) for bush walks. He wants to be a farmer
and goes to agricultural college next year and seems surprised to find Michael is
a horticulturist. Michael pats Freddie sitting alongside, "We like long walks in the
bush too don't we boy?" he says.

*
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A car starts up. Freddie barks and rushes the door and Michael is in time to
wave to Lisa as she opens the car door for Freddie. Ben will love Freddie. His dream
is for the boy to come for a holiday, after their initial meeting.
Empty, the house feels restful. In his study Michael switches on a jazz tape, turns
it low and takes the framed photo compendium of Ben from the table. As he settles
into an easy chair the old house sighs and creaks, its timber expanding in the heating
sun. Michael feels guilty with the pleasure of solitude and Ben's boyhood photos,
"Talk to me, don't go away from me, share it with me," Lisa had pleaded. How
can he share it when he has no words, only feelings, strange, new, with an intensity
that threatens to overwhelm him.

*
Coming to meet Ben. All his life inching towards this moment from when he had
taken his last look at the scrap of pink flesh in the humicrib all those years ago.
Four hours on the plane and the taxi ferries him through the chill of Melbourne
in July. The last time here had been July too and the chill would forever cut him.
He remembered being nineteen, far from home and responsible for his first girl and
their tiny baby in the humidicrib. She had cried when he said, "We're too young
and have no money, what sort of life can we give a baby?" But after he had been
transferred from Melbourne to Sydney the baby in the humicrib lured him back
weekend after weekend; it seemed he could not fill his eyes enough. Sometimes, late
Sundays, flagging down cars along the highway at dusk to get back to the Air Force
base, car loads of families going home to warm houses seemed to jeer him. Finally
the social worker told him it would be better if he did not visit the baby any more.
Lisa had cried too when she accepted she could not get pregnant. Women had
that privilege. I don't care he had told her. From what I can see from our friends
it's a whole lot of worry.

*
Michael waits for Ben in the foyer of the YMCA. It is five minutes to five. "Ben
will be in transit from a school camp that week," John, his adoptive father had told
Michael on the phone, "You can meet at the YMCA and travel up to the farm together
the next day." Then in a kind of anxious tone he added, "Ben will be wearing a
red jumper ... "
The new denim jacket was a mi~take. Stiff as hardboard despite Lisa washing
it over and over, it lifts as he smooths his hair back. God knows why he had got
caught in a trendy shop. "I know why," Lisa had said, "You'd rather freeze to death
than look like an oldie to that boy. What about your reefer jacket? Wear that ..."
No, and no way was anyone getting him into a suit. He would never be guilty
of owning one. Twenty years ago when he was sixteen all guys who wore suits were
had it. Ben should not see him in that light.

*
"Michael ..."
Startled, Michael swings around. Ben has come upon him from the back stairs.
He shoots a hand at Michael.
"Oh Ben? I . . . I was watching the front stairs," Michael shakes the hand
determinedly outstretched. It is a vice like grip. The boy is slight and a good few
inches shorter than Michael and his eyes are downcast. Michael's chest hurts and
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his throat dries up ... it's obvious, Ben's asked John, "What'll I do when I meet
him, what'll I do, shake hands?"
The shock acknowledgement is instant recognition, absolute, as though they have
just been away from each other for a short while. This is his boy, his boy ...

*
This has been his real life's work and he had made a muck of it. Growing up
a boy and he had missed it. He was in the open, exposed. Even those nUdging deep
troughs of anguish shored up with gratitude that Ben was not living as a street kid
split and tore around him. But I didn't know, I didn't know, his silent protest screamed
loudly, calling back the sixteen years lost.
And embarrass Ben right here in the foya of the YMCA. Now was not the time,
and there may never be a time to walk through such a minefield. And Ben's eyes
are still glued to the floor despite the fierce handshake. He must put him at ease.
The pavements are crowded with workers rushing to get buses and trains. They
dodge umbrellas and cars, cross lights. The wind whips them at every turn as they
head for a Chinese restaurant, Ben bolting ahead with Michael a few paces behind.
The plan was to have a meal together before Ben went off to the pictures with his
camp mates.
"Hey Ben, ease up for the old guy ..." Michael pleads. "Thought you said the
Chinese was just around the corner."
Ben slows and falls into step beside him. "Got to keep fit. I'm used to walking
fast with Saddles every night, she likes it ... that's my dog, well she's a puppy really.
You11 see her. She was in that photo with Mum and Dad."
Michael told him about Freddie. It was good firm ground.

*
Michael was glad the waitress thrust the menu at them immediately. Crowds of
empty tables unnerved him. Ben looked anywhere but at him, just darting a look
now and then. Michael felt the hole that started in his heart just a short while ago
threaten to eat him up.
"I'm starved," Ben said, "Worst thing about going on a camp is Baked Beans and
Spaghetti nearly all the time."
"Are you cold?" Michael touches his sleeve. The red jumper feels damp, he should
have more gear on ... "Do you want to move over there to that table out of the
draught?"
"No, I'm okay, doesn't worry me." Ben interlocks his fingers, jerks his arms up
and down and looks around, "Jeez, not many in here ..."
Wonder holds Michael as he notices Ben emphasise his speech with nervous
shoulder spasms. He has tried so often to cure himself of the excitable habit; my
jaw and his mother's eyes, the same blue as the Blue Wren ... and almond shaped.
Michael feels they are both relieved when the steaming plates arrive and they have
something to do with their hands.
They drink Coca Cola. Michael wants a beer badly. It's a BYO place. Watching
Ben clear his plate with gusto pleases him. He presses fritters and icecream and more
Coca Cola onto him and inwardly marvels at the capacity of his slight frame. He
stuffs down a few mouthfuls himself and grows easier. The boy brings his eyes up
more readily.
"I'll take you fishing Saturday Mike," Ben says, "Do you like fishing?"
"Yeah, that'd be great. I haven't been for a while ..."
"You do like fishing though?"
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Michael had not fished since he and his nine year old cousin dropped bits of
meat tied to string into the river. But he loved it. He would love togo fishing. He
can't think of anything else he would rather do.
"And tomorrow Mum or Dad will meet our train, takes two hours, and we'll
take you to the motel. And on Sunday my sisters will come up from the city and
Dad says I can have Monday off school if you're still here." Michael sees a small
dark frown appear, "Jeez I didn't think he'd ever let me off school for a day ..."
He nods his head and opens his palms wide, "Mike you didn't have to go to a motel,
Mum said you could've stayed with us ..."
No he couldn't.
Ben looks at his watch, a chunky, black faced, digital fashion piece.
"That's a great looking watch, had it long?"
"You like it? I got it last Christmas ... " Ben thrust his hand across the table for
Michael to have a better look.
"A present?"
"No! I've got my own money. I bought it myself. I had nine hundred dollars ..."
"Nine hundred!"
"Well yeah - but I spent it. Buying things. Last school holidays I had a job picking
strawberries ..." Michael hides a smile as Ben blows out his cheeks. "Phew! I'll
never, ever do that job again. Boy I hated it, three dollars an hour, ten hours a
day ..."
"You must have picked an awful lot of strawberries," Michael calculates the hours
of strawberry picking in the watch.
"Oh, I've had other jobs too, like at the Pizza joint washing dishes ..."
"Did Larry pick strawberries tooT' Michael feels uncommonly anxious.
"No, Larry's left school and he's got ajob. They couldn't get him to stay at school.
He's six feet four! Way up over me ..." Michael sees the frown stain his brow again.
"Six feet four! How old is he then?"
"Nearly eighteen. He's adopted too ... did you know?"
"Yes, I did."
Ben stares at his cleaned up icecream plate for a moment, then lifts his chest with
a massive sigh before he bursts out, "Mike ... how tall are you?"
The question is loaded. Ben's face shows it all. He wants to be at least six feet
immediately. Michael doesn't think he can do it.
''I'm around five eleven, but until I was your age I was about the same as you.
My cousin was taller and I hated it. Mum said if I were to drink a litre of milk
every day - at least - she could promise me I would grow a half inch a month,
probably more ..."
"Really! And ..." Ben's eyes glint, making him look six years old, instead of
sixteen, "... and did you? I mean, was it that fast?"
"That was the amazing part. Same day, each month, up against the door frame
I went and I could hardly believe how fast I grew ..."
It was the bedtime story he never got to tell Ben and best of all it was a true
one.
Ben straightens his back and sits very tall. He flashes a wide and confident smile
at Michael before he grandly swings his arm in a wide arc and looks at his watch
again:
"S'pose I'll have to go now Mike. I'll meet you under the clock at Flinders Street
station at nine-thirty in the morning."
Michael picks up the bill. He feels clear headed, warm and happier. His life is
changed. He might shake inside, but he can put some things rights for Ben. To see
Ben walk ahead with such a very definite air of accomplishment somehow begins
to fill up the hole that takes up his whole body.
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They breast the counter together. Michael puts the bill down and takes out his
wallet. Ben stretches around to his jeans pocket also and flips out his wallet. He
peers at the upturned bill, "They know how to charge," he says, and covers the chit
with a twenty dollar note.
"Wh-what's that for?" Michael is astonished.
"For my share ..."
"No, no, no ... no way," Michael fights tears at the image of Ben paying for his
meal with seven hours of backbreaking strawberry picking.
"That's only fair Mike," Ben says, "Come on, we'll do an even split ..."
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SHIRLEY TUCKER

'Natural Selection'
(I)

We had seen a few of them up north, shuffling round the streets of Darwin. You
never really noticed them but you saw them everywhere, generally pissed. Damian
used to say they were "a bit over the top". That was his way of being kind. I mean
they were stuffed, everyone knew that.
Suddenly he was standing there in front of us. Black eyes, black body and crazy
white hair. I think he was very old, only it all happened so quickly I'm not always
sure it happened at all. A long boney finger was jabbing at Damian's chest. Damian
liked to go about bare-chested in Darwin - this was before the Cyclone; bare chests
and sarongs were all the go.
He was saying something I didn't catch then I heard "No scars ... BOY!" He
threw back his head and cackled all the way up the street. People were looking at
us. I remember white, white teeth, all stumpy and broken, black eyes and a
disappearing white ratty head. And cackling that lasted well into the distance. Of
course Damian was embarrassed and not so kind in the days that followed.
That was about a hundred years ago.
I was now heading back up north. The train was rattling out a monotonous two
beats to the bar. The hedonistic pleasure of youth and the joy of being broke when
money was something that you'd have some day, were lost to a new motive. I was
hurtling through space on my way to a job.
Boredom often makes me think about the past. I'm really trying to remember
that old Aboriginal. It's infuriating. I don't know what they really look like. Lucky
to get this job, that's what the careers people had said. If there had been one
Aboriginal applicant I would not be on this train, heading somewhere
unpronouncable.
Lucky. Yes. Who would have thought my major in Anthropology could pluck
me out of the Education dole queue and into the bosom of "the oldest culture in
the world". Tragic, I call it. I'm still young. And I'm scared.
Lying down on a thin hard bunk, I review the events of the day. Everyone back
home had been so insistent that this was a great adventure. They had bought me
an elaborate diary with gold corners to record this chance of a lifetime. Actually
they were secretly horrified, but the diary was my only link with them so I held
it to me for a moment and thought about what to write.
Well, what can you say? Fear turned to terror and the way the dogs sniffed me,
they knew how I felt. Smiles all round and lots of nodding and shuffling. But the
eyes said it all. The encounter had a kind of Japanese flavour. Polite encouragement
and buckets of smiles without a drop of conviction. Why did I come here?
Lying in this spartan room, my pursuit of an income, a government job, is absurd.
Here is irony indeed. The only money my hosts had ever had was welfare which
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had arrived fortnightly from the day they were born. Why hadn't I bought a back
pack? Why did I have luggage sitting there?
Someone at the door. Please go away. Please be white.
"Hey wan somethen to eat?"
"Yes thank you"
"What do ya eat?"
"Anything, I eat anything"
"Good, we got witchetty grubs and lizard stew"
Standing at the door was Coral and her grin.
"Ya got everythen ya need?"
"Yes thank you"
"Grub time"
Following her back gave me a chance to take a couple of deep breaths. Tomorrow
was the hard part.
"What's keepen the gub ..."
Entering the kitchen, I was face to face with more Aboriginals than I had ever
seen gathered at one time. Children, old people, young people and their babies all
staring without looking at me.
In the middle of a trestle was a huge roast leg of something. Probably water buffalo.
"Have some tucker, girlie. This ere's beef.
Coral's the best cook in the camp. Sit ere."
He patted the place next to him.
"Don't sit anywhere near 'im", Coral roared happily. "Myoid man's warraki".
(ii)
Going home! The landscape I had failed to notice twelve months ago was a blur.
The waters I had seen rising with the wet season were rushing down my face. After
having an affair with an entire community, parting was swift and cruel. Not that
I was in love with Aboriginals, I just wanted to hang on to the part of me that lived
with them. It was doubtful that part of me was even on the train.
My first months at Ooenappilla were strange and almost everything was a burden.
The childen I was supposed to teach were totally out of control and less interested
in me than their parents were. It was as if I was a handicap to them. They failed
to appreciate they had amongst them a highly qualified and skilled teacher who
had simply chosen to help them rather than wait her turn for an academic position
in the civilised world.
Difficulties in those early days were endless. The gratitude I expected never came.
In its place stood an attitude of passive resistance Ghandi would have been proud
of. Living conditions were appalling but I was determined to lift the consciousness
of the young ones at least. It fascinates me now that I never questioned my own
maverick saviour attitude.
With books under my arm I resolutely tramped a dusty path to the building Coral
said was for learnin. Her grin was never far from her face and that first morning
it swallowed me up. Empty; but still early. No chalkboard, just a sheet of masonite,
a few chairs and tables, and a pile of mouldy readers in an old wardrobe. A legacy
from my predecessor. There was little else to confirm any learnin here.
Where the hell are the kids? Problem number one was upon me. Looking out
the door, I saw an ancient woman sitting in the dirt. I could hear soft chanting as
I approached.
"Excuse me." Maybe she's deaf.
"Excuse me! I'm looking for the children ..."
"Warnirri gubbah, Warnirri. Go."
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I could hear them but I couldn't see them. I climbed a crest surrounding a muddy
waterhole. The place was alive with wet slippery children. I plunged in literally. I
was reasonably sure nothing nasty could live in the mud. Well you've got their
attention now. I swung into my song and dance act aware my feet were sinking
ever so slowly. The children looked on, eyes popping, giggling, but I definitely had
them captured.
Out of the corner of my eye I could see movement in the water, about five feet
from where I was stuck. I stared at the ripples. They all stared at me staring at
the ripples. Then I saw it - fat, huge, SNAKE! "Ahhh!" As I turned to retreat
feet plugged, I sort of belly wacked the water. In my panic to get out I momentarily
forgot about my audience, who were by this stage bobbing up and down like apples
in a tub. They were hooting, wailing, shrieking with laughter, bodies dancing.
Through wet, bedraggled hair I could just make out, on the crest above me, the
entire adult popUlation in various stages of collapse. So boisterous was their side
splitting, behind Coral I could see many who were unable to stand. In the midst
of my hasty and tearful retreat I remember thinking I had never heard this music
before.
''I'm Kate. Not gubbuh, bloody ignorant bloody shit!"
Coral grew up in a town down south after the whites took her welfare seriously.
My mentor and my mother, she had reason to despise my color and didn't. She
stopped me leaving after the dunking.
"It's too far to walk into town. Anyways only
a blackfella would make it in this heat with all
that gear."
"They don't want me and they don't need me."
"Mabee they'll tolerate ya bub."
Attendance at the little school was erratic. Children would arrive when curiosity
grew strong or camp life became boring. That was rare. My most promising student,
my most frequent student was Coral and Mick's son Dallas. They had four other
children so I believed Dallas was interested even if his enthusiasm was somewhat
lacking.
Some of the women out of compassion for my obvious lack of purpose took me
on little forays in the bush. Arriving back early from one of these walks in search
of bush tucker, I overheard a family discussion between Coral and Dallas.
"If you don't go I'll punch ya bloody lights out."
Dallas had been hand picked for learnin.
Now, when I'm finally on my way back to my own people, I feel homesick for
the first time. When Damian and I were leaving the Territory all those years ago,
an old cowboy type told us "once you get the red dirt in your veins you always return."
I doubted it at the time. We had enjoyed our life as drifters but it was understood
we would return to town, careers and dinner parties. The country was spectacular
but you see it once and you've seen it all. Besides, the politics left us flat. We were
big on politics.
The old cowboy was right. I had returned. The question was how could I leave?
So much of Aboriginal society shocked me. When I expected to find remnants of
an ancient culture, I was shown an active, progressive society as strong as ever,
adapting with fine precision to an external and hostile world. The impact of a white
culture had not altered the course of history for blacks. Old Banjo the half caste
lying dead from drink in a Fitzroy pub as proud a member of his race as his fathers
before him. I was smiling. Coral was always boasting.
"Look how much she's learned."
I left because I had to. If I'd returned with only a trickle of dirt for the first time,
who knows how many acres were coursing round my body now. My official position
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in their community had been a farce from the day I arrived. Not that that worried
anyone in particular, not even me after the initial recognition.
Coral believes the 'gadarchi' man told me to go. I knew if I didn't leave when
the opportunity arose, I would never be with my own people again. The opportunity
arrived in the shape of Maureen Cohen, Nelly Kapunalla's daughter. She had earned
a Diploma in Teaching Studies while trying to escape her color. A daughter's return
is a time of great joy. A daughter's leaving is a time of great sorrow. It was time
to go.
Last night was chanting. 'Kunapipi; mother earth covered me with mud. The
'gadarchi' man escorting me back was excluded. The mud was my protection.
"You will only see him if there is danger. You
must listen but never follow him. His tricks are
many and he will want you to travel to his country."
Numerous ceremonies were performed during my stay at Ooenappilla. These were
the only times I was excluded from any part of Warakenji life.
"Blackfella business." Coral would say.
The bungari was close to the camp so I could hear the haunting drone of the
didjeridu and the steady clap clap of wood and flesh from my bedroom. No two
ceremonies sounded the same but all of them lasted into the morning when the first
light would waken me from a sleep of many dreams.
A farewell party was given in my honour. No alcohol as was the rule; instead
we smoked "old man weed", a slightly hallucinatory drug, derived from a particular
grass. Old man weed was eaten, smoked or applied to the body and, particularly
during the wet season, our health depended on it. As Coral walked me back to my
room she told me about gadarchi and his tricks. I lay on my bunk too tired to undress
and unwilling to end my last night in this place. I woke in fright to see a dark shape
bending over me.
It took me some time to recognise Nelly, near naked and painted with white ochre.
I knew white was connected with Dreaming and I was frozen in fear. Nelly was
"grandmummie" to most of the camp and her position of power was both magical
and real. No words were spoken as she touched my face. Her hands were soft, like
tissue paper, and the contact with my skin sent a wave through my body.
I followed her until we were close to the bungari and I stopped short. Nelly took
my hand chanting the familiar chant I'd heard many times since that first day at
camp. Other women joined us, slowly steering me to a part of the country I felt
uneasy to cross. Coral finally appeared and by the light of a fire covered me in
mud from the warnirri. From the small light of the fire, the white ochre shone brilliant
against the black skin of these sisters.
Their faces were dotted with red ochre and I realised this was a symbol of blood.
Shoulders and breasts carried white markings. The only other adornment were
necklaces and belts of white cockatoo feathers and shells. This jewellery must be
sacred - I had never seen it before and shells were not from this country.
Dancing was slow at first as each woman laid the palms of her hand on my head.
The fire light flickered as gum oozed and hissed in the heat. From the waist up
skeletons without flesh swayed my way then the other. Nelly's chanting was taken
up by each in her turn and the rhythm became rapid as the words became unfamiliar.
It was rivetting. My arms and legs were heavy and I felt my body growing cold.
The younger women gently laid me down. Warmth began to flow from my feet to
my head. The blood in my veins was milky.
From my prostrate position the moving shapes above me were hypnotising. I was
aware I had curled into the foetal position. Nelly embraced me while I slid to my
feet. Removing one of her necklaces, she smeared white ochre from my forehead
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straight down to my navel. The feathers were placed around my neck and I was
left alone.
Nobody spoke over breakfast. My luggage lined up at the door suggested an
overseas flight. Dallas was naturally feeling very chirpy but he did lower his eyes
in respect when I handed him my copy of Huckleberry Finn. He might read it one
day.
At the station Coral held me tight. She spoke; her voice tight, her eyes wet and
her grin where it belonged.
"Be careful sister. Be careful with what you
call the truth."
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PETER KIRKPATRICK

Heading Interstate
1977

North of Grafton, in the guard's van,
drinking his gas-ring billy tea
from tiny paper cups that leaked
and burned our hands; aged twenty-one,
we glimpsed our first real kangaroos,
fleeing as grey and shy as mice
into the bush.
Then night came down.
The goods train stopped: Nowhere.
Our guard
went off to yarn with the driver,
so we took out a feeble torch
to spot a cow closeby the track,
stirred by the pat absurdity.
All alone, it looked calmly up
and chewed, as brown as the edge
of dusk, but solid and bemused:
the one solid thing in the night
- milk, beef, leather and by-products
(goods that housed our sense of humour) standing its ground without anger,
and no fear in its tea-dark eyes.
I think it was my first real cow.
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1983
Midnight on that truliest named
of trains, the Brisbane Limited:
lights out long back.
Snook, drunk on rum,
tried to get a singalong going
of old Elvis Presley hits, till
the woman in front turned and said,
"Hey mate, some people want to sleep!"
- to which he replied, "Ever heard
of a bed?" (which seemed funny then).
The darkness outside was as big
as I'd forgotten.
Long coffees
in the buffet kept the medley
short of Edge of Reality,
and hours were turned into talk.
Sleep
was eventual. But between
the public and that private night,
suspended by railway coffee
and a snoring Snook, lay a land
where star-drifts gently filtered down
to sky-drowned farms, and soft cows stared,
faintly accusing, in the dark.
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WONG PHUI NAM

Stepmother
(Died August 2, 1978)
("If therefore the light that is in you
be darkness, how great is that darkness!" - Matthew 6:23)

You too would have been faintly
shocked to see your face
rising dimly, white,
swelling like dough
beneath the square glass window
of the casket top;
you would not have thought
this trickle of blood, drying,
would break into such
fine scabs as clung around the nostrils,
having welled up
from pressure of the morning's embalming fluid;
of that your children,
your stepchildren,
all of us,
even the unkind ones
would be back here to save you
from a lonely going.
You would not have thought,
after so many deaths
we could still find it
so difficult to come up close,
keep straight the eyes
to reach across the thick glass
that kept you separate and safe.
lt had become doubly hard
for some of us
to look, even if once more
only, full upon your face.
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When we were small
and Mother died
we shrank from having to kneel
so close about her so strangely changed, it seemed
out of some black pit she would rise,
a creature. In imagination
we shrieked at her approach with face so hideously bright with yellow
yet so immersed, so heavy with death.
Until you had Grandma hit us
we could not cry.
Dragonish, hard,
now even you
had suffered change.
You were fearful of dying, yet
fearful that death
would not catch you up in time;
it was as if behind hard bone
and claw
you were hunched in the image of some other beast
small and always fearful
for your covert hoard
of some now old-fashioned things of gold.
You, too, finally had let go.
Only, you became an enlarged
failed pupa - the senses
fully blocked out, fully compacted in death.
You would not have liked
to think that what you had so much cared for
would become remains
merely to be rubbed down
by the not too gentle hands
of the undertakers - embalmed
so you would not
too quickly disintegrate,
become noisome when laid out
for viewing
on your own dark side of the glass.
Yet, once you must have found
the world completely safe,
sufficient in the gentleness of our father's hands.
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During your last months,
being barely able to rise from bed
you took
thin solace from unrequited dreams
of Father. It was not quite
nineteen-forty-four
and, with Father,
we were allowed back
in occupation of the pre-war house.
Father was still
one of the few
to run a car in our part of town.
It was not yet that year
he became much run-down with diabetes.
It gave him gangrene, and that made soft
the ball of his right foot,
made of it one greenish black pulp to the bone.
In those last months
you stopped speaking to your brother
or it was he who did not wish
to speak to you because he thought
you owed him money
No one thought to take his side.
The ash-white that came
into his jowls
was not quite from long habit of anger
or worry
about the receipt of rentals
from his house;
it was perhaps recurring pain,
the resection which left
his insides not completely whole.
He lost and never quite
recovered something of himself
from his quiet terminal bouts with cancer.
How little had we thought
about taking anyone else's side.
Taking our own, we too had lost
much of ourselves in that
which, with the flesh, gristle, fat and guts,
would in two or three days turn putrescent.
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Where we had most failed
was not to have seen you in a way
which showed you not wholly small,
fretful and anxious, in a way
not wholly obstructed by the body's darkness,
a way in which even you had failed to see yourself.
So much of you still inhered
in your small hoard
of bracelets, chains and such pieces
set with diamonds of no longer fashionable cut
that when they were first
pulled out from your secret drawer,
I could not touch them
and not think
of moist gouged shells
with small torn attachments of flesh
turning brown,
fouling the insides.
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WONG PHUI NAM

Words for Easter
(Night. Two women washing the body in the labour lines.)
How this room closes itself about your death;
the shock still hangs white about the walls.
Horribly you set, the face kept taut over stiff bone,
and twisted into the cheek a soft clay
where your fright and pain have died.
A second time your death has to come - I knew a second time. Only my heart is drawn tight,
choked upon the strange dark fruit
of your body. The pent smoke
of the kitchen fires grows thick among the rafters
that cross the blackness beneath the roof.
Gently, wash out gently sand
from the gashes in his side.

That day you came
daylight was longer than we ever were used to
up these parts of the old estate. The crinum
burned like candles, throwing rich wax
upon the gravel driveway of the master's house.
and when the moon was up ...
Soak clean the traces
of man's blood that clings about the bunched claw
of his hand.

When the moon was up
there were noises as if the wind stirred
in the vegetation. Even then I knew your strangeness,
swaddled and dirty, a black unwanted child
with cow's eyes.
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Your words have become confused
as our shadows grappling across the walls.
What shapes they make of two old crones!
And what stays is white-wash, concrete, squashed stains
of lice. Touching this coarse hair upon your arm
I cannot retain now what you meant,
and this mud caked about your soles,
what you meant about the kingdom.
But those who heard you knew your words
were real. I too knew they were real
as this flesh, and the malignant dreams
it harbours. I look down upon my shrivelled paps
and thighs, think of the pain, some mornings, hang
like a crab about the groin, and ask
what is to be done,
what is to be done, this desolation
that has crept into the flesh when now it withers.
Uselessly you died, just because
some stupid young girl loved you for your eyes.
I cannot weep but hold you embalmed
in my darkness. What then is there
that makes me wait; what is it that I have heard;
I cannot figure who there is will move
this boulder, this heavy fleshiness, from the heart.
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WONG PHUI NAM

Fat Uncle, Dying
(When they heard it, said "This is a
hard saying: who will listen to it?n - John 6:60)

It had always been there.
I guess you sensed it, that darkness
softening the base about the packed
piling of your bones. Between the closed room
where all the sick smells sat on your face
and the pitch tide coming through
you could only crawl back into the mountain
of your much used body, and groan
you could take it, if you had one more,
you could take it, if you had only to keep
your mind between the legs drawn up
of just one more woman on her back.
How your puffed hand tugged
at the damp bed-clothes. Heavy
on your mattress, the far world of relatives
beyond that fog could not keep you now
from thinking you no longer could hold
your insides together again.
How would you use your palms and fingers
to hold down that terror
that you would have no more body with which
to know they were come to pack you,
prop you up against the pillows
to strip and comb you; turn you over
to slip the black silk trousers up the thighs.
You would hate to be laid out, to meditate horribly
beneath the square of joss-paper
clapped to the face. Someone in his mercy
should let you out to crawl
if only as a spider over the arms and face,
when you became so thoroughly flooded out by death.
Yet I would not know any better, Uncle.
I now keep these questions to myself,
why we children were scolded, pushed
so unceremoniously out of your sick room.
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GLYN PARRY

"Caught"
"Move, deadshit!"
They spilled out into madness. Somehow they would manage to wade through.
Sean looked back over his shoulder, not really knowing what to expect. The security
woman was no longer at their side, but it didn't make him feel any better.
"He couldn't help it," he offered weakly, trying to inject some calm.
Jim was already starting to fall behind. His cheeks were wet. People stared.
"She said she'd think about it."
Billy turned angrily. "Yeah, well what d'ya reckon!" It was a look of disgust. It
said: stop dreaming. They'd been caught. Why should they be special? Sean knew
enough to know there was no chance of getting off. He watched Jim, just behind
them, sick with nerves.
"Well, don't blame me."
"Get stuffed."
They stopped. Billy was furious. "Get a move on,"he hissed as Jim fell in alongside.
"An' dry your flamin' eyes."
All Sean wanted was to taste summer heat again. Billy's temper made him nervous.
At every turn, feet, legs, people. Madness. Sean wanted to be out of it. In the carpark
they could lose themselves in the jungle of chrome.
"Move!" barked Billy.
Getting caught was something different. Alien. Caught. The word tripped them
up. They were running away.
Where the pedestrian overpass flattened out they were safe. For a while they
watched the insect traffic scratching the highway below.
"Mini!" pointed Jim.
"We're not playing Mini today, dropkick," Billy breathed. "Forget Mini for once.
All right?"
Jim was about to mutter something, but Billy's hard fist was suddenly there. Fast
punches. Furiously fast. It was what Billy was good at. Jim folded, slipped, fell against
the railing. He was clutching at his stomach, blood smearing the back of his hand,
his nose opening up.
"Now we're even, Jim! Now we're even, okay. Okay!" Jim said nothing. He
dreamed. Noise. Traffic. Confusion. Billy stood up, backed off. He was still shouting,
but the violence had left him. Sean kicked the railing. Kicked. Punched. Looked
away.
The bank of the river offered shade.
"See that," pointed Sean. An empty coke can bobbed past. "Might make the sea."
Sean thought a lot about the sea. The river widened out, fed clear through to
the sea. Past suburbs. Past the city. Past the million dollar mansions stacked on
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the hills. Winding, curving. Some smells good, some bad. Clear out to the harbour,
and onto the sea.
"No can's gonna make it that far," Billy cut in. "Jeeze, Sean, what's wrong with
you? You're dreaming."
But Sean watched the can. Go, baby, he thought. Stay afloat. Call the bastard
a liar.
Floating chaos got caught up in the neck of a shopping trolley. It was slumped
over on its side, clinging to the cool currents. The river must be full of shopping
trolleys, figured Sean. Vile, rusted dares piled high on the murky bottom. Trolleys
and turtles. The turtles ballooned to the surface, burped mud, sank back to the
bottom. No-one could say how long they stayed down there.
The way Jim saw it, the ghost lady must have been murdered.
"Crap," snapped Billy. "Ain't nobody bin murdered around here. Run off with
her fella more likely."
"All I said is they should've searched the river," said Sean. "Just to make sure."
"Tell ine one person what's seen the ghost lady, then. Name one. It's all bullshit."
Billy was growing agitated. "There ain't nothin' out here 'cept this dumb river."
Suddenly Jim spoke. "Baz Higgins seen the ghost lady," he said.
"Says who?" demanded Billy. "You bin hangin' around with Baz Higgins?"
"Something I heard, that's all."
"You leave well alone, hear," warned Billy. "Baz Higgins ain't worth shit. You just
stay right away."
Sean knew all about Baz Higgins from Year 9. Everyone knew about Baz Higgins.
"Billy's right, Jim. Keep clear of that mongrel."
Sean remembered the day. The big fight. Baz Higgins and a Year 11 kid shaped
up to it, all because the kid's bag caught Higgins in the face on the stairwell. Kid
started winning, so Higgins pulled out a blade. Next thing the kid was lying on
the oval, railway tracks down his cheek. Scarred the kid for life. Cops came and
took 01' Higgins away. Then he got expelled.
Billy prodded Jim's arm. "You know so much, how come you ain't seen the ghost
lady?"
"Just what I heard, that's all."
"What you hear?"
"Thing is, the ghost lady only comes out certain nights, when the mist rises up
off the river."
Sean listened intently.
"She's wailing and screaming, an' her dress is ripped to bits," continued Jim,
recounting the primary school version of the ghost lady. "An'that's not the end of
it. No way. She got no eyes. There's two holes where her eyes ought to be."
"How's she supposed to see?"
"Fuck knows," grinned Billy. "Maybe she got eyes some place else."
"Well, that's just what Baz Higgins been telling everyone," said Jim. "Girl at school
got it from his kid brother just before break-up."
Sean heard it differently. The way he heard it the ghost lady got raped and
murdered out behind the pub, in the bush. That's where she was last seen, at the
pub, drinking beers with some men she met up with. Story goes she refused to go
with the men when it came time for closing. People say they saw her struggling with
one of the men in the carpark, but come any night there'll be some sort of trouble
in the carpark. That's what pubs are all about.
"Just started walking home, I guess," said Sean. "Hell, who knows. All they got
to go on is some ripped material, out there behind the pub. Not much."
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Sean's mother told him the story, first time he talked about the ghost lady. The
woman left the house one night and never returned. Left everything but her purse.
The husband was working lates. Migrants, too. An honest-to-God mystery, here
in our own backyard, said his mother. Cops never could work it out. In a month
the house was sold, some new people moved in, and that was the end of it. Stories
about the ghost lady been growing out of the mystery ever since.
And?
Who knows, son. It's a strange world.
"Yeah, well I reckon there's something to itt said Jim. "Everyone knows what
them mists are like."
"Store security catches you, you're as good as dead. They call the pigs, and the
pigs calion you. First offence or record as long as your arm. Doesn't matter. Once
they catch you, you're dead meat."
That was the way Billy told it.
"Might as well get used to the idea. Them maggots got a job to do like anyone
else, so might as well just face it. There's a bonus on every kid caught."
"What bonus?" interrupted Sean. "Ain't heard of no bonus before."
"Shows how much you know, don't it," Billy snarled. "S'pose your mum works
for Coles, too, hey. Just happen s'pose she does work for Coles. Bet she ain't in
the office part. Huh? Nab, didn't think so."
Sean allowed it through. Like all bullies, Billy wanted it all. He continued.
"One time our Brian knows this kid, Sid Turner. An' this one time the pigs stop
01' Sid on the side of the road. Sid thinks he'll be real smart, give a bung address.
The bastards even got him for that. Got him in Children's Court, they did. Now
no boss'll touch him for ajob. Has to work with his old man, clearing up building
sites an' shit like that. Ain't no use trying to give a bung address 'less you know
what to do. They'll catch you every time."
A slow, tedious lecture behind closed doors was how Sean imagined it. Sid Turner's
mum sitting on a long, wooden bench outside in the corridor: Ashamed. Head down.
Drained and aged. A cardboard cop keeping a look out, in case Sid decides to nick
off. Children's Court. There was no way he wanted his mother sitting outside the
courtroom.
"Too late now," said Billy.
"Yeah, well you were there. You heard what she said. Still never heard of no bonus."
"One good thing. They can't write your name in the papers. Dumbest part about
it. Papers don't have to write a thing. It's all around the school in a day. That was
Sid Turner. Big fat turd. Brian reckons he's a turd. A dob artist. Reckons Sid Turner's
day'll come. Ain't that right, Jimmy boy! Better not dob, if you know what's good
for you. Hear me talkin', Jim? Me an' Brian don't like dob artists."
"I heard."
"Leave off, Billy," interrupted Sean. He felt sorry for Jim.
Billy dragged himself to his feet, hurled a large rock into the water. Ker-plunk.
"He's learnt his lesson." added Sean.
"Yeah. Maybe. Come on, let's buy a bottle of coke an' guts it in the monkey-hut."
The Jungle Park was somewhere to hang out. It had been erected along with
signs pointing to a better lifestyle.
Sean knew their suburb was growing old and ordinary. There were no new display
centres, no new show homes to fool around in. That had been a time for dares,
he remembered.
Even the Jungle Park was disappearing, bit by bit. Planks had been ripped out
of the wooden structures and carried off for cubbies. Most of the original look was
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gone. Green palms had faded white. Painted monkeys peeled in the midday sun.
And at night the vandals got in. Parents warned: Keep off. It's dangerous.
But the boys liked it. They sat high up, shielded from the sun, belching coke.
"Reckon you're both wrong," announced Billy. He passed the bottle to his brother.
"Reckon there's nothin' in them mists 'cept the cold night air. An' that river ... ain't
even no fish in there. Just the dumb turtles and frogs."
"Got to be some fish," remarked Sean. "All rivers got some fish left."
"Yeah, there's still fish in there, all right," Jim added. "Spider Thompson caught
three big carp in there just last holidays."
"Maybe. Maybe not. Won't make no difference anyway. Can't eat any of it."
"How come?" asked Sean.
Billy grinned. "Ain't you never heard anything, Sean? Ain't you never watched
the TV? Pollution. Pollution's how come. Them fish is all poisoned."
When he was a kid Sean played a game at night to see how long he could swim
under the blankets without breathing. One time he made it fourteen lengths before
the pounding blood pushing at his temples forced him to kick off the covers and
suck new air from the darkness. One time the ice cracked, and the fur trader sank
straight to the bottom of the frozen lake, and right away the hole covered over it
was so cold ... Sean remembered the story his teacher had told. He linked it to
his childhood game. Only, the river had mud instead. Mud and long ropes of weed
drifting upward. It would never let go, Sean believed. It could hold a person in its
murky secret grave forever. Ice melts, but mud and weed hold real tight. That's the
way they got rid of the body. In the river.
Sean believed if you weigh a body down with wire and bricks, a river can hide
the truth forever.
"Jump off the bridge someday," he challenged. "Can't even touch the bottom. Open
your eyes underwater. There's nothing. Easiest thing in the world for three grown
men to swing a body clear out into the middle of the river. A million places on
the bank where they could have thrown her."
Billy dismissed Sean's theory with a wave of his hand. "Nah. That's not it."
"What happened to her then?" Sean was curious to hear.
"What I reckon is this," commenced Billy. "Reckon she got drunk, like they all
said. Plenty seen her getting drunk. Then she had her argument. People seen that,
too."
Jim passed the bottle to Sean. Billy paused.
A lonely woman looking for excitement was how Sean pictured it. Her husband
working nights, paying her no attention.
Billy continued. "Reckon then she took off into the bush, tore her dress - easy
enough to do in the dark - then made it home."
"So?"
"So when she gets home her husband's already finished for the night, see. He
takes one look at her, goes mental, strangles her or somethin', and that's that. Simple."
"Except for the body," reminded Sean. "You got no body."
"No worries, mate. Easy enough thing to get rid of. Plenty of bodies dumped
in the bush, I reckon. Then all he had to do was make like she ain't come home
from wherever she went to, act a while, sell up, go home. Easy."
"Thought you said she was off with her fella."
"Maybe that's why he done it. Jealousy. Maybe there's two sets of bones out there.
You gonna be able to prove it? Nah. No ways you can, 'cept you find the bones.
Reckon he got away with it. Dumb cops all the time looking by the pub, haulin'
in the wrong blokes. Bet he's some place drinking champagne right now."
Sean screwed the top back on the coke, real tight. Keeps the fizz in, he said. All
through Billy's explanation he had tried to piece together the young woman's side
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of the story. He felt pity for the young woman. Maybe they moved through the same
space, ate from the same dishes, slept in the same bed, but it couldn't mean much
if they never saw enough of each other. It wasn't her fault. Sean's mother had called
her a slut. Maybe, thought Sean, but no woman deserves to die like that, like a
helpless tormented animal. His mother was convinced a skeleton would be uncovered
one day. Remember the Benson murders, she'd say. But he couldn't remember. Before
your time, she'd say.
It was hard to believe kids ever played at the Jungle Park. But Sean remembered
how it was. Kids climbed while their parents wrestled with home designs, price rises,
land package deals.
"I believe the bit about the cops coming around," mumbled Jim. "Seen the car
pull into Clarky's place one time."
"That was for vandalism," said Sean. "It's worse. Anyway, the cops are always
pulling in there."
For once Billy said nothing. Sean figured he was storing it up, listening real close.
"Just what I seen, that's all," Jim continued.
"Yeah, well all I know is there mustn't be any bonus. You heard what the woman
said. Said she'd think about it this time, considering it was our first time an' all.
Reckon she'd have called the cops there and then if she was just shitting us."
Sean looked across at Billy, but he was thinking about something.
"What we gonna do now?" asked Jim, his spirit rising. "Go for a swim at your
place?"
"Can't. Water's green slime," said Sean. "Been like it all year."
"Wendy Turnbull said we could swim in her pool. Heard 'em splashing about
when I rode past."
"Wendy Turnbull's a maggot," said Billy, suddenly breaking into the conversation.
"No way I'm going near her place. Her brother Sam's got shit for brains."
"How about we sneak up on the cubby them kids been building out past the Plaza,"
Sean suggested. He had seen the boys sneaking around in the bush.
Billy shook his head. "Just walked from there," he said. "Forget it."
"We could raid the old folk's vegetable patch. I feel like legging it."
"Nah," said Billy. He glared at Jim. "He'd probably only get us caught again."
Sean sighed. Billy never knew when to let a matter drop. He said: "It could've
happened to anyone of us. Don't keep blaming Jim for it."
Billy snapped. "Course I'm blamin' him. Who else's fault was it?"
Sean shook his head. Go pull yourself, Billy, he thought.
"Still don't mean you can give Jim a blood nose,just because he got caught once,"
he said.
"Maybe," said Billy. He wasn't going to argue. "Come on. Let's go pinch some
carrots."
"Any sign of 'em?" whispered Sean, crouched low behind a sheet of tin. "See
anything?"
"Shhh. 01' woman's coming out. Shit, she's gonna hang up the washin'."
"Let's get out of here," breathed Jim.
"Relax," motioned Billy. "She's ancient."
"Hey, you boys over there!"
Billy's head snapped back. The voice thundered after them.
"Run!" shouted Sean, already breaking into a sprint.
Instinct replaced uncontrolled panic. The boys scaled fences, pushed forward,
raced streets. Suburban dogs ignited in the fury.
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"Keep goin'!" boomed Billy's voice. Sean could hear their heavy feet punching
bitumen.
"Who is he?" screeched Jim.
"Fuck knows! Jus' keep running!" Billy was barely holding command.
Sean saw the powerful stride of the man sprinting after them as they turned
another corner.
"Quick! Into the bush," Billy snapped, his breathing heavy and erratic. Sean and
Jim understood at once. Their bodies crashed through the thick, dry growth, over
logs, past limbs. Crashed. Fled.
"It's no good!" screamed Sean. "He's still coming."
"Split up!" Billy ordered.
The bush swallowed Sean. He tried to slow his breathing, refused to move. His
body was bent low, covered behind a bush. In the small distance, through branches,
he watched the man who had chased them standing tall and menacing. But Sean
knew he was defeated while they stayed frozen in that landscape. The green heat
shimmered. The man withdrew.
Sean stayed there for some time. In the bush. Even though it hugged their suburb,
Sean sensed the greater menace. He could hear Billy and Jim calling out for him,
from somewhere in the deep places. Sean ignored them. Instead he slipped back
into strong sunlight, moved toward familiar shapes.
Madness, thought Sean, later as he walked home. The heat curdled. As he passed
one house he heard pool water splashing. It reminded him of a time when their
own pool satisfied. He did not enjoy mysteries. They made him uneasy. Thoughts
pursued him. About the young woman. About the river. About getting caught. He
felt older. Suddenly there were pictures in his head that just wouldn't let go.
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GLYN PARRY

"Rain"
The winter storm spills into late afternoon. It is raining heavily, as the forecast had
warned. In the city tiny streams flow ankle-deep along the kerbside and mock the
hopefuls waiting for the squall to ease.
Sloosh-sloosh, the impatient cars hurry homeward. Terry Jones notices the traffic
out of the city is heavier than usual. The rain is much heavier, falling in torrents.
He hears its tribal music everywhere: the rhythm pushing over and under, above
and beyond. The furious tap-dance consumes all. He remembers what he called it,
that first winter. The wet season. Some Aussie kids two floors down put him right.
"Whaddya reckon? Deadshit or what? Stupid pommy bastard." Flailing fists.
Punched air.

In her warm kitchen, Mary Jones looks at her watch. Still time, she estimates.
She wipes down the laminex, checks the oven's progress, hums a tune straight from
the charts. She runs her hands over her smooth hips, her palms resting gently on
her lower stomach.
"Nearly time to pick your daddy up, little one." Smiling, she says softly: "Look
at the rain."
From her window she watches the dark clouds descending, nudging across the
scarp. There is the low groan of thunder, a long pause, then the sudden axe-blade
slicing the sky apart. In suburban yards, stored behind fences, dogs bark as one.
Her breasts feel heavy. The baby is moving. She wonders how long the garden
can soak up the downpour. Tiny streams begin to converge. Small puddles grow
large. Yellow sand bubbles up to reach the surface of their landscaped lawn. Axeblades and noise. Twelve weeks to go.
The bird she has been watching has flown to safe ground. She shrugs off the
forecast. There is goodness in the rain. Dams are being filled. Farmers will lift their
hearts to the Lord, who heals their land and answers prayers. Only the suburbs
are selfish, she reasons, leaning back in her chair. She shuts out the barking of dogs,
and hums softly to herself. There is still time. Her kitchen is warm. Their baby kicks,
easing her day.
At the Imperial the rain pulls in the punters better than Baby Doll. The old man
shouts once again.
"Out you go, Holohan," orders the publican, stepping past the barmaid. "You've
had all you're getting."
Bleary-eyed, Martin Holohan gathers his senses and steadies himself against the
bar. His stained sleeve mops up the last of the beer.
"Can a man not have a drink in peace, then?" The old man glances about him.
He waves his hand at patrons, smatterings of old and young faces in small huddles,
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their loud laughter and broad grins spinning out the afternoon session. The hot,
tanned flesh parading in the far corner does not bother him.
"Who'ma bothering, then," he pleads. His tired voice stretches across the years.
In '31 he unloaded wool bales. Out there on the dockside. The trains didn't move
until the last wagon was empty. Horse drays pushed off into the night air. Thirsty
work. Brass in pocket. A day's wages hauled in from the bush.
"Where's the trouble?" he pleads.
Terry Jones notices the time as he passes through the entrance of the arcade. The
rain has made him late. He quickens his pace, avoids the window display and the
cheerless gaze of the charity worker. From the lower level the odour of curry reaches
up to meet the rush hour.
In the early days being late meant nothing. They'd rented that cheap unit within
cycling distance of the college. It had helped.
It was the summer of '83. Two weeks before the wedding he took the place, ferried
scraps of furniture and their belongings across town, watched her fill the room with
her vision. To touch her smooth skin that first afternoon, small breasts heaving, thighs
parting in answer to his touch ... her body moved him to madness, her long, thin
fingers tracing the outlines of her womanhood, her smooth buttocks rising with the
damp heat, their sweat.
Since the move to the outer suburbs he has had to discipline his movements more.
He loathes the thOUght of her parked on the roadside, waiting for the train to
pull in. The look on her face last time he was late.
He emerges from the stale comfort of the arcade. Outside, the rain chants as loudly
as ever. He side-steps the slower tangle of bodies, hemmed in by the weather, and
joins the flow of commuters making for the station. Occasionally someone up ahead
breaks into a run, but most maintain the steady, brisk pace they are used to.
And then ...
Only when his body lines up with the doorway he senses the shadow suddenly
there, to his right, crashing forward. Too late to avoid. Instinctively he braces himself
for the collision, right arm raised protectively to cover his face, feet useless in the
wet. They both crash heavily onto the pavement, Terry struggling to pull his left leg
free. For a brief moment he foolishly sits upright, unable to push the weight off.
The rain swells the numbers in the cafe. They sit uncomfortably and wait for the
haggard woman to reach their table and take their orders.
Terry Jones watches the old figure sitting opposite, studies the long, thin fingers
clutching the handkerchief. The hand still shakes, knuckles bloodied after the fall.
The other hand rests on the neck of the flask poking out of the pocket. Old man,
old suit. Under normal circumstances they would never find themselves together.
The old suit reminds Terry of any number of old drunks scattered across the city's
wastelands, the usual hand-me-down look working overtime. "Lend us a bob, friend."
Same tired look. Same old suit. He guesses at the address. Probably somewhere
across town, on the other side of the railway tracks.
"You sure I can't get you to Casualty, mate? It'll be no trouble."
Martin Holohan shakes his head. "She'll be right. Nothing broken this time."
"Suit yourself, but you look as if you could do with a decent bandage on that
hand of yours."
"Bah! And have this silly old fool wasting someone else's precious time. A cup
of tea, that's what I want. That's what I could really do with, if her Royal Highness
ever gets back to us." He gazes around him, oblivious to the evening crowd, and
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tries to locate the waitress. "Bastard weather. Took me legs right from under me.
What about yourself, friend? No damages?"
"Can't find any. Must have a hard head."
"Reckon so, young 'un. Mine feels like it's given up the ghost. Pissin' rain." He
grins. "For sure that was a heavy thump. Did you get his numberplate, friend?"
Terry laughs. "Nah. Too busy learning to swim." There is something about the
old man, for all that. He notices the time. By now she will be waiting for him. The
approaching darkness only seems to spur the storm, the wind hurling itself against
the city skyline.
The motor idles. Through the chatter of windscreen wipers Mary Jones watches
the last person sprint off into the chaos. The train pulls out of the station, faces
pressed against the storm. Two trains now, she notes. When will it stop, she wonders,
watching a lone figure wrestle the wind and rain. She switches off the ignition and
decides to try for a third.
"Ahh!" breathes the old man. "That's the story." Both hands place the drained
cup noisily on the saucer.
"Well, I'd better be off," sighs Terry.
"Can I shout you a beer, friend? It's the least I can do."
Terry smiles at the old figure stooped in front of him. There is a sincerity in the
voice. He reminds him of one of the regulars woven into his childhood. Coarse,
hard-working men who lived a law unto themselves. All good men in their own
way.
"No," he says, slowly rising. "As long as I know you're right."
The old face smiles back at him, eyes dimmed in the smoky air. "Took me legs
right out. Bloody rain." Old face smiling. Terry watches bloodied fingers fumble
for change. "My shout, at any rate, young 'un. You're a good lad."
Terry Jones is too tired to argue.
The railway platform looks strange after dark. Naked globes. Discarded
newspapers.
Overhead, the rain still nudges. The wait is longer than he hoped for, the trains
less frequent after the rush. It irritates him. He watches the wrong trains slide into
vision on the far track. The wrong people seize the city. He studies the long-legged
girl, skirt cut high. His eyes follow her. Eyes follow her every night, he guesses. He
entertains the thought of talking to a woman like that, of tapping her on the shoulder,
of asking discretely: how much? Her long, red-painted fingernails moving him to
heat. Lips red and moist, alive. He feels out of place. It is a different world, no longer
his. He looks for the train that will carry him into the suburbs.
The third train in succession spills its contents onto the station platform. Mary
Jones peers through the windscreen, her careful eye passing over the men that sprint
past her. Finally she curses, their car joining the procession out of the chaos.
Something the old man shouted. He hadn't caught it. Something. Outside the
cafe, rain screaming. He soon forgets his anger. It's a joke, he reasons. A million
people in the city, and he collects the drunk.
The train is almost empty. He sits in the seat nearest the door, and notices the
carriage contains only two other passengers. They both study him briefly. The
painted girl quickly returns to the magazine she is reading. The other, an older
woman, knits. Her hands work the needles furiously. Nervous, he imagines. Some
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joke. He sighs. He should have been home over an hour ago. He thinks of the car,
struggling through the wet, suddenly remembers the bald tire.
It is good to get out of the wind. His clothes are still damp after the fall. The
wind blows in gusts, rattles against the carriage. It pushes the rain under the platform
roof.
Click, click, click ... needles and wool. He remembers he tried it once, but it
had been a dead loss. No patience.
"No, this way. Like this." He imagines Mary'S voice. Her fingers. Wool everywhere.
"Ahh, forget it. It's no use."
Again.
Again.
In the end she gave up on him. Best thing, he said. They are like that. Mary helps
for a time, then his temper ruins it. Later, when he was certain she was asleep, he
picked up the needles and gave it another go. In the end he pushed away the idea.
Couldn't sleep, he said, when he looked up to see her standing in the doorway.
Most of the meal she leaves. Every time she looks at the phone she expects it
to explode. Anything. The evening drags into TV soap.
Wallet! Terry thrusts his hands into his pockets a second time. Gone! He manages
to salvage enough loose change to save face with the conductor, but his wallet is
definitely missing. He curses. He tries to tally the loss, but it is useless.
Shouting. The old man outside the cafe!
The night streams past: sometimes a neon blaze of colour, sometimes dark craters
between suburbs. The stations scream in mocking tones.
"Sorry, love." It had been a graduation present. Inside he'd deliberately kept the
twenty cent piece, for good luck.
"I said it doesn't matter."
"I guess it was my own silly fault ... not looking where 1 was going, as usual."
"It wasn't your fault."
"The old turd was legless."
"Terry! Please."
"Should've left 'im in the kerb, stupid old ... fool. Couldn't even walk straight.
For a while there 1 thought he wasn't going to get up."
"It's okay. Go and have a hot shower. Your tea's in the oven."
"I should have rung you up from town. Didn't know when the next train would
be coming in."
"It's alright. Honestly. Go on, get yourself out of those wet clothes before you
catch your death."
"Sure?"
"Yes. Go!"
Mary Jones tries to smile as she bundles dry clothes. The baby inside her kicks.
She says, "It's not your daddy's fault, little one."
The hot stream smoothes. She is being good about it. Hot water streaming. It
makes him feel better.
Misty well-being. She shouts three times before he notices.
"Be right there!" he yells back at her.
"It's getting cold!"
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"Gotcha!"
Swirling mist clings to his body as he rushes into the new warmth.
They receive the call just after nine. It is the old man. The voice stretching into
their living room catches Terry Jones off-guard. Only ...
"Grab a biro, Mary ... top drawer," he whispers. She obeys mechanically, trying
to construct meaning from the conversation.
"Yeah, righto, mate. Gotcha," he says loudly. His hand scribbles down an address.
"Thanks, matey. Will do."
"Who was it?"
"Geeze, he's still got my wallet ... that old fella from town. Reckons he found
our number easily."
She frowns. "What's the story?"
"Wants me to come round and pick it up ... tonight. Only lives twenty minutes
away."
"I'll make it up to you," he offers. But he knows she is no longer in the mood
for compromise. The old man has robbed them of their evening. "Don't come out
into the rain." He sees her standing there, fastened to the doorstep.
In the dark he fumbles for the key. It is raining more heavily, the wind tugging
at powerlines, thrashing branches. From somewhere along the street he hears the
rolling clatter of empty tin.
The engine punches holes into the night air, headlights cutting a wide swathe as
he reverses out of the drive. On any other evening he might have enjoyed the drive.
This night is ruined, he knows. He pounds his fist into the dashboard.
"Bloody weather!"
In his student days it was different. They had often rummaged through the suburbs
on stormy winter nights, trying on the world for size. "Fancy stopping in here?"
Explorers of a kind, no different to any other couple. But that was back then. He
tries to push Mary out of his mind. The roads are dangerous. He concentrates instead
on the avenues of neon, trying to read street signs well in advance. The furious rain
complicates the task. Perhaps he should have listened to her, taken the car to work
in the morning; he could have dropped in at the old man's flat on the way through
to the city, like she said. Fine, except old drunks run to a different timetable. This
might be their only chance to catch him home. Besides, what's to stop him spending
their cash, or worse? No, tonight. Now. While there's still hope.
The rain is nearing State records. Radio static tells the way of it. Small madness
on all roads. Getting worse. Spilling out of the black shadows. Throwing emergency
services into chaos. This is the weather for it, the swish-swish-swish of the windscreen
wipers useless beneath the angry skies. He turns the radio off.
Wide circle. The rain falls in sheaves over the city. Over the yards. Over parks.
Drains choking. Endless rain. He swings the car sharply into the next street and
hugs the outline of the kerb. The blocks of units tower over him. He turns off the
ignition, steps into the blindness.
"Be home, old man."
He knows his wife will wait up for him. She will worry because of the storm.
She is right, of course. He should have waited until the morning. Maybe the storm
will ease.
Terry Jones cannot sleep. He hears only the rain, and her breathing. Her body
is warm.
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It is early morning. In the darkness he wishes he could move closer, wake her,
restore the balance. But it is late, and she must have her rest.
He listens to her breathing: its casual tempo lulls him. He longs to cup her breast
and feel her chest rise and fall with the rhythm of the night. The wind has dropped;
the rain still beats through gutters. The slower, steadier beat. Calm world again.
He wonders what dreams pursue her through these long, dark hours. Flesh against
flesh. The strange progress inside her. Long months. Endless night.
He remembers the old man, sitting alone in the dark. And afterwards, the rain.
Slapping hard. Forcing him to run.
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REVIEWS
Martin Boyd: A Life, Brenda Niall, Melbourne
University Press, 1988. 268pp, $39.95.

This biography is the culmination of 25 years
of critical and scholarly interest in Martin Boyd
by Brenda Niall. It adds considerably to her
previous monographs in the 'Australian Writers
and their Work' and 'Australian Bibliographies'
series and, consequently, to our knowledge of
Boyd.
Her first article, "The Double Alienation of
Martin Boyd", (Twentieth Century, 1963)
prompted an indignant and misconceived
rebuttal from the novelist, who claimed to be
able to thrust his roots deep into the soil of
Australia, Cambridge and Rome. Though this
exchange is not mentioned in the biography, the
issue of Martin Boyd's search for a home is one
of its central themes. Niall places the larger
movements between England and Australia, and
England and Italy in a context of personal
restlessness and domestic dissatisfaction, in
which frequent changes of residence reflect
conflicting needs and desires - for city and
country, solitude and society, simplicity and
grandeur - which could nowhere be fully
realized. With this peripatetic drive went an
idealization of place, of the 'natural' landscape
of Sandringham and Yarra Glen, the 'custom
and ceremony' of Georgian manor houses, the
'light in darkness' that was war-time Cambridge
and, finally, Rome with its fusion of pagan and
Christian civilization. Yet even here, Boyd's
diaries record 'the old question, Where to live?'
The search for a home quickened Boyd's
creativity not only in his novels, but in the illfated restoration of his grandparents' farm, the
Grange, in which "His plan was to bring the Old
World and New World together" with eighteencentury furniture and Arthur Boyd frescoes
inside and the bush outside (p.l50). Niall
demonstrates that home became the pervasive
symbol of Boyd's life and art. The literary
products of the Grange experiment, the Langton
novels, dramatize the expatriate'S problem of
finding a 'home of the spirit' (p.l75). In The
Cardboard Crown Guy Langton considers his
family both "doubly uprooted"and "doubly
rooted" in Australia and England. A similar
sense of paradox informs Niall's presentation of
Boyd in this work, as a man whose conflicting
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impulses and actions highlight both the
reductiveness of our categories and his own
complex individuality:
Having been an Australian among the
English and an Englishman in Australia, he
made his final choice of resting place as a
Catholic among Protestants in Catholic Italy.
An inconsistent ending which was itself
consistent with his whole life, it was a
triumphant way of asserting his right not to
be classified, to be a stranger and at home.

(p.216)

In his personal life, Niall argues that Boyd felt
'conflicting impulses of engagement and retreat'
(p.203). Though he maintained deep and lasting
friendships, Boyd was 'a sociable yet very
reserved man ... who kept his own emotional
life to himself' (p.107). This description of Boyd
in his thirties is reinforced by a comparison of
his letters and diaries in old age: the former are
charming and witty, the latter show him often
fighting off depression. Niall discerns a lifelong
tendency to social role-playing and a resistance
to commitment in personal relationships. The
tracing of distinct public and private selves is an
important addition to our understanding of
Boyd, many of whose writings value a unified
life over one divided into compartments. The
question of sexuality is responsibly treated.
Whereas one critic has inferred that Boyd was
homosexual from an episode in his writing, Niall
reports the views of those who knew him. For
example, his Sussex friends the Adeneys
believed he had 'refined and aestheticized his
sexuality' (p.107). Others spoke of his love for
and desire to marry Nancy Weigall.
As Boyd wrote two autobiographies and
novels based on family and personal
experiences, this work might seem superfluous.
Happily it is not. Niall finds that Boyd's reserve
was as active in his writing as in his life. His
account of his mother's 'overwhelming sadness'
is shown to be partial and to reveal more about
him than her (p.1l9). Statements implying that
his Boyd uncles did not work for a living are
described as 'disingenuous', and more
importantly, show Boyd's wish to create a
mythological landed gentry in Australia. The
biography adds much new material, not only
about Boyd's life in Rome, but hitherto unknown
facts about the convict origins of his greatgrandfather Mills, father of the idealized Emma
Beckett. The book includes a helpful family
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tree and, given Boyd's family obsession, pays
proper attention to his family history and
relationships.
Equally important are the conclusions it
draws about links between the life and the
novels. Niall believes that the works illuminate
the man, but does not assume that they simply
reflect history:
he altered, modified, embellished and
dramatized, using the fragments of private
histories ... to make a satisfying design ...
[He] created his own mythology (p.l6).

While the novels can to some extent be read
as Romans clef, she notes Boyd's strategies of
concealment as well as revelation. Characters are
composed of aspects of two or more people, for
example. This exercise involves critical
evaluation as well as identification: Alice
Langton is a simplification and idealization of
Emma Beckett; Susan Blair in The Mont/arts
is a deeply-responsive portrait of Boyd's mother,
by contrast with which Laura Langton is bland.
The presentation of Dominic, Brian and Guy
Langton is a simplification of Boyd's
relationships with his brothers, expressing desire
rather than reality. The crucial characterportrait for Niall is Dominic: ostensibly based
on Merric Boyd, this character enabled Martin
to displace his own anger and aggression and to
present himself as the mild, witty, ineffectual
Guy. This opposition is 'demolished', Niall
argues, in When Blackbirds Sing, where
Dominic is given Boyd's own war exp,eriences.
Niall considers this an avoidance strategy, a
means of distancing the trauma of the war. This
argument seems overstated, for distancing is also
if not primarily an aesthetic imperative, and
Dominic is presented throughout the sequence
as both hero and quintessential Langton, as the
vehicle for Boyd's mythological ideals.
The only disappointment of Martin Boyd: A
life is that it does not reveal enough about Boyd
as a writer. It contains valuable information
about rejected (and destroyed) manuscripts and
especially about the struggle to publish When
Blackbirds Sing, but little about the history of
other novels. We are told of Boyd's difficulty
with titles, that he wrote slowly and revised
much, but information on his working habits is
scant given his long and serious career as a
writer. The most important revelation is of
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Boyd's shyness with other writers and his need
for reassurance about his work. He sent all
manuscripts to Hugh Fausset for comments
before submitting them to his agents. While this
does not purport to be a critical biography, more
material on the inspiration, production and
reception of the novels would have been
welcome. The late period is most fully
documented; and Niall's account of the swift
reverse of fortune in the 1950's when Boyd began
his most productive period and ended
unpublishable makes sad reading.
Niall's narrative is told with economy and a
balanced, sympathetic judgment. The major
features of Boyd's life are often signalled in the
chapter headings: 'Inheritance', 'The Hunted
Fox', , 'You Can't Repeat the Past';' these
demonstrate an imaginative and insightful
treatment of her source material. The title
Martin Boyd: A life honours its subject's
independence and recalls his reflections in The
Cardboard Crown on the subjectivity of
biographical writing. Above all, Niall's
knowledge of Boyd is occasionally registered in
her prose style: in the light but telling asides on
Stanley Bruce's spats or the leaves in Sidney
Sussex gardens and in the elegiac dignity of the
ending are heard echoes of the voice of Boyd
himself.
Kieran Dolin

Diana Brydon, Christina Stead, London,
Macmillan Education Ltd, Women Writers,
1987; and Susan Sheridan, Christina Stead,
Hemel Hempstead, Harvester/Wheatsheaf, Key
Women Writers, 1988.
It needed to be done, a feminist study of
Christina Stead, and now - sign of the times
- there are two. They complement each other
in many ways, for Diana Brydon and Susan
Sheridan are remarkably different in their
approach to Stead's writing; their work serves
to remind us that there is no one methodology
for feminist critics. Both books appear in
'Women Writer' series, yet their editors make
quite disparate feminist statements.
Eva Figes and Adele King, joint editors of the
Macmillan Education Women Writer series in
which Brydon's Christina Stead appears, employ
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the antagomstlc anti-male rhetoric and
belligerent tone favoured by contemporary
'radical feminism', to set up a polarisation
between 'women' and 'men': 'The study of
women's writing has long been neglected by a
male critical establishment. [...] As a result,
many women writers have either been unfairly
neglected or have been marginalised [...].
Other women writers have been accepted by
male critics and academics, but on terms which
seem, to many women readers of this generation,
to be false or simplistic.' Their final flourish
reads: 'All the books [in the series] are written
by women because we believe that men's
understanding of feminist critique is only, at
best, partial. And besides, men have held the
floor quite long enough.'
This arrangement of the battle lines ignores
the complex and insidious workings of
patriarchal structure and ideology which make
women oppressors as well as men - and makes
women complicit in their own oppression.
Christina Stead's novels demonstrate this with
scarifying force. And she herself, in interviews,
revealed her hostility not only to the women's
movement but to women generally, to a degree
unusual even for her generation. She would have
read such an introduction to her work with the
utmost distaste, of course: the cavalier elbowingaside of men was what she most deplored about
the feminist movement. Indeed, her own
misogynist attitude must be seen as part of the
whole syndrome which makes it necessary to
engage in sophisticated feminist analysis.
Diana Brydon, to her credit, does not follow
her editors' lead; at times she writes against the
editorial grain altogether. She asserts, for
example, that Stead's refusal to characterise
women as victims offers inspiration to critics
seeking to go beyond the impasse into which this
characterisation, encouraged by patriarchal
theory in particular, has led much current
feminist thinking.' (p.168) She does not believe
that Stead's neglect can be ascribed to her
gender; there were a number of factors at play
here. And she observes that 'some of Stead's
most perceptive - as well as enthusiastic critics
- happen to be men and some of her most
hostile reviews have come from women.' (p.l62)
Susan Sheridan was more fortunate: the
editorial preface to the Harvester Key Women
Writer series generates probing and challenging
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questions which provide the basis for an exciting
discussion. The focus of the series is key women
writers - writers who have been accepted into
the literary canon. (Interestingly, the Macmillan
series focuses on these, too, despite its emphasis
on marginality. Many of the writers overlap.)
Sue Roe, Harvester editor, writes: 'Looking back
at the work of women writers with established
places in the mainstream of the
literary tradition, the series asks, in what way can
such writers be regarded as feminist? Does their
status as canonical writers ignore the notion that
there are ways of writing and thinking which are
specific to women? Or is it the case that such
writers have integrated within their writing a
feminist perspective which so subtly maintains
its place that these are writers who have,
hitherto, been largely misread?' The Harvester
series is committed to exploring recent
developments in literary and feminist theory, but
does not espouse any specific methodology. It
aims, instead, 'to express the particular
resonances and perspectives of individual
women writers.'
Susan Sheridan's book fits the bill completely:
beautifully written and stimulating, it is a
pleasure to read. Completely au fait with
contemporary feminist theory, and only rarely
falling into the pitfall of obscurity or jargon,
Susan Sheridan indicates several new paths into
Christina Stead's labyrinth of language without
showing us the path out; she leaves us there to
play.
.
..
Diana Brydon wntes that recent mterest m the
polyphonic novel, derived in part from Bakhtin's
work, has given us a new point of entry into
Christina Stead's 'multi-voiced texts'. (pJ)
Given this claim, it comes as a surprise to find
that she herself makes little use of current literary
theory. This is doubtless because it would have
proved incompatible with her aim: to find some
sort of fusion between the writer and her work
- a challenging task to set oneself, in the case
of Christina Stead. In some ways, Brydon's
conclusions are similar to Susan Sheridan's; she
acknowledges the influence of earlier work by
Sheridan and by Terry Sturm. Like them, she
sees Stead's fiction as belonging to the great
tradition of English realism (Why English,
though?), and endorses Sturm's claim that hers
is a "new realism" which incorporates the gothic,
fantasy and excess, in order to dramatise
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ideological inconsistencies, both conscious and
unconscious, in the individual and society.
Indeed, Brydon points out, the individual, in
Stead's work, can never actually be separated
from society; this is what makes her a profoundly
political writer. 'She shows us familiar worlds
defamiliarised by a presentation that defines
character as a matrix of individual, political and
cultural forces while insisting on the
responsibility of the individual for his or her own
life.' (p.l71)
This last question, the moral one, is an
interesting aspect of Christina Stead's writing,
and this is where Brydon and Sheridan diverge
radically in their approaches. As Sheridan says,
many Stead texts, particularly the later ones,
'appear to offer not even provisional schema of
explanation'; 'they abound with odd details
which "don't fit'" and there is a 'careful
effacement of narratorial presence.' (p.l21) I'm
Dying Laughing, writes Sheridan, 'successively
risks sounding like an anti-communist sob story,
a heroic socialist tragedy of persecution, and a
satirical attack on her characters and all their
kind.' (p.l25) Which is it, ultimately, then?
Sheridan insists that there is no 'ultimately' in
a Stead novel: 'Finally, this tale of "the
humourist" is none of these things, but its
narrative irony derives largely from the play of
their possibilities.' (p.l25) Sheridan's view is that
the passions, the contradictions, the desires of
Stead's characters cannot be contained and
should not be contained. Particularly to be
avoided is the tendency to 'psychologize'
characters, thereby depoliticizing the novels.
Diana Brydon, less influenced by poststructuralist theory, is less inclined to see the play of
possibilities as the ultimate strength of Stead's
novels. She does attempt moral and political
closure. This leads her to insert the author into
the texts, and it is true that this has the
unfortunate effect of stemming the flow, or
rather, the overflow, ofthe text's various voices.
Yet personally I have some sympathy with her
attempt to drag the author out of her hidingplace. In her discussion of The Salzburg Tales,
for example, Brydon explores the problem of
reading a story in which the characters fail to
see what strikes the feminist reader in the eye:
the victimisation of women. Brydon: 'Stead's
refusal to comment in these instances (or to place
them through the reactions of other characters)
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must be taken at least as a kind of endorsement,
which suggests either her own participation in
the blindness of her characters at this point or
her uncertainty about how to express moral
judgement without appearing propagandistic.
Probably the answer lies in some combination
of the two." (p.46)
Susan Sheridan tackles this central issue
differently. Although she states, in her preface,
that her relationship as feminist critic with her
subject 'is of necessity combative', she does not
take on Christina Stead the author. She is
critical of the 'explanatory model of reading'
which is 'feminist criticism's inheritance from the
humanist tradition'. By this she means 'a
hermeneutic tendency to seek out a text's
presumed hidden meanings, meanings that will,
ideally, cohere around a single unifying or even
causal principle such as "the search for identity"
or "the critique of the patriarchal family".' (p.121)
Since Stead's texts resist such approaches and
challenge their assumptions, she argues that the
only fruitful feminist method is 'to locate
feminism in the reading process, rather than in
the text; to offer readings from feminist positions
rather than seeking to uncover a feminism
already present in the text.' (p.ll)
It has to be admitted, and Sheridan argues it
convincingly, that Christina Stead is an excellent
example of the limitations of author-centred
criticism. If we do try to insert Stead into her
own texts, tracking down the points at which she
felt disapproval with her characters and where
she sympathised - and this is rarely evident in
her work - where would we begin? With her
interviews? Read as a body, these prove to be
sufficiently full of contradictions to invalidate
them as an author-itative source. And even if this
were not the case, interviews, Sheridan points
out, must be read as texts, too: they are a
particular mode of literary discourse which
embody a certain set of illusions - such that
spontaneity means authenticity. Interviews
merely create an "authorial persona"; one, in this
case, who legitimates certain readings and
repudiates others.
Stead's insistence, in these interviews, that the
characters in her fiction were taken from life,
that Sam Pollit was a portrait of her father and
Louisa and Teresa portraits of herself, has
licensed autobiographical readings of her novels
which in fact place significant limitations on
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them. Some critics have tended to read The Man
Who Loved Children and For Love Alone more
as documents than as fictions, and they have
often been read together as 'a single
Bildungsroman which, like Sons and Lovers,
explores the social and psychological dynamics
of the author's formation in the family.' (p.l6)
Both Diana Brydon and Susan Sheridan are
concerned with ideological analysis, analysis of
the various discourses of the text. Brydon
believes that our understanding of Stead's work
is expanded by seeking out patterns in the work
as a whole and by taking into account the
woman who produced it; Sheridan argues that
we should not attempt to explain the work, and
certainly not by reference to the woman who
produced it. They both immensely admire
Christina Stead's work and, in their different
ways, increase our enjoyment of the play
between the warring discourses. It's just that
each is umpiring with a different set of rules. It's
up to us to decide which team we want to play
m.
Hazel Rowley

Margins, William Grono ed., Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, 1988, $19.99.

Margins, edited by William Grono, is an
exciting and excellent anthology of Western
Australian poetry from British colonization to
the present. The collection's strength lies in its
ambitiousness: the editor wishes it "to be
regarded for many years as a primary source of
the state's principal poems" (p.21). Margins
attempts to serve two functions and is
surprisingly successful in both attempts. William
Grono's collection is both a discovery of
unavailable early poetry and an introduction to,
or a summation of, poetry of more recent years.
Part of Grono's success in this venture must
be attributed to the ample space afforded him
by Fremantle Arts Centre Press. Margins is a
generous anthology, comprising of 350 pages,
allowing not only for a large number of poets
to be included, but also for the more significant
poets to be given the space they deserve. As with
other Fremantle Arts Centre books, Margins
has an attractive format and is easy to read.
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The poetry of the collection for which Grono
retains the terms "colonial" and "nationalist" is
probably the most significant aspect of the
collection. Its significance lies in the fact that this
poetry has never been readily available or
anthologized. Much of the material was printed
in ephemeral sources, such as newspapers, and
few were ever published in book form. Grono's
collection of the poetry of this period (which
includes much regional material) quickly gives
one a sense of the differences of poetry then and
now. Most of the poetry was published
pseudonymously and was of a political or public
nature. These two observations are obviously
related. Much of the verse at this time was
didactic or satirical and often overtly political.
Andree Hayward who was probably one of the
best of the satirists (and who also went under
the pseUdonyms "Viator" and "Thomas the
Rhymer") wrote in "A Penitential Hymn"
... Premier Forrest
Approach, 0 lord - thy servant craves -This editorial hovel
And hear the humblest of thy slaves
Perform his monthly grovel.

This is a good example of the importance of
newspapers in the writing of poetry at that time.
This is also exciting stuff for the modern reader;
a much needed anodyne to traditional text book
history.
Of the modern poets (perhaps from Alec
Choate onwards) Grono has collected all of
Western Australia's acknowledged poets, as well
as a number of less well known ones. It is
valuable to have such a good collection of recent
Western Australian poets in one volume.
Reading this will be for many, this reader
specially, an introduction to often ignored poets.
In this section, Grono may be accused of being
too careful, too mainstream. Grono himself
answers such accusations in his (short)
introduction. Grono states that for a poem to be
well known is just as significant (historically and
artistically) as one saved from obscurity. This
double natured ness of Margins shows well the
collection's ambition.
The two drives of the collection are executed
well. My only reservation is a small one,
concerning the title. As a book commissioned to
celebrate Australia's Bicentenary, Margins is
refreshing in a year of eastern statism, being an
event centred west of Botany Bay. It does seem
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odd, however, that a book which is fighting
marginalization should simultaneously pronounce its own marginality through its title. That
is not to say that marginality could not be
construed as an aspect of Western Australian
poetry. Grono himself (who has a propensity for
such titles: a volume of his poetry, with Nicholas
Hasluck, was called On The Edge) sums such
a preoccupation up well in his "The Way We Live
Now". However, Grono, in his introduction, tries
to avoid debate on what makes this poetry
essentially West Australian, and his criteria for
the label "West Australian" is significantly
broad, and he begins to naturalize his own
collection ("The best poems chose themselves",
p.20). Perhaps such debate belongs in schools
and universities where this excellent anthology
is needed. Such a collection may balance a
university course on "oz lit", saving us from
making statements about what is essentially
Australian when it may only be essentially New
South Welsh, and allowing us to see
homogeneity where we did not expect to see it,
indeed saving us from our own marginalization.
David McCooey

Mudrooroo Narogin, Dalwurra: The Black
Bittern Centre for Studies m Australian
Literature, 1988, $10.95.
Ever since the publication of his first novel
Wildcat Falling, (1975) Mudrooroo Narogin
(formerly Colin Johnson) has been known to
readers as a deeply committed political writer
with one great cause: to make readers see the
lives of Aboriginal people from an Aboriginal
point of view and so to begin to bring them to
the centre of a literary arena from which they
have been excluded almost entirely since white
settlement. In his brilliant novel, Doctor
Wooreddy s Prescription for Enduring the
Ending of the World (1983), Narogin reversed
the terms of conventional historical narrative of
settlement by having an Aboriginal protagonist
observing the white invaders with baffled
anthropological curiosity. Much more than a
critique of a particular version of history, the
novel throws into question the authority of all
written histories with their commitment to linear
"plots" and tidy conclusions.
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As a poet and scriptwriter, too, Narogin has
experimented with positions and perspectives,
always with a view to undermining habitual
white modes of speaking about Aboriginal
people. In the forthcoming "Doin' Wildcat: A
Koori Script" he reworks the text of his own
novel as a film script in process and in so doing
performs the double metafictional act of writing
about the construction of two white narrative
genres simultaneously - novel and film.
But it is through poetry that Narogin has
made his most impassioned protest, only to find
himself shut out by the brick wall of publishing
conservatism in Australia. It is lamentable that
a major work by this talented poet, his
Bicentennial Gift Poem: "Sunlight Spreadeagles
Perth in Blackness," could not find a publisher
in the year of the bicentenary. Yet it is, in spite
of this, becoming a well-known text whose
unofficial circulation symbolizes the very
situation Narogin's published work has been
committed to highlighting - the marginalization of Aboriginal culture by the apparatus of
the dominant culture. Ironically, in the same
year, Narogin was awarded financial assistance
from the Western Australian Government to
write a work to celebrate Australia's Bicentenary
and this resulted in the publication of the poem
cycle Dalwu"a by the University of Western
Australia's Centre for Studies in Australian
Literature. Knowing Narogin's attitude and the
attitude of Aboriginal people generally to the
bicentennial celebrations his work was awaited
with much interest. With the bitterness of the
rejection of the gift poem still fresh what would
Narogin do with his prestigious grant? Not
surprisingly, Narogin did not choose to offer a
watered-down version of the unpublished poem.
Instead with Dalwu"a he has moved in a
completely different direction, one which at first
glance appears to bypass the painful issue of
Bicentennial blindness and tokenism towards
Aboriginal people. Dalwu"a, the black bittern,
a totemic bird in Aboriginal lore, as it flies from
Perth to Singapore and then on through India
and Thailand to England and Scotland and back
home to Australia again. Drawing upon
Aboriginal song cycles and traditional English
poetry for its imagery and form, the poetry
constantly works by far-fetched yoking of
mythologies, ideologies and cultures. At one
point Dalwurra, as the controlling consciousness
of the cycle, observes grouse in the heather near
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Edinburgh, at another he is swallowed by a
Himalayan dragon, and there are, repeatedly,
radical changes of temporal frame, location and
even identity. While the references are often to
"real" places and historical events Dalwurra's
encounters with mythical creatures are
everywhere woven amongst them in a way that
blurs all distinctions between myth and history.
Amongst the historical events mentioned are a
miner's strike in England, trade sanctions
against South Africa and a raid on a Brixton
youth centre in London, but these are embedded
in lyrical pieces which are dominated by such an
expansive sense of time and place that specific
historical moments are seen as a part of a vast,
repeating pattern of hope and fulfilment, pain
and dispossession.
The effect of the poetry is frequently confusing
because of the imaginative leaps required to cope
with its wildly disparate cultural elements and
its multiple settings which include everything
from Dreamtime landscapes to modem
computerized cities. In taking on the world in
this way the poetry appears at times to be
pushing its own display of multi-culturalism to
the point of parody and in doing so it explores
not only a range of mythologies but also the
processes of myth making. The result is a
multicultural metamyth which shows all cultures
to be relative and subject to change.
It is significant that Dalwurra, a nonmigratory bird in Aboriginal mythology, is in
this cycle a world traveller. Repeatedly the
poetry expresses the pain of upheaval and of
unaccustomed migration into unfamiliar worlds,
as it does, for example, in the poem "Clouds":
Far from home and faltering.
My struggles cause panicThunder to pound my heart,
As lightning I fall far from home,
Terrified from the constant changing
Of the rain pouring down,
Pouring me down into the city.

But then there is the dizzy joy of return:
Dissolving, blissful indigo-maroon,
As DaIwurra splatters his soul against the
coastline,
Reliving his leaving in the returning gliding
down.

In focussing on change and cultural
intermingling the work never gives up its
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Aboriginality. Instead it recontextualizes
Aboriginal experience by viewing it in relation
to one alien culture after another and, in so doing,
sets it free from the confining model of black/
white confrontation or integration. In throwing
the question of recognition of Aboriginality into
a world arena, the poetry opens up wider
possibilities for creative cultural encounters.
The poetry dramatizes such possibilities in its
own use of the kind of repetition and chant that
is a strong feature of Aboriginal oral narratives
within the recognizably European lyric form of
most of the poems. The combination allows the
poetry to claim the best of both worlds and to
express the extremities of grief and joy by
exploiting the available resources of the
individual historical moment without fear of
betraying any tradition.
Kateryna Olijnyk Arthur

European Notebook, Antigone Kefala, Hale &
Iremonger, $10.95; Pell Mell, Philip Hammial,
Black Lightning Press; Midnight Snow, Vera
Newsom, Hale & Iremonger, $10.95.
European Notebook is Antigone Kefala's
third collection of poetry, and includes selections
from earlier works, The Alien and Thirsty
Weather. All the poems in the European
Notebook section are short, impressionistic,
often imagistic. Both Cathy Peake and Geoffrey
Dutton have described her work as haunting.
This is not surprising, for often her work is
uncomfortable, brooding, and bordering on an
unspecified menace. Kefala's images often
suggest an implied narrative which has been
suppressed, giving her poems a sense of
distillation, of having been pared down,
dismissive of the superfluous.
A good example of this is "Looking Toward
the Sea". The first stanza, suggestive of
narrative, or something upon which meaning
could be constructed, gives way to a
characteristic image of ruin, of "ravaged eyes/
sweeping the peelings". Indeed Kefala's images,
which are usually very powerful, are almost
always disconcerting, showing an inclination for
images of decay, blood and implied
meaninglessness: "We drove towards the city /
past carcasses of cars/ rotting in treacle by the/
roadside". ("Industrial City".)
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Although the title seems to indicate what the
blurb states: that the collection is one of "an
antipodean narrator observ[ing] Europe", there
is more of a sense of an age, and of its decline,
than a sense of place present in the book. The
decay of Europe, if indeed this book is concerned
with that at all, is just as much a matter of decay
within the individual, as well as from without,
and of perhaps an essentialism which transcends
place and culture: "The world/made of a matter
that never/forgets, a symmetry so exact,/fatality
at the heart/ of each thing" ("The Wanderer").
Of a similarly bleak nature is Philip
Hammial's Pell Mell. However, any sense of
decay one may apprehend in this collection
would be driven by the chaotic nature of the
poetry. The control of Kefala's imagism is
nowhere to be seen, but rather, this collection
seems to suggest that from words come only
more words. Indeed, I was disappointed to see
people still wrote poetry like this. This sort of
avant gardism seems both passe and naive. Pell
Mell is a seemingly endless collection of vebiage,
reminiscent of the "automatic" writings of
Tristran Zara and other dead Dadaists.
Consider: "Anti-oracular illuminati awash/ in
antidiluvian cuisines, they count/ no heads at
mercy" from "Riding the Yak Beyond the Text
is Not Permitted", a title which is emblematic of
what I find annoying about this collection.
Vera Newsom's Midnight Snow is a much
more mature, enjoyable and significant
collection of poetry, indicative of a poet
confident in her own craft. Although her first
collection of poetry, Newsom has been widely
published, in Australian newspapers and
journals as well as a number of anthologies,
including The Penguin Book of Australian
Women Poets and Youngstreet poets antholgies.
Midnight Snow is a joy to read. It has a
similar confidence in image as Kefala's
collection, but is more diverse, containing
humour and beauty as well as pain and ugliness.
Newsom's poems are more often to do with
personal relationships, with love and sexuality.
She eschews crass self consciousness, except
perhaps in "Bricks" ("Today I cannot write a
poem') and, as the three divisions ("Tapestry",
"Bearings" and "Walking') suggest, is capable of
retaining direction and tone in her poetry.
This is especially true of her poem
"Directions", in which landscape is moving and
artfully presented as a correlation of the
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narrator's own emotional journeying. This
sounds so commonplace as to belie the power
of this poem, and it is indicative of Newsom's
poetic strength that she does not have to rely on
poetic novelty for interest in her poems. In the
context of her work she also has the ability to
make such bald statements as "To love is to be
vulnerable" to transcend their everyday and crass
nature. Vera Newsom's concern for a style which
encompasses beauty and love as well as
intelligence and power makes Midnight Snow a
refreshing and memorable collection of poetry.
David McCooey

Jack Hibberd, Memoirs of an Old Bastard,
McPhee Gribble, Melbourne, 1989, 212pp,
$29.99.
Something peculiar happens to Australian
playwrights when they turn their attention to
narrative prose; not anything dreadful, or
unappealing, just peculiar. Louis Nowra, whose
plays have a touch of the dark side even at their
most sanguine and joyful, had a positive fieldday of hunchbacks and grotesquerie when he
took up his pen in The Misery of Beauty, whilst
even in his recent effort his female Papua New
Guinean protagonist seems especially enamoured of the more bizarre features of the sex
and culture into which he has metamorphosed.
It's as if the theatrical imagination let loose of
the constraints of physical stage, and actors, lets
out a whoop of joy and embarks on an orgy of"
gothic extravagance once it strolls out onto the
open, sporting fields of the novel.
Jack Hibberd's first venture (at least to my
knowledge) into prose keeps up the tradition.
Described by its publishers as '''a Rabelaisian
satire of a New World city." it seems to me to
have as much doom and gloom, as Rabelaisian
joyousness. It retains, beneath the rather forced
swoops and chortles of its narrative, a
relentlessly Melburnian earnestness, with the
city forays of its millionaire hero, the Old
Bastard of the title, interspersed with sad
reflections on the child he abandoned some
decades earlier (an old bastard of a different ilk?)
and for whom, in the intervals of his feeding, and
drinking, he purports, unsuccessfully, to seek.
Even the "lyric" passages to wine (mostly
French and imported), display a gratuitously
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snobby knowledge by a writer who has
supplemented his crust for a good while as a food
and wine buff to Melbourne's notoriously selfsatisfied gourmandisers. As to the descriptions
of the food which accompanies the wine in
copious quantities they seem designed to be less
tantalising to the taste than satisfying to the
desire to be known to eat and drink well. They,
too, have an odd earnestness, which sits ill with
the book's claim to Rabelaisian fun and sedition,
and which smacks of the stodginess of those
endless descriptions of nursery food in Enid
Blyton.
"To appease me, Glen produced a bottle of
1983 Yin Sec du Chateau Courte!: yes, the
dry white wine of Courtet. It tumbled into the
glass a brilliant light lemon colour and
released the honeyed perfumes of Semillon.
The generous flavours occupied most of the
mouth's recesses and proved a more than
suitable foil to the oysters.
The beef fillet arrived. It stood some five
inches in height and had the diameter of an
axeman's arm: a pale neonate-pink pedestal
of flesh in a little lake of crimson sauce: most
succulent."

To my feeling, the undercutting extravagance
of the second paragraph doesn't quite remove the
cloying, unsatirical taste of vintage Leo
Schofield from the opening dish ..I mean,
paragraph.
What an uncharitable review, I begin to think,
as I type the above ... but my wildness of tone
and self-indulgence of expression has no doubt
been generated, consciously, or unconsciously,
as have the rotundity of my words, and the
length of my periods, by the task of wading
through the Memoirs. Perhaps, too, the puns
finally embittered my soul. After F.X.Ngo and
the gardener Fingal Greene, not to mention the
randy marriage councillor, Rollo Bang, such late
and less felicitous arrivals as the fifth-generation
Australian Scot Sir Aberdeen Angus and the
nurse Florence Nightjar may, perhaps, be
granted to have palled the palate a trifle.
The work, like the curate's egg, is funny in
parts. But it is not the great triumph of
Rabelaisian wit the publishers blurb leads the
unsuspecting reader to expect. It is good to see
Hibberd writing again after his recent
declarations that writing had yielded place to the
practice of medicine and medical research as the
sole pursuit of his middle years, and it is good
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to see him producing something more than the
sparse and hard-won dialogue of the
monologues, excellent and underrated by critics
as these were. But the old Bastard's unsuccessful
search for his lost Perdita (yes, sad, but true,
there are almost as many learned references of
this sort as puns) amongst the restaurants and
cellars of Melbourne is not the faustian 'tour de
force' claimed for it by its blurb. It takes more
than references to a mephistopheles in a
gaberdine mac, and frequent mentions of Don
Giovanni to raise the pedestrian perambulations
of a Melbourne food freak to the heights of the
mythic. We are a long way from Bloom, and
others of his kidney, if you'll forgive the pun.
Nor, despite the endpapers which seek to evoke
the same mythic, almost Dickensian, quality
from the streets of Melbourne and the fastnesses
of the Victorian Alps, does the landscape
remains in its telling less than resistantly staid
and unyielding, a corseted dowager to whom the
blandishments of sin remain inextricably bound
up with the delights of guilt.
"Across the etiolated lawns, on the high
brown marble table of the pink belvedere, lay
a naked Contessa Mezzabotta, athwart; a
glass chalise of opalescent Lacrima Christi in
one hand, a glass chalice of ruby Sangue di
Giuda in the other. Her nipples sat up like
half-smoked and smoking Sobranies. Before
her knelt the papal nuncio, Benito Ben
Trovato, in the vestments of a schismatic
Pope. Behind him knelt Giancarlo
Michelangelo di Finnochio, decked out in the
black and white of an alter boy serving a
requiem." (p.211)

Yielding, perhaps, to the blandishments of the
devil or death or whatever symbolic force the
allegory seeks to impart to "the man in the grey
gaberdine overcoat and green astrakhan hat, his
topaz eyes pure Vesuvius," who, like a sort of
infernal, deathly flasher haunts the hero in his
guzzly roaming of the Melbourne highways and
byways, the Old Bastard bites the dust, going off
over "a bottle of the Latour ... into what I
hoped was the deepest of deep sleeps: oblivion."
After so many bites, this is not the unkindest bite
of all. At the thought of being drowned in
another flagon of the most purple of the wordy
Hibberdian grape-juice, on whose lees, as the
style of this review will testify, the reader remains
drunk for days, honesty compels the admission
that the book's last page was reached in a sort
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of surfeited relief, tinged with a faint hint of
metaphysical pleasure that there would be no
answer to the last question (Do you exist?),a
speculative echo of the fate of the lost one, or
more feasts, puns, quotes from classical and high
literary sources, or extravagant claims for the
joys of Melburnian indoor sport. Jack Hibberd,
as Paul Gillick's recent study has reminded us,
is a playwright of stature, whose work will
outlast the vagaries of fashion. In this curious,
often fascinating, side-step into prose the old
Hibberdian wit is not entirely lost, but the book
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seems finally to fail to determine whether it is
parody, or yet another 'post-modern' piece of
'serious' play. Let's hope what it really represents
is the old extravagance bursting out, living proof
that the volcano of imagination (to use a
metaphor this text frequently employs) is only
dormant and not extinct. A play next, please,
a genuine play. Let's hope the Memoirs have
liberated the words, and the theatre will
reimpose the restraint this effort so badly needs.

Gareth Griffiths
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STEPHEN HALL - was born in England and has completed a Law degree at the University of
Western Australia.
PETER KIRKPATRICK -lectures in English at the Ballarat College of Advanced Education and
is writing a book on bohemian Sydney in the 1920s.
DAVID McCOOEY - has recently completed a B.A. and is currently wondering what to do next.
MUNGANYE - won an award for "Dawn", and his poems have been broadcast by the A. B.c. ,
and published in literary journals Australia-wide and in Prairie Schooner, U.S.A.
MARGARET PACKHAM-HARGRAVE - grew up in Sydney and now teaches secondary English
at Hurstville. Has published poetry and short fiction, and dreams of writing full-time.
GLYN PARRY - was born in County Durham, England. He was educated at Curtin University,
Western Australia and is currently working on a novel for young adults.
GINA PERRY - was born in 1957 in Melbourne, where she now lives and works. "Red Geraniums"
is her second published story.
FIONA PLACE - has a B.A. from Sydney University and has produced a community education
video for the NSW Department of Health.
HAZEL ROWLEY - is a Lecturer in the School of Humanities at Deakin University. She is writing
a biography of Christina Stead.
DOREEN SULLIVAN - has had stories published in Westerly and other magazines, won a Victorian
FAW Story Award, and has produced a radio play.
JUAN E TAZON SALCES - teaches at the Department of English and Germanic Philology at
the University of Oviedo, Spain.
CORINNE TEMPLEMAN - lives in East Fremantle, W.A. Her stories have been published in
journals and broadcast on radio, and she is currently working on a first novel.
DANE THWAITES - lives in the Blue Mountains, west of Sydney. He is the founder of Black
Lightning Press, has edited poetry for the journals Compass and Helix, and published a collection
of poems, Winter Light, in 1983.
SHIRLEY TUCKER - lives in Geelong, Victoria and is currently studying for a B.A. at Deakin
University. This is her first short story.
CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE's latest book of poems is I'm deadly Serious (0. u.P.). He is Director
of The Australian Centre at the University of Melbourne.
TERRI-ANN WHITE - is a Perth bookseller and writer.
BARBARA WILLIAMS - British-born, Canadian poet, has been columnist on Australian poetry
for Poetry Canada Review (Toronto) since 1984.
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DAVID WINWOOD -lives in London, and has published poems in many English and Australian
journals.
WONG PHUI NAM - is one of Asia's best known poets. He works in banking in Kuala Lumpur,
and has recently begun writing and publishing again after a silence of several years.
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CENTRE FOR STUDIES IN
AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE
Department of English
The University of Western Australia
The Centre for Studies in Australian Literature (CSAL) was opened by the ViceChancellor of the University of Western Australia in September 1982. The Centre
aims to stimulate and support significant research and publication in the field of
Australian literature and culture.
Associate Membership is open to all who are interested for a fee of $10 to cover
mailing and administrative costs. Associate Membership means you will receive
information about the Centre's activities (e.g. seminars, conferences) and a
significant discount on publications. Visiting Fellowships for study, research and
consultation with members of the Centre are also possible.
CSAL PUBLICATIONS INCLUDE:

*

A Special Bumper Bicentennial Issue of Westerly on the theme 'Imaging
Western Australia', Westerly no. 2, June 1988.
$5 per issue; $16 per annum (posted)

*

Colin Johnson, Dalwurra, the Black Bittern - a contemporary Aboriginal
poetry cycle, introduced by Colin Johnson with an Afterword by Veronica
Brady.
$10.95 ($8 to Assoc. Members)

*

Vincent O'Sullivan (ed.), The Unsparing Scourge: Australian Satirical Texts
1845-1860 - an edition of six satiric texts of early colonial Australia.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

*

Bruce Bennett (ed.), A Sense of Exile: Essays in the Literature of the AsiaPacific Region - new essays in the literature of exile in our region.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

To become an Associate Member of CSAL, send $10 plus payment at discount
rates for any of the above publications, to The Secretary, Centre for Studies in
Australian Literature, The University of Western Australia, 6009.

